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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY OF
THE COMMISSION AT CMU

American society has prided itself on its concern for the fullest develop-
ment of each individual's creative potential. As a nation, we have become
sensitive to the social handicaps of race and class but have remained quite
insensitive to those imposed because of sex. Those women who have
entered the top professional fields have had to have extraordinary motiva-
tion, thick skins, exceptional ability and some unusual patterns of socializa-
tion in order to reach their occupational destinations (Rossi 1965).

Discrimination based on sex is just as real as discrimination based on
race or religion or color or national origin and just as unlawful under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Yet it is so deeply embedded
in the American way of life and the American way of business that few
people recognize it as discrimination and fewer still understand that it
is illegal (Kuck 1969).

THE NEW CONCERN WITH WOMEN 'S STATUS

The creation of Carnegie-Mellon University's Commission on the Status. and Needs of -

Women is extremely timely. Throughout the nation, commissions, study groups and

special women's groups have sprung up to investigate the condition of women. This

widespread interest in women probably began some fifteen years ago with the publication

of Betty Friedan's Feminine Mysti9ue, continued at a gradually accelerating pace, and

has now reached avalanche proportions. It is almost impossible to find a current issue

of any popular magazine which lacks an article on the women's movement. Certainly the

extent of interest in the status of women was accelerated in October. 1968 by

President Johnson's Executive Order #11375 which prohibits sex discrimination by all

federal contractors, including educational institutions.



The many studies of women show that although they constitute more than 50 percent of

the population, 40 percent of the college students and 42 percent of the work force

(Cross 1971), they are concentrated in the lower occupational levels. In 1967, women

comprised one percent of engineers, three percent of lawyers, seven percent of

physicians and eight percent of scientists (U. S. Labor Department Women's Bureau

1968), and although women enter the labor force in ever increasing numbers, they earn

only 58 percent of male earnings (Mechanical Engineering 1970).

In the academic world, women have been losing ground for some time. Since the

1930s women have received decreasing proportions of master's and doctor's degrees

and faculty appointments (Farson 1969). In 1879, women held more than a third of the

faculty positions in colleges and universities (Time 1969); today, the percentage stands

at 22 percent, down from 28 percent in 1948 and 27 percent in 1930 (Lewis 1968).

Within universities, women faculty are paid less than their male colleagues.. In

1965-1966, women full professors had a median salary of $11,649, compared to a median

for male full professors of $12,768. On other criteria for career advancement, women

in academia also fall below men (Mechanical Engineering 1970).

Recent analysis by Harmon of the careers of men and women holding
Ph. D. 's further underlines that sharp sex difference in ascending the
academic ladder to a full professorship: confining attention to men
and women who have spent twenty years in academia and who hold
Ph. D. 's in the social sciences, Harmon shows that 90 percent of the
men had reached a full professorship, something achieved by 53 per-
cent of the single women and 41 percent of the married women. It is
also clear from these data that it is sex and not the special situation
or responsibilities of married women that makes the greatest differ-
ence in career advancement (Rossi 1971).

In the attempt to familiarize ourselves with the dimensions of the problem that we

were charged to investigate, the Commissioners have read through dozens of reports
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similar to those described above. The data demand thoughtful consideration. It is not

sufficient to argue that women have less ability than men--there are studies which docu-

ment higher academic performance for females from elementary school through college,

studies dating back to 1929 (Cross 1971). Similarly, it is not correct to point to some

liabilities associated with female workers. A report from the U. S. Department of

Labor finds, that ".... (for) absenteeism, labor turnover, job tenure and labor

mobility the cost differentials (between men and women workers) are shown to

be insignificant" (U. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, August 1969). Even

the frequently voiced argument that women must interrupt their careers for child bearing

and child rearing, although true, only raises further questions about the failure of our

society to modify occupational requirements to meet the special needs of women. This

is done, for example, when jobs are held open for absent (male) draftees, or when special

retraining programs are funded for unemployed blacks. Why not special programs for

the needs of the 42 percent of the work force which is female? Why not programs such

as paid maternity leave with job guarantees, federally funded child care centers, job

retraining for women who wish to reenter the labor force?

INTERNAL BARRIERS TO ACHIEVEMENT

In their classic study "Training a Woman to Know Her Place", delivered first at a

CMU special seminar on women's roles, Daryl and Sandra Bern discussed the ways in

which a society that defines success and achievement as masculine can effectively inhibit

female motivation to achieve (Bern & Bern 1970). More recently, Martina Horner has

found evidence that girls show more "fear of success" than boys; girls anticipated that

success would be perceived as unfeminine and would lead to social rejection (Horner 1969).
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Both the Bern and Horner studies suggest that. American girls are socialized to con-

sider that being feminine is inconsistent with being successful in a career outside the

home.

In her study of MAICC women's role development, Shirley Angrist hypothesized that

the University's professional emphasis would lead women to develop career aspirations

over the four years of college. However, the results showed that while some women

developed career aspirations, as many women moved away from career interest and a

substantial number of women remained totally committed to homemaker roles throughout

the four years (Angrist 1969).

Without examples to the contrary, and there are few professional women available as

adequate role models, college women will continue to accept the traditional definition of

femininity. To the extent that they do, they will experience conflict about pursuing pro-

fessional goals which are not traditional for women. Such inner conflicts can and probably

do handicap women relative to their classmates and colleagues who do not perceive profes-

sional success as antithetical to their sex role. In parallel fashion, men who are socialized

to believe that professional achievement and career commitment are, and should be,

masculine attributes will tend to discourage the professional ambitions of the women

with whom they interact.

Such attitudes in men and women are undoubtedly pervasive in America, the unfortu-

nate consequence of too rigid definitions of what is masculine and what is feminine.

Serious efforts to eliminate the educational, occupational and financial inequities which now

exist between men and women must acknowledge that the problem we face is as much one of

changing such attitudes as it is one of eliminating overt discrimination against women.
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EXTERNAL BARRIERS TO ACIIIEVEMENT

A complete answer to the question of women's low status must consider not only

the internal barriers to achievement, the result of socialization into traditional sex

roles, but also the external barriers. Even if women succeed in overcoming the in-

ternal barriers and breaking through to more non-traditional educational, work or

personal roles, there are many barriers to success in the educational and work world.

The external barriers (e.g. , excluding women from educational programs and from

certain kinds of positions or fields of activity, evaluating women more critically than

men for the same activity, rewarding women less than men for the same activities)

lead to what we generally recognize as discriminatory practices. In reviewing

women's status at CMU, the Commissioners asked questions which would reveal

whether or not the University does discriminate against women in ways which have been

identified elsewhere in our society. We have tried not to prejudge any issue. We have

been careful to listen to all explanations of unequal salaries, promotions or admis-

sions, and whenever possible have included the explanations given to us in this report.

In spite of these things, the Commission cannot ignore the hard evidence of discrimination

in finding that men are paid more than women in the same job categories over the entire

range of jobs at CMU, or the steady decline in the percentage of degrees conferred to

women over the past decades or the absence of women at top levels of administration and

faculty.

One might argue at this point that although the data are clear, their interpretation is

not, and that factors other than sex discrimination might have produced the reported re-

sults. This argument raises the complex question of what constitutdis sex discrimination.

5
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At the simplest level, one discriminates against women if men of lesser qualifications

are given preferential treatment in such matters as promotion, admission to college or

financial aid simply because they are men. Most well intentioned persons probably

would not do this. On the contrary, on those many occasions when they choose a male

over a female candidate, they do so for a variety of reasons, none of which are perceived

as influenced by the candidate's sex. The most frequent reason given is that the woman

is less qualified. The problem here lies with the determination of quality. Since esti-

mates of a person's quality tend to be influenced by the stigma attached to his or her

group membership, performance evaluations of women (and blacks) cannot be totally

objective. Those who evaluate run the high risk of downgrading members of groups with

inferior status. To equalize the status of women requires revised evaluations which

exclude the possibility of automaticaLy downgrading women.

Even if one carefully eliminates sex bias in the determination of quality, it remains

true that there are fewer qualified women than men for many desirable positions because

women have traditionally been discouraged from pursuing the attainment of the requisite

qualifications. This is the case, for example, in trying to find qualified women physicists,

neurosurgeons and administrators. It is precisely because of this situation that the

federal government now requires its contractors (including CMU) to develop plans for

affirmative action for women and minorities; indeed, the development of special compen-

satory programs to qualify women and minorities is at the heart of the whole affirmative

action concept.

Finally, many men seem concerJed that these are arguments for inferior quality of

performance wIlich will damage the University. The concern is unfounded, since the



recommendation here is not that the University hire and promote unqualified people, but

rather that they provide appropriate qualifying experiences for their women students and

employees when these are needed.

HISTORY OF THE COMMISSION

Early in the fall of 1970 a group of faculty women at Carnegie-Mellon University

began to meet informally to discuss their concerns about the status of women at this

University. Gradually the group enlarged to approximately 50 women, including women

administrators, faculty and staff members. The group took the name CMU Academic

Women and formed several subcommittees. One of these, the "Committee on Salaries

and Promotions" requested and obtained a series of meetings with University adminis-

trators, including the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr. Schatz, Vice President

for Business Affairs, Mr. Strathmeyer, and Vice President for Administration and

Planning, Dr. Kibbee. The women initially requested the administration to establish

and fund an office to equalize the status of women at CMU. The administrators replied

that since there was no evidence that women's status was unequal to men's at CMU, a

necessary first step would be to determine in what areas and to what extent inequality

does exist at this University. The women agreed with this suggestion and indicated their

wish for the administration to convene an investigatory commission.

As a result of these discussions, the Commission on the Status and Needs of Women

at CIVIU was established by President Stever in a memorandum sent to University

officers, deans, department heads and directors on February 24, 1971. Members of

the Commission were appointed by the President and provided representation of deans,

faculty members, administrators, students, alumni and two women's groups, the
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Association of Professional Office Workers in Education (APOWE) and the new CMU

Academic Women. Three members of CMII Academic Women were appointed

as part-time staff for the Commission: Ruth Beach.as Commission Chairperson,

Shirley Angrist as Research Director and Carol KaufMan as Executive

Director.

It should be emphasized here that the Commission on the Status and Needs of Women

has functioned since its inception as an objective investigatory body and not as an advocacy

group for women. Advocacy roles remained with CM13 Academie Won-len, Which under-

went changes in leadership, membership composition and name shortly after the

formation of the Commission. CMU Academie Women had been predominantly faculty;

by early spring it began to actively recruit nonfaoultY women and changed it s name to

Women of Carnegie-Mellon (WCM). This organi zatiotl has flourished and has emerged

as a strong voice for women on the campus. The Con:omission asked for and has in-

cluded a report from WCM in a later chapter, along With reports froM the Alumnae

Task Force of WCM and from a Special Committee of the Association of Professional

Office Women in Education.

The Commission on the Status and Needs of Women. has devoted its efforts to meeting

the comprehensive charge given it by President Stever in his authorizing meniorandum

of February 24. The charge is reproduced in full below:

Recognizing the growing concern for the probler4s and needs of Women in
this academic community, I am establishing a campus-wide Commission
and am giving the Commission the following charge:



(1) To examine all areas of University operations as they per-
tain to the general problem of the status of women, including:
(a) the admission of women students both undergraduate and
graduate, the placement services available to such students,
the housing of women students, their treatment in the class-
room, the educational and occupational counseling they
receive and such other areas as the Commission may de-
termine; (b) the employment, retention, promotion, and
salaries of women on the faculty and staff, the distribution
of males and females in various employment categories and
such other matters as the Commission may determine.

(2) To recommend policies, procedures, organizational arrange-
ments and special services which it believes will enhance the
opportunities of women to achieve their personal and profes-
sional goals at Carnegie-Mellon University.

(3) To suggest the outlines of an affirmative action program
designed to correct or ameliorate any discriminatory
practices or unequal conditions discovered in the Commis-
sion's study.

(4) To recommend a continuing vehicle for monitoring the im-
plementation of an affirmative action program and to suggest
which offices within the University should be responsible for
various aspects of implementation.

COMMISSION ACTIVITIES

It is convenient to discuss the activities of the Commission in two time periods; namely,

the two months prior to the completion of our Preliminary Report in April 1971, and activ-

ities during the summer months to complete the final report.

During the period between February and April 1971 the Commission met at least

weekly to plan and conduct its investigations. Typically, our procedures began with an

interview between the administrator responsible for an area covered in the Presidential

charge to the Commission (for example, Admissions, Placement, Counseling Center),

the Commission Chairperson and one or two Commissioners who volunteered to head a
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subcommittee for the area. Following these initial interviews, the administrators were

invited to present data and respond to questions at public hearings conducted by the full

Commission. The proceedings of these hearings, available in Commission files, contain

a wealth of statistical data on University operations pertaining to women; they also contain

much informative testimony from administrators in response to questions about policies

and practices which might differentially affect men and women. In addition to these public

hearings, the Commission held closed hearings at which individuals gave confidential

testimony, and several special meetings with invited groups of students and faculty.

Summaries of the group meetings are included in the appropriate sections of this report.

Summaries of the confidential hearings are available only to the President and members of

the Commission. The Commission was not constituted to serve as a grievance committee

for individual women nor did it have time to try to resolve particular grievances due to

sex discrimination. We heard individual complaints of discrimination in several areas:

termination of employment without explanation; lower salaries and promotion opportunities

for women than for men at comparable levels; lack of consideration of women for

positions for which they were qualified (and hiring of women for positions beneath their

abilities); subjecting women to threats of academic failure if they did not respond

positively to the sexual advances of male faculty; nepotism policies operating against

women; and less desirable dormitory conditions and regulations for women than for

men. The individual cases were recorded in Commission files for consideration by

the office or individual to be appointed to monitor affirmative action following the

Commissionts work.

Finally, the Research Director sought and obtained statistical data on employment

conditions for women at CMU. She was assisted by the Commission staff, and relied

heavily on data provided by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the Vice

President for Business Affairs, both of whom are members of the Commission, and

the Director of Personnel Services at CMU. She was also assisted in the data collection

by many other University employees.
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The Preliminary Report, completed in April 1971, was sent, at President Stever's

request, to all deans, department heads and directors with a request that written

comments be sent to Dr. Beach or Vice President Kibbee. Many people across

campus responded with long, thoughtful commentaries which were of great help

to the Commission in suggesting data refinements and in letting us know how our

findings were received. Most of the letters were positive, expressing encouragement

for our activities. The few negative comments that we received pointed out that our

preliminary data analyses were incomplete. In this final report we have made every

effort to obtain complete data and to analyze it carefully, particularly data concerning

CMU's women employees. We still lack much data on students and have made several

recommendations in Chapter V that more student data be obtained in the near future

by other groups.

During the summer months from May to September, we continued to analyze data

already obtained, collected additional data in some areas and initiated follow-up--

inquiries into areas about which questions remained from the Preliminary Report.

We were helped by the comments of deans, department heads and directors who

reviewed copies of the Preliminary Report in May. At a meeting with Vice President

Kibbee on June 1 0, Commissioners discussed With him the administration's reactions

to the 39 recommendations contained in the Preliminary Report and were pleased that

some 15 were considered to be immediately acceptable. Since all but one or two

of the remaining recommendations were considered potentially acceptable after they

had been made more operational or in some other way refined, we devoted some

time during the summer to refining these original recommendations.

A major recommendation by the Commission relates to item (4) of the President's

charge in which we were asked to recommend a "continuing vehicle for the implementa-

tion of an affirmative action program In the Preliminary Report, we had suggested

the creation of a Monitoring Commission, to be administered by a newly appointed



Director who would report to the President. Dr. Kibbee suggested that any such

office should carry responsibility for minorities as well as women and proposed a

joint Office ot Equal Opportunity (0E0). The Commission discussed this idea, re-

vised its original recommendation accordingly and submitted it to President

Stever on July 10, hoping that it would be possible to establish a functioning 0E0 by

September 1, 1971. President Stever replied in a memorandum to the Chairperson

of the Commission on July 16. In this memorandum, the President aimounced his

intention to appoint Dr. Kibbee as the Director of an Office of Equal Opportunity

to be effective September 1, 1971. None of the structure or concepts in the Commission

recommendation were accepted; that a woman be Co-Director for Women's Affairs

or that there be a Monitoring Commission for periodic elaluation of progress. Dr.

Kibbee announced on July 27, 1971 his decision to accept the position of Chancellor

of the City University of New York. Thus the structure of this office remains

undefined although the President reiterated his intention to establish an Office of

Equal Opportunity in his address to the faculty on September 8, 1971.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The major findings of the Commission are described in Chapter III of this report

and summarized in Chapter VI. Supporting documentation is available in Commission

files including tables, transcripts and other data. Two sections of the report include

material which was not specifically requested by President Stever, but which has been

approved for inclusion by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. These are

Chapter II, a history of higher education for women at CMU, written for this report at

the Chairperson's request by Dr.. Joan Burstyn, and a section of Chapter III, which

includes reports from women's groups--the Alumnae Task Force of the Women of

Carnegie-Mellon, the Association of Professional Office Workers in Education and

the Women of Carnegie Mellon (WCM). The WCM report contains selected questions

and answers from each of three hearings sponsored by WCM during July and August



at which their members questioned the Director of Personnel, the Vice President

for Academic Affairs and the Treasurer of the University. Chapter IV presents the

recommendations for a continuing monitoring vehicle which were submitted to

President Stever in July 1971. Chapter V presents specific recommendations to

correct or ameliorate any discriminatory practices.
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CHAPTER II. EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES FOR
WOMEN AT CMU: A BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Dr. Jo an Burstyn has written an historical review of the education of

women at CMU which is presented in this c hapter. Her work clearly indicates that

earlier academic programs in which most students were women have had little long

range success here. The recent decision to phase out Margaret Morrison Carnegie

College by 1973 was preceded historically by decisions to abandon the predominantly

female schools of social work, nursing, and library science. Also., since the total

percentage of degrees awarded to women has declined over the past decades, it is

evident that the loss of women students caused by the elimination of these pre-

dominantly female programs was not compensated by any significant increase in the

percentage of women students who graduated from co-educational. programs.

The inescapable conclusion must be that educational opportunities for women have

been steadily declining at CMU. This fact, which serves as the starting place for

several specific Commission recommendations, needs to be carefully interpreted.

From Dr. BurstynTs report it is obvious that CMU never had a formal policy of

eliminating programs simply because they were more attractive to women than to men.

Each decision to abandon a predominantly female program was defended on educational

and financial grounds; not through appeals to male supremacy. However, the failure

15
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of the University to develop alternative programs which would provide educational. and

occupational opportunities for women, and which would also meet educational and

financial constraints suggests that in the past, CMU has been indifferent, at best,

towards keeping women on campus.

The Commission hopes that one consequence of its report will be to reverse those

trends; we hope that our findings will turn campus indifference into active support for

women's education at this University. We do not necessarily have in mind exclusively

all-female programs; these have the advantage of providing women with a wide range of

roles (as students, faculty, administrators) but they carry the danger of acquiring

second class status on a predominantly male campus. The Commission particularly

advocates increased opportunities for women students in co-eclucational programs.

Specific recommendations regarding program development are in Chapter V; here we

wish only to emphasize that Dr. Burstya's valuable review indicates clearly that if

educational opportunities for .women are to thrive at CM-U we will need to reverse past

trends. The first step in that direction must be a strong public commitment by the

University to develop high quality educational programs attractive to women.

A BIUEF HISTORY. BY JOAN N. BURSTYN

The history of Carnegie-Mellon University has been a continuous modification of the

vision of its founder, Andrew Carnegie. In founding the Carnegie Technical Schools, writes

Henry C. Zabierek, "All Andrew Carnegie had contemplated was a school for good mechanics,

primarily, if not exclusively, for the young people of Pittsburgh. "(2) By 1920 the educa-
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tional objectives of the schools (known after 1912 as the Carnegie Institute of Teelmology)

had been broadened to provide more than mere practical training for a job, and over half

the students came from outside the city of Pittsburgh. The most recent changes were

those of 1967 when "Carnegie Tech" became Carnegie-Mellon University, the Division of

Humanities and Social Sciences became a College, a new School of Urban and Public Affairs

was established and the decision was made to abolish by 1973 the Margarei; Morrison

Carnegie College for Wc,- len.

This laa decision affected drastically the position of women at CMU. For many it

meant painful personal readjustments, but to evaluate its significance in more than per-

sonal terms one needs to look historically at the changes at Carnegie Institute of Technology

in relation to the ambitions of women in sociaty at large. In retrospect the changes at

Carnegie can be seen to have had two major results; the replacement of practical training

by a more liberal concept of education, which has resulted in the strengthening of humanities

and social sciences on campus; and the growth of graduate education, particularly in those

departments which could attract outside limds and maintain a strong commitment to under-

graduate teaching.

Under President Doherty (1936-1950), the move towards a liberal concept of education

begun before 1920 was accelerated. Aided after 1946 by Elliott Dunlap Smith, Provost

and Maurice Falk Professor of the Humanities and Social Sciences, President Doherty

pioneered at Carnegie a plan for liberalizing the professional education of engineers and

scientists. The social relations program for engineering and science undergraduates was

expanded and integrated into their major program. Shortly afterwards a similar scheme

was introduced in the general education courses for Fine Arts students.

An even more radical expansion took place in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College.



In his report for the academic year 1946-1947 the Provost gave three reasons for his

difficulty in keeping teachers in the Division of Humanistic and Social Sbadies at Carnegie

Institute of Technology. Pittsburgh was an unpleasant city to live in; the city provided

poor research facilities for people working in the humanities and no opportunities existed

at Carnegie for the humanities faculty to teach advanced courses, as they could at a liberal
-arts. college. Dr. Smith moved r idly to eliminate the last of these reasons--the only one

over which the Institution had any real control. The committee of which he was chairman

suggested that the Department of General &tidies in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College

be reorganized. As a result, undergraduate options in social science and education, pre-

viously offered in the Department of Social Work, were transferred to the Department of

General Studies,. and all Margaret Morrison Carnegie College students who were not

interested in professional training worked from then on for a degree in general studies.

There was no student resistance to curricular changes whibh gave the students in Margaret

Morrison Carnegie College 44 percent of their courses under the faculty of the Division of

Humanistic and Social Studies, as compared to 25 percent in the Colleges of Engineering

and Science and of Fine Arts.

To handle the additional load, the number of faculty members in the aca-
demic departments of the Division doubled between 1945 and 1950. Not
only did the faculty of the Division increase in number, but the quality and
intensity of teaching was readily noticeable, and, as measured by scholarly
publications, there was evidenc e of greater selectivity in choosing and
retaining members of the instructional staff. (2)

Thus the reorganization of the Department of General Studies in Margaret Morrison

Carnegie College was a major factor in strengthening the Division of Humanistic and Social

Studies, since it gave to the Division's faculty their first constituency of upperclass students

majoring in the fields they taught. However, some outstanding differences remained between



the Humanities faculty and their colleagues in Engineerinf.r and Science: the former taught

only women in advanced level courses; their constituents majored in general Studies rather

than in a specific subject; and they taught no graduate students.

How did it come about that only women at Carnegie Institute of Technology were offered

a general stidies degree? The Institution had begun with an intent which was strictly

vocational. The School of Fine and Applied Arts was to produce workers sldlled in the

industrial application of the plastic arts, and Margaret Morrison Carnegie College for

Women was "to provide vocational training in secretarial studies, household economics,

costume design and general science. "(3) Yet even from the beginning the seriousness of

this vocational education for women could be questioned. Unlike Drexel Institate, founded

a decade earlier with similar intentions, Carnegie Institute of Teclmology did not open

secretarial studies and household economics to men as well as to women. The original

aims of Margaret Morrison Carnegie College for Women were to prepare women as wives

and mothers "to inspire the home" as well as to prepare them for a vocation.

After World War II the aspirations of the Division of Humanistic and Social Studies for

its own constituency of equal standing with those of the colleges came together with the

aspirations for a general education of most women students, persuaded by the ethos of

the time that marriage and motherhood were a sufficient career for an educated woman.

With the growth of affluence after long years of depression, many women no longer felt

compelled to seek training for employment, or when they did, were prepared tu postpone it

until graduate school. Those men who were also willing to postpone professional education

until graduate school did not generally come to Carnegie Institute of Technology for their

first degree. The engineering and science departments after the Second World War expanded

their graduate programs enormously, but, as in any expanding institution, they did not



wish to take the majority of students from their own undergraduate body. It appears,

then, that women were more ready than men to accept a non-professional program at

Carnegie, and that the departments which prepared only for professional work were the

most vulnerable on campus: their students were all too willing to provide a constituency

for the humanities and social science faculty.

As Elliott Dunlap Smith had noted in the 1940's, one reason it was difficult to keep

humanities teachers at Carnegie was that courses in the humanities and social sciences

were interdisciplinary.. Few institutions produced graduates competent to teach such

courses, and most college teachers saw the road to advancement in their profession

through published research in a single discipline. As the years passed pressure mounted

at Carnegie, from women students with aspirations for graduate study as well as from

faculty, for the general studies program to be abandoned. From 1962 Margaret Morrison

Carnegie College students taking general education courses were able to graduate in specific

subjects: economics, psychology, social studies, English, technical writing, modern

languages and history. This was another step towards developing parity between the

faculty in the Division of Humanistic and Social Studies and those in the College of Engi-

neering and Science. Further steps were taken in 1968 when the Division became the College

of Humanities and Social Sciences and men were accepted along with women as undergraduate

students.

The humanities and social sciences were not the only non-professional subjects to

leave Margaret Morrison Carnegie College in 1968; the natural sciences moved also.

Though courses in the College of Engineering and Science had been opened to women during

World War II and remained open to them afterwards, until the 1950s most women at Car-

negie were enrolled in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College where a general science program

was offered. Since the general science program was never very popular, after 1957 the



faculty who taught it in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College were transferred to the College

of Engineering and Science. A titular program in natural sciences was established in

Margaret Morrison Carnegie College in which women took courses offered by the College

of Engineering and Science, and in 1965 an M.A. in natural sciences was established. In

1968 the natural sciences programs were transferred to the College of Engineering and

Science.

The reversal by the Supreme Court in 1954 of Plessey vs. Ferguson (1896) showed

that the wider society perceived separate education to be inherently unequal. The response

at Carnegie was not, as it might have been, to open the professional and non-professional

courses in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College to men, but to terminate professional

courses for women, to transfer non-professional courses to other colleges and to close

Margaret Morrison Carnegie College altogether. The transfer of courses out of Margaret

Morrison Carnegie College assured women students of an integrated education with men,

but for women faculty the change was less auspicious. Although there had never been a

policy that faculty of Margaret Morrison Carnegie College should be women, in fact many

were, and concomitantly there were few women faculty in other colleges, with fewest in

the College of Engineering and Science. Those women faculty in the rank of assistant pro-

fessor and above who were transferred out of Margaret Morrison Carnegie College into

the College of Engineering and Science by the changes in the science programs at the end

of the fifties were soon terminated or retired. The number of women faculty in the Depart-

ments of Physics, Chemistry and Biological Sciences in the ranks mentioned above went

from six in. 1964-1965 to zero in 1971-1972.

The liberalizing of education at Carnegie was accompanied by the growth o graduate

programs. Because such programs are expensive to run, the Institution expected either
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that they be supported by outside funds or that they benefit undergraduate teaching and

thereby justify the use of internal funds to run them. The pattern for graduate programs

on the campus was set by J. C. Warner when he was Dean of Graduate Studies in Engineerin;

and Science. After 1948 he fought successfully to maintain the level of financial assistance

for graduate students first made possible in 1945 by federal financing of veterans. Follow-

ing President Doherty's example, Warner obtained named fellowships from industrial

corporations,and he.encouraged applications for foundation and government research funds.

In 1936, the year Doherty became President, only 20 students graduated from Engineering

and Science with master's and doctor's degrees; by 1950 there were 122. Women did not

benefit from this increase; where none received a graduate degree in 1936, only one woman

Table 1. Graduate Degrees, Engineering and Science

Period Total
Number of Degrees
Awarded to Women

Percent Degrees
Awarded to Women

Masters

1946-1962 1498 36 2

1963-1970(1) 1307 50 4

Doctorates

1946-1962 629 18 3

1963,-1970 637 17 3

(1)
After 1968, this figure includes M.A. in natural sciences, previously in figures for
Margaret Morrison Carnegie College for Women.

did so in 1950. Table 1 shows that the number of women in the graduate programs in the

College of Engineering and Science has increased only minimally even during the last
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Table 2. Women Doctoral Graduates(1)in Engineering and Science 1945-1970
Professional Positions as listed with Alumni Association, 1971

Subject of
Degree

Total of Women
Graduates

Professional
Position

University-Lecturer 1
Physics 6 Federal Employment 1

Private Corporation 1
Housewife 3

University - Full and
Mathematics 6 Assistant Professor 2

Housewife 3
Unknown 1

College or University -
Chemistry 13 including 2 Full Profs. 3

University Research 3
University, Research and

Administration 1

Unlmown Po s ition, College 1
Federal Employment 1

Private Corporation 1

Housewife 1

Unemployed 1
Deceased 1

Electrical Engineering 1 Private Corporation 1

(1)Only 26 out of 35 have been traced in this table.

eight years. Although there is no evidence that Carnegie Institute of Technology encouraged

women to apply for graduate study in Engineering and Science, it is also clear that the small

number of women graduating mirrors a lack of interest in science manifested by women in
(4)society at large, for reasons suggested by Roe, White, (5)Burstyn. (6) One reason is that

women students in engineering and science find few role models amongst college faculty.

Information about 26 of 35 women who have received doctorates in e ngineering and science

from Carnegie suggests that qualified women, even when they come from such a prestigious
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institution as our own, find career difficulties (See Table 2). Of nine women affiliated

to a college or university, only five hold any professorial rank. Only one of the 26 women

has ever been employed by Carneg-ie-Mellon University, and she was not given faculty

rank but was called a lecturer.

If women on campus have not benefited as much as men from the growth of graduate

programs in engineering and science, have they benefited more from the growth of graduate

programs in other areas? The data show that they have not. From 1939 until 1953 a

master's program in social work existed in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College, which,

though a majority of its graduates were women, was the earliest program in that College

to accept men. Between 1946 and 1948 the program was expanding; more opportunities

for field experience and new courses were offered. However, when J. C. Warner became

President in 1950 he inherited from his predecessor a small budgetary deficit which he

was determined to eliminate. The new President's annual reports were very different in

style and in tone from those of President Doherty. In style they were more unified, for

they did not include separate reports from the Deans and from the Provost; they are there-

fore less revealing for the historian. In tone they were more anxious about financial affairs.

The 1949-1950 deficit was met by dipping into the income reserve fund. When a reduced

deficit in 1951 was followed in 1952 by another of $2,133.76, the President announced

decisions to raise tuition in all colleges by $80. 00 and to terminate the master's program

in social work. The annual report of 1950-1951 explained the latter decision as follows:

The cost of our program in Social Work in MMCC, which includes a two
year program of graduate work leading to the degree of Master of Science
in Social Work, was substantially higher than that of the undergraduate
programs in that College. Thus it was a drain on our resources. Accord-
ingly, the Trustees considered possible solutions to this problem and
decided to discontinue the Department as of June 30, 1953, when commit-
ments to faculty and students had been met. After the announcement, many
letters were received praising the work of the Department and regretting
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its discontinuance. A committee of social work graduates conferred
with the President in an effort to find some other feasible solution,
but none could be found. Although the Trustees reconsidered the
question, they could find no basis for any other action, the decision
being dictated by the demands of economy. (Annual Report 1951 - 2:4)

The graduate program in social work did not meet the criteria for success at Carnegie:

it neither attracted outside funding nor benefited undergraduates.

A second graduate program which had attracted more women than men students was

also terminated after some years. Library science, a bachelor's program from 1930

until 1948, became a master's program from 1949 until 1962 when the School of Library

Science moved from Carnegie Institute of Teclmology to the University of Pittsburgh.

Ostensibly the move was made because it was decided at Carnegie that an institute of

technology was the wrong environment for a library school, a curious decision when

information retrieval was just developing into a major field of computer science. The

first inkling that all was not well had come in 1956 when the American Library Association

recommended that the Institution should enrich the quality of its program. Then in 1959

the Carnegie Institute let Carnegie Institute of Technology know that it was no longer able

to help support the program. A decision had to be made: either the program had to be

brought entirely onto the campus or it had to be abandoned. As the President wrote in

the Annual Report (1961-1962):

It would not be appropriate to bring the school to the campus and to
support it with fimds needed for other operations (p.27).

The program, therefore, was abandoned at Carnegie in 1962.

Some readers, when studying the demise of the master's programs in social work

and library science, might interpret these events as a deliberate attempt by the adminis-

tration at Carnegie to stifle graduate education for women. Such an interpretation, however,



seems overstated. President \Varner's deliberate policy was to move graduate study

into the arena of pure and applied research, away from. strictly professional training,

and to encourage those programs which attracted financial support from outside or which

served to strengthen undergraduate programs. Following these criteria, in addition to

the bachelor's program for women in home economics education, he supported the institu-

tion of a master's program in 1964. This program, never large, will be abandoned by

1973 with the closing of Margaret Morrison Carnegie College. Had the aspirations of

women been the controlling factor in decisions of what to do with graduate programs in

social work, library science and home economics, these programs would not have been

terminated since they all flourish at other institutions.

The desire to move graduate study away from applied fields and into research provided

another opportunity for the Humanities and Social Sciences faculty to strengthen its position

on campus. Master's programs were established in English and history; their first students

graduated in 1965. A new degree called the doctor of arts was also established as a terminal

teaching degree. Though not confined to dePartments in the College of Humanities and Social

Sciences, it gave to the faculty of that College its only doctoral students. The D.A. program

did not establish the break with applied research that a Ph. D. program would have done, but

it and the M.A. and M.S. programs did attract outside funds for their support. Table 3

shows how many women have graduated so far from the graduate programs in the College

of Humanities and Social Sciences and what proportion they are of the total number of gradu-

ates. The proportion in English is almost the inverse of that in history.

Two other areas in which there has been an expansion of graduate work are the Graduate

School of Industrial Administration (which includes advanced degrees in psychology) and

the College of Fine Arts. Tables 4 and 5 show the number of women who have graduated



Table 3. College of II&SS, D.A. and M.A. Degrees Awarded 1969, 1970 and 1971(1)

Number of Degrees Percent Degrees
Degree Total Awarded to Women Awarded to Women

English M.A. (2)
115 84 73

English D.A. 4 a 75

History M.A. (2) 132 41 31

History D.A. 12 2 17

(1)This table includes figures for 1971.
(2)From their inception in 1965 until 1966 M.A. degrees in English and history were

awarded in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College.

from these programs and the proportion they bear to the total number of graduates. The

proportion of women receiving degrees from the Graduate School of Industrial Administra-

tion is the lowest of any College on campus. The first woman Ph. D. (in p sychology)

graduated in 1971 and women received only two percent of the master's degrees between

1963 and 1970. In the College of Fine Arts the percentage of women among Master's recip-

ients dropped slightly in the period 1963-1970 from what it had been in 1946-1962, from 28

percent to 24 percent Women have obtained only six percent of the doctorates in Fine

Arts first granted in 1965.



Table 4. Graduate Degrees, College of Fine Arts

Period Total
Number of Degrees
Awarded to Women

Percent Degrees
Awarded to Women

Masters

1946-1962 221 62 28

1963-1970 237 58 24

Doctorates

(None awarded
prior to 1965)

1965-1970 16 1 6

Table 5. Degrees, Graduate School of Industrial Administration

Period Total
Number ot Degrees
Awarded to Women

Percent Degrees
Awarded to Women

Masters

(None awarded
prior to 1950)

1950-1962 287 0 0

1963-1970 402 7 2

Doctorates

(None awarded
prior to 1957)

1957-1962 16

1963-1970 75
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Table G. Master's Degrees in Margaret Morrison Carnegie College

Discipline Total
Number of Degrees
Awarded to Women

Percent Degrees
Awarded to Women

Social Work

1946-1953 92 52 57

Library Science

1949-1962 422 343 81

Home Economics,
Natural Sciences, 125 83 66
English and History

1965-1968

The overwhelming majority of graduate degrees from Carnegie Institute of Technology

awarded to women prior to 1962, when the Library School left the campus, were in social

work and library science (compare Table 6 with previous tables). Though new programs

have been introduced since 1962 either specifically for women or in fields which attract

them in reasonable numbers, the proportion of women receiving master's degrees has

dropped from 20 percent for 1946-1962 to nine percent for 1963-1970 (see Table 7). Such

a drastic change leads to the conclusion that the replacement of practical training and

the growth of graduate programs in areas not narrowly vocational has been effected at

the expense of women, whether or not in response to deliberate policy.
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Table 7. Graduate r.,2grees, Carnegie-Mellon Universit3.,

Peric Total
Number of Degrees
Awarded to Women

Percent Degrees
Awarded to Women

Masters

1946-1962 2520 500 20

1963-1970 2189 201 9

Doctorates

1946-1962 645 11 2

1963-1970 738 18

Note: The year 1962 is taken as the dividing date in these ttbIes because that was the
year that the graduate program in Library Science moved from the Institute of
Technology to the University of Pittsburgh. No tables go back beyond 1946, :he
first year after World War II, although many programs originated before that
date.

Soine Implications for Policy

I think we should be clear what our mindset 1:ias been with regard to women's status.

The main strength of Carnegie Institute of Technology was engineering and science. By

tradition these have been masculine endeavors. Carnegie Institute of Technology was

renowned nationally for its work in engineering and science; the Institute did not perceive

that its national reputation was enhanced by any activities of its women's College. Although

Carnegie-Mellon University has decided to abandon segregated education and open courses

in all departments to students regardless of sex, the University has been unable, or un-

willing, to free itself of its masculine image. The most powerful departments seem to be
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the ones which employ few women; the least powerful seem to be those which employ most

women. There is a self-perpettating cycle, because departments which pride themselves

on their strength offer few incentives either to women fa.culty or women students. Without

a greater number of women students in them now, there is little likelihood of finding more

qualified women to become faculty members in them in the future.

There is another element in this cycle. In the continual power struggle which takes

place on any campus an equilibrium is found by balancing separate interests. At CMU,

non-scientific areas are continually under pressure to justify their existence; they are

continually trying to "prove" their importance. There are, apparently, two ways to do

this. First, the area may point to the "hard" research carried out by men-ibers of its

faculty.. Taking their cues from the sciences and engineering, even those areas least well

served by quantitative techniques, group research or practical applications, may find

themselves encouraging this kind of work at the expense of something longer term, more

individual and less productive of separate publications. The humanities and fine arts,

it should be noted, cannot easily compete in this way; it is difficult for them so to subvert

the nature of their endeavors that they can "prove" their importance by competing with

science and engineering in "hard" research.

Therefore they have to resort to the second method. (The two methods are not exclu-

sive; most departments, I suggest, resort to both). Since a second attribute of science

and engineering is that they have a "masculine" image, another way to "prove" that one

is as professional, as important as they are, is to project a "masculine" image also. We

have to admit to ourselves the depth of the feelings in our society, feelings whose historical

origins can be traced easily, that professions with large numbers of women in them are

somehow less professional than those with fewer women; that a profession which encourages



women to enter it ends up by not being able to command high salaries. Certainly the

salary structure at CMU would seem to bear out the validity of such feelings. Most

women faculty members have not been able to command the same salaries as men;

the most "masculine" departments contain the faculty members with the highest salaries.

Therefore it seems to be to a department's financial benefit to augment its "masculthe"

image. While dealing ostensibly with the status of women, Carnegie-Mellon University

will have to consider the underlying implications of women's present status for the

future status of faculty members of both sexes in non-scientific areas.

If the proportion of women students or women faculty is to change then certain

questions have to be raised and answered. Why has the proportion of women to men on

the campus been allowed to decline? Should the University now change the proportion

and by how much? Should the University develop new ;_tirricula at graduate and under-

graduate levels specifically to capitalize on the interests of women, and men, who

presently do not attend this University? Would the University be well served by a

decision to raise the proportion of women students on campus by encouraging more

women to apply to Fine Arts and H&SS while maintaining present recruitment policies

in CIT and MIS? What results would such a decision have on faculty and stiident

morale in Fine Arts and 1-18.1.SS? Would the University be well served by a decision to

raise the number of women students by encouraging CIT and MIS to change their

present recruiting policy so that they more actively solicit applications from women?

Should women in those colleges be provided special counseling services to counter the

pressures which cause many of them to leave science and engineering in mid-career?

Similar questions can be raised with reference to increasing the proportion of women

faculty. If nothing is done to place the onus of recruitment of women on each department,
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powerful departments might argue that they looked for qualified women but could find

none, and they will leave the less powerful departments to fulfill the whole of the

University's commitment.

Notes:

1 Henry C. Zabierek, "Interests transcended: The early history of Carnegie
Tech, " Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine 53, 44.

2 Glen U. Cleeton, The Doherty Administration, 1936-1950 (1965), 125.

3 Zabierek, "Interests transcended, " 352.

4 Ann Roe, "Women in Science, " Personnel and Guidance Journal, 54 (1966):
784-787.

5 Martha S. White, "Psychological and social barriers to women in science, "
Science, 170 (1970): 113-416.

6 Joan N. Burstyn, "Women in American Science, " Actes du :X7e Congres International
d'Histoire des Sciences (Warsaw, 1968), 2: 316-19.

The help of Vincent Misitano is gratefully acmowledged. He collected data for the
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CHAPTER III. MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE COMMISSION

FINDINGS REGARDING WOMEN STUDENTS

Women In The Student Body

As of Fall 1970, there were 4560 students at CMU, distributed among the seven

colleges, including both graduate and undergraduate stadents. Approximately one-fourth

of the total student body is female (29 percent of the undergraduates and 13 percent of the

graduate students). Table 8 reflects the distribution of men and women by college.

Table 8. Fall 1970 Enrollment

College
Percent
Women

Percent
Men

Total
Enrollment

MMCC 98 2 119

H&SS 58 42 734

CFA 39 61 933

SUPA 18 82 28

CIT-MIS 8 92 2444

GSIA 2 98 302

Total Undergraduate 29 71 3184
Total Graduate Student 13 87 1376

Total CMTJ Enrollment 25 75 4560

Margaret Morrison Carnegie College, an undergraduate college for women.which will

be discontinued after 1973, has 98 percent women; Humanities and Social Sciences, the



only other college in which women are a high proportion, has about three-fifths; Fine

Arts (FA), about two fifths; the School of Urban and Public Affairs (SUPA), about one-

fifth; Carnegie Institute of Technology (CIT) and the Ale llon Institute of Science (MIS),

less than one-tenth; and the Graduate School of Industrial Administration (GSIA), only

one-fiftieth.

There has been a long term trend for the representation of women to decrease in

the overall student body. This trend is evidenced by the undergraduate degrees awarded

to women over six decades (See Table 9). In the early life of the University up to 1920,

30 percent of bachelors degrees went to women. The proportion rose to about 40 percent

in the 1920's and 1930's. The decline which set in. during the 19401s has continued steadily.

In the 1950's and 19601s women received only one quarter of undergraduate degrees.

Table 9. Number of Degrees Awarded in Six Decades
and Percent Awarded to Women

Decade
Undergraduate
Degrees

Percent
to Women

Master's
Degrees

Percent
to Women

Doctor's
Degrees

Percent
to Women

1912-1920 1189 30 10 40

1921-1930 2944 40 121 7 1

1931-1940 4853 42 290 13 27

1941-1950 5536 32 758 22 124 1

1951-1960 6067 25 2484 19 424 2

1961-1970 6567 26 2634 10 864

At higher degree levels, there was early fluctuation in Master's degrees, but again

the proportions awarded to women began to decline in the 1940's from 22 to ten percent.

Among the doctorates awarded, women never received more than two percent. The gen-

eral pattern of decline is most striking because it occurred simultaneously with the clear-

cut expansion in the total number of degrees awarded by the University.
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Carnegie-Mellon Action Program

Black women students participate in the Carnegie Mellon Action Project (CMAP).

Although the Commission held some preliminary discussions with CMAP administrators,

it is not qualified to assess the status and needs of women CMAP students. Rather, the

Commission recommends that the Office of Equal Opportunity should plan to study the

pos.sibility of sex discrimination in the CMAP program and black women educators

should be invited to participate in such a study.

The Commission did note that women students in CMAP may experience special

problem:3 as a result of the widely held belief that black women have traditionally exceeded

black men in academic and professional achievement and that they consequently need less

assistance. As a result of this concept of the "black matriarchy", some of the programs

designed to assist black students may give preferential treatment to men students.

If thisinitial impression proves correct through more systematic 0E0 studies, serious

thought must be given to whether the University wishes to permit a special program to

discriminate against women rezardless of the sociological reasons advanced as justification.

Some Women Students' Perception of Their Academie Environment

Several Commissioners met with groups.of graduate and undergraduate studentS to

discuss classroom conditions, inclUding the attitudes of teachers and advisors toward

women students. They tried to identify any areas where the students believe discrimina-

torypolicies or practices exist.

The women graduate students commented that they experienced little discriminatory

behavior because of their sex. They occasionally are subjected to derogatory remarks

from some faculty members reflecting a low opinion of women as graduate students. They

also noted that unless a woman is very aggressive in group activities, she tends to be

ignored by both professors and male graduate students.
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Undergraduate women appear to believe that there is discrimination at CMU of various

forms. Some commented that a number of Departments in Fine Arts have overt diserim7

inatory practices in admissions; e.g., women are discouraged from enrolling in the

technical and directing options in the Department of Drama. H&SS and MMCC women feel

that many people outside their Colleges view their curricula as intellectually less demand-

ing.than the curricula offered in CIT and MIS. The students believe that this perception has

an adverse effect on performance. They cite instances where professors from CIT and MIS,

who teach science and math courses for H&SS and MMCC students, simplify the courses.

They thc 'I the students that the courses have been simplified for them, implyintr that

the students are incapable of handling a more stringent curriculum. One student reports

that although she came to CMU equipped to handle demanding : ourses in science and math,

after such experiences she began to fear these courses and to doubt her own ability to deal

successfully with them.

Furthermore, women from MMCC and H&SS think that the vocational guidance they

receive from advisors, deans and the Bureau of Placements is poor. As freshmen, MMCC

and H&SS students are told to take fundamentals of math rather than calculus, thereby

creating a cycle which makes them less equipped to deal with demanding science and math

courses. Since nearly all departments in H&SS are becoming more quantitatively oriented,

the creation of this cycle in the freshman year makes the women ill-equipped to handle

courses within their majors as well as outside their departments.. Some senior women

say that they have been discouraged by professors and advisors from applying to graduate

schools. They have even been told that they should get married instead. The women be-

lieve that the Bureau of Placements offers little assistance to graduating MMCC, H&SF., and

CFA women, other than advising them to become secretaries.



These comments are anecdotal and not representative of all students on the campus

since only a limited number of students were interviewed; but they do point up a funda-

mental issue which will require long term consideration. Women students perceive that

their value academically and professionally is often estimated by others on the basis of

sex or academic field rather than ability or performance. In a University setting, where

presumably one goal would be to develop human potential,such "classification", even in a

few selected areas of activity,would seem self-defeating and undesirable. If the University

is to prepare all of its students for the roles that our changing society will demand and re-

quire, it must address itself to the task of creating an academic environment which will

bring both men and women to view the individual's (not the man's or woman's) potential

to perform in the modern world and to be receptive to new ks of social conventions

n rid institutions. The University needs to study the academic environment at CMU and its

effects on a continuing basis; it is essential to develop awareness in the faculty and

staff that stereotyped and preconceived ideas of appropriate roles for women and men

can be educationally detrimental.

Specific University Operations

Admissions

General information on Carnegie-Mellon University's application procedures for

undergraduate study is contained in the undergraduate catalog; application procedures

for graduate study are described in the graduate study brochures.

The Departments in the College of Fine Arts require portfolios and auditions, ex-

cept the Department of Architecture which requires applicants to take the Architectural

Scholastic Aptitude Test or thepre-collegc summer course in Architecture.
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The process of determining which applicants will be offered admission was des-

cribed by the Director and Associate Director of Admissions in discussions with Commis-

sion menbers and in Public Hearing 02 on April 1, 1971. The Admissions Office supplied

data on the number of undergraduate applications received by college and by sex, and

the number of applicants admitted for the past three years. The data for 1969 are

summarized in Table 10.

Table 10. Percent of Women Applicants and Transfers Admitted in 1969

Percent Percent Percent
Total Women Women Women

College Applicants Applicants Admitted Enrolled (1)

CIT ez MIS 1552 10 10 10

II&SS 513 72 71 67
_

CFA 1081 53 39 38

Transfr:rs:

CIT & MIS 107 12 20

I-I&SS 76 55 72

CFA 218 45 39

(1) Includes both regular applicants and transfers.

For all colleges except Fine Arts, the Admissions Office has complete responsibility

for the admission process (receiving applications, evaluating the applicant's test scores

and academic record to predict performance at CMU, deciding upon individual admittan-

ces, notifying the applicants and receiving confirmation of acceptance from the .student).

Women have been admitted in proportion to the number of women applicants in CIT,

thich until this year included MIS. Thus in the engineering and science disciplines
6.3
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the Admissions Office process does not appear to discrimhiate against women. However,

there was no way to judge whether women applicants might be better qualified or might

perform better relative to men with the same qualifications. Records and information

retrieval were inadequate for analysis of possible differences between the sexes in

qualifications and performance. It would he desirable to compare the average scores

and predicted factors of men and women applicants.

For Carnegie Institute of Technology and Mellon Institute of Science over 70

percent of the applicants are offered admissicn. Thus the probability of being admitted

is high. The task is to attract more women applicants.

Admissions personnel are highly aware of the need to recruit More applicants

generally. They try to counteract the lack ef public knowledge about the variety and

quality of programs offered at Carnegie-Mellon University.. However, no particular

efforts have been made to recruit more women students. Admissions personnel believe

that they would be aided in their recruitment efforts--especially with regard to women--

if the departments would provide better information about career opportunities for their

-graduates. In the field of architecture, for example, there are several career options--

architectural history, law, library sciencewhich young women might find more appeal-

ing than that of the practicing architect; and the architectural program at CMU allows

students the flexibility to develop individual academic programs which will lead to

different career possibilities. The recommendations in Chapter V rela'e to the need to

encourage larger numbers of qualified women to apply for admittance and to admit more

women to programs where few women are now being trained.
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In other colleges, more selection of women is possible, since a lower percentage

of applicants is offered admission; in Fine Arts, the rate is under 40 percent; in

Humanities and Social Studies, thc rate is 50 percent or higher.

'In 1970-1971 an effort was made to increase the percentage of men in the Humanities

and Social Sciences College; this resulted in a larger percentage ot men being admitted

than the percentage of male applicants. The decision to increase the percentage of

men in Humanities and Social Sciences eyen if that means admitting less qualified

applicants is interesting in view of an apparent lack of effort to increase the percentage

of women in Carnegie Institute of Technology and Mellon Institute of Science. Does the

University believe that it is essential to have male students to have a good program

but it is not equally essential to have female students?

In the College of Fine Arts, the Departments (except for Architecture) determine

who will be admitted on the basis of an evaluation of applicants' talent by the faculty

in the department. Yet data for the College of Fine Arts shows that about 15 percent

fewer women-are admitted than apply. When data for 1970 was refined by department, the

consistent pattern of admitting proportionately fewer women to study held only in three

departments: Design (57 percent applicants and 42 percent admissions were women)

Drama (63 percent applicants and 42 percent admissions) and Painting and Sculpture

(72 percent applicants and 53 percent admissions). Table 11 shows these patterns. Be-

cause of these discrepancies between applicants and admissions, the Commission

requested further information on admissions procedures and criteria from these depart-

Ments.
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Table 11. Percentage of Women Applicant and Admissions 1970-1971
for College f Fine Arts

Department
Total

Applicants

Percent
Women

Applicants

Percent
Women

Admitted

Percent
Women

Enrolled

Architecture 233 14 18 15

Design 171 57 42 41

Drama 455 63 41 42

Music 148 57 59 68

Painting and
Sculpture 249 72 53 53

Total 1256 54 40 44

(I) The data for 19(39-1970 were similar

Admissions for Selected Departments in College of Fine Arts

Drama

The educational policy in the Drama Department is to have main stage productions

from all periods of play-writing. Until recent years, most playwrights wrote plays

that had more male roles than female roles. Historically, males enrolled in the acting

option have dropped out in greater numbers than females by the senior year when act-

ing majors appear in main stage productions. In order to insure that by the senior year

there are roughly half female and half male students, the Drama Department admits

a higher proportion of men than women in the freshman year and through transfers. The

Department claims that even though this decision to discriminate against women is a
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firm one, in 1971-1972, 25 women (50 percent total admissions) were offered admission be-

cause the women applicants were exceptionally qualified. There is no need for more

men than women in any of the other options in the department. The Head of the

Department provided the data in Table 12 on women admitted to all options.

Table 12. Department of D rama Applications and Admissions 1970-1971

Total Acting Dance Design Directing Production

Number of Applicants 455 335 29 34 33 24

Percent Female 63 68 79 53 42 12

Number of Auditions 383 281 23 34 24 21

Percent Female 61 67 84 53 37 9

Number Offered
Admission 85 46 10 9 6 14

Percent Female 42 41 80 45 33 14

Number Registered 52 32 6 2 5 7

Percent Female 43 44 83 0 40 14

Thus it appears that even in the other options there is an inclination to select men over

women.

Design

There are two options in design -graphic design and industrial design. The Department

ment has tried to maintain a one-to-one ratio between men and women in the graphic

design option. Attracting men to this option has not been difficult to achieve. It has

been difficult to attract women to the industrial design option. Many students who make
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an initial application to Carnegie-Mellon University to study design have a different

concept of design than the concept in the Department. The Department Head believed

this to he truer of women than men since women tend to be interested hi fashion il-

lustration and interior design. There was also some concern expressed by the

Associate Department Head about the difficulty of placing women in a profession which

requires up to two years practical training with an organization to reach a satisfactory

performance level. The Department was imable to provide data on the number of ap-

plicants for each option or on the number of applicants not admitted due to their

interest in a program other than those offered by the Department. It remains unclear

why Design admits proportionately fewer women than the percentage who apply to that

Department, independent of the option chosen. The University should keep records so

that over time it could determine whether or not the lower percentage of women ad-

mitted to study in the Department of Design is for reasons of ability and suitability

of the program to their needs rather than because of sex.

Painting and Seulptire

Past practice in the Department of Painting and Sculpture has been to have eight to

ten faculty members evaluate the work of the student applicants. The professor who

discussed this process with Commission members said that it is difficult to place a

numerical value on these faculty judgments of the students' abilities or talents. In his

opinion the men applicants tend to be "stronger" than the women applicants; he thought

this might he due to the reluctance in our society for men to go into art so that those

who have decided to do so by college age have had to be fairly sure of their interest and
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also said that more men drop out to "do their own thing" than women.

No records were available to confirm the higher abilities of the men, the higher at-

trition rates or to show that faculty are evaluating solely on criteria other than sex.

The admissions staff had indicated in the open hearings that Painting and Sculpture

was trying to achieve a ratio of one-to-one between men and women. The Commission

can find no justification for this arbitrary proportion in either Painting and Sculpture

or the graphic design option of Design. The University has made no effort to increase

the percentage of women in the colleges where there are very few women. Yet in

these departments where there is an average of 60 percent women applicants, the

University makes an effort to raise the percentage of men to over 50 percent. If at-

tracting talented persons is the aim, portfolios should be evaluated without additional

information concerning the applicant's sex. race, age, nationality or religion.

Admission to Graduate Study

Information on admission to graduate study was obtained from each department

with a graduate program. Women are consistently admitted in slightly higher propor-

tion than th number who apply (see Table 13). Two percent of the applicants to CIT

in 1971 were women and four percent of those admitted were women. In the College of

Fine Arts it was 25 and 30 percent respectively. But there is again the problem of few

women applicants. Each department said that no efforts had been made to recruit women

in the past. GSIA and SUPA have indicated plans to recruit more actively in the future.

It would seem appropriate for all colleges to recruit women more actively to raise the

percentage of women in graduate programs at CMU.
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Table 13. Percent of Women Armlicants and Admissions to Graduate Study, 1970-1971

Academic
Unit

Total Number
of Applicants

Percent
Women

Applicants

Percent
Women

Admitted

Percent Re-
ceiving Finan-
cial Aid

Percent
Women

Enrolled

CFA 196 25 30 27 31

CIT 709 2 4 3 2

GSIA 565 2 3 4 2

H&SS 274 33 48 44 53

MIS 546 13 17 7 11

Statistics 30 13 18 0 0

SUPA 84 17 19 19 18

(1) Data on women admitted to graduate study in 196'9-1970 and 1971-1972 reflect similar

patterns.

Financial Aid

Discussions .vere held between Commission members and the Directdr of Financial

Aid in March and April of 1971 to obtain general information on the procedures for

applying for financial aid, the criteria for determining who will receive aid and how

much, the sources of financial aid and statistical data on financial aid awards during

1970-1971. An attempt was made to identify anv differences in the process and award

decisions which might tend to benefit women less than men, either directly because of

their sex or because of their choice of academic discipline. These initial findings were

discussed in Public Hearing #3 on April 8, 1971, at which time students and other mem-



bers of the campus community were invited to ask questions or comment in public or

private sessions.

Financial aid serves as an important inducement for students to enroll at CMU.

In general, the percent of applicants who enroll is directly related to the amount of aid

offered, according to the Director of Financial Aid. All applicants for financial aid

are required to have a Parent's Confidential Financial Statement filcd with the College

Scholarship Service (CSS). The CSS evaluates this statement and suggests an amount

representing the total need of the student. Then the Financial Aid Office reviews the

CSS evaluation of the Parent's Confidential Statement and makes final determination of

the student's need based on the information provided.

The scholarship/loan/work-study ratios of each award are determined by the

Director of Financial Aid. Those stadents qualifying for large amounts of aid are

given the maximum loan, $1000. Beyond this, the ratios are determined by the scholar-

ship funds available and the number of applicants. The University makes scholarship

aid offers to freshman applicants totalling three times the amount it is anticipated will

actually be spent; since about one-third of the offers are accepted, this works out about

right. The total award offered for a given department in a given year is not preset by

a budgeted amount but is based on the relative need of the applicants for admission to

that department. However, the sum total for all departments must stay within the

total for the University.

The scholarship portion is usually higher for those applicants whose potential or

academic performance are rated higher. The admissions personnel rate all except

Fine Arts applicants on the results of College Board tests and high school records.

Fine Arts departments rate the talent of Fine Arts applicants. The student's record



in zdl colleges is used as a measure of achievement after the freshman year.

The sources of financial aid are varied and provide enough flexibility so that the

Financial Aid Office can allocate all iimds available to students who meet the criteria

of financial need and academic standing. Some private gifts carry requests that thc

support go to a student in a particular department or collefze or to a man or woman;

these restricted gifts are awarded first and non-restricted funds are allocated to

support the remaining qualified students. In 1971-1972 sufficient support is available

so that all students who qualify on the basis of need will receive aid.

In private testimony to the Commission, Questions were raised about the fairness

of a few individual decisions with specific references to women who were denied

financial aid. The particular cases brought into question were discussed with the

Director of Financial Aid who provided sufficient information to assure the Commission

that in these individual cases the decisions made were based on factors other than sex.

But since doubt exists in the minds of the students who complained to the Commission

and since some parts of the financial aid decision-making process are highly subjective,

the Commission has made recommendations in Chapter V regarding better communication

of financial aid policies.

Data on the number of students receiving financial aid in 1970-1971 and the average

amounts of aid received indicate that differences between the percentages of men and

women receiving aid or in the average amounts of aid are not consistent from one

college to another (see Table 14). In CIT, 69 percent of undergraduate women re-

ceived support compared with 64 percent of men and the average support was $2,035

for women and $1.;786 for men. For I-I&SS the percentages and average dollar amounts



for undergraduates were similar for men and women. AMS had only two women under-

graduates and MMCC only two men receiving financial aid. At the graduate level, a

higher percentage of men received support in both CIT and H&SS at a higher average

value. For the College of Fine Arts, 48 percent of ;Ile undergraduate women received

aid compared with 58 percent of men; at the graduate level, 50 percent of w.Dmen

received aid compared with 61 percent of the men. Further, the average award per

student was consistently higher at both the graduate and undergraduate level for men

than for women in Fine Arts.

Table 14. Financial Aid to Undergraduate and Graduate Students
(1)

Academic Year 1970-1971

College
Total (2)
Enrollment

Percent
Women
Enrolled

Pere ént of Students
Receiving Aid

Average Support(3)
Per Student

Men Women Men Women

Undergraduate
AMS 135 4 79 40 1407 2790
CIT 1570 11 64 69 1786 2035
CFA 817 39 58 48 1951 1673
H&SS 565 . 61 59 54 2101 2143
MMCC 97 98 100 44 3300 2145

Graduate
CIT 874 37 47 38 1702 2011
GSIA 167 1 72 100 2219 2700
CFA 116 34 61 50 2056 1674
H&SS 169 47 33 26 1771 1593
MMCC 22 100 9 -- 423
SUPA 28 18 96 100 2025 2300

Total 4560 24 59 50 1829 1952

(1) From MIC Computer run, 1 April 1971
(2) Fall Semester 1970
(3) Includes all support received by students paid through the University, not just

support allocated by the University.
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In order to determine whether or not these variations reflect constant differences

rather than one particular year, the Commission requested that data be provided for

the previous two years, but the data was not available. In those situations in which a

lower percentage of women recei ved less support on the average, further information

was needed. The Commission studied the undergraduate financial aid process for each

department in Fine Arts and requested information on each graduate program.

The Assistant to the Head of the Department of Architecture and Admissions

Office personnel review college board scores, Architectural Scholastic Aptitude Test

scores and performance during a 6-week summer session course in the Department

offered to high school students between their junior and senior years. They estimate

each applicant's potential and decide who will be offered admission. There are no

portfolio requirements. -The Financial Aid Director then works with the Assistant to

the Department Head to determine ratios between scholarship/loan/work-study.

The Department of Design requires a portfolio interview for freshman applicants.

The applicants are interviewed and their potential ranked by the Head and an Associate

Professor of Design. The Director of Financial Aid and the Department Head determine

the scholarship/loan/work-study ratio based on the departmental ranking.

In the Drama Department, the proportions of scholarship/loan/work-study are

determined by the Director of Financial Aid and the Head of the Department jointly.

Although the applicants are ranked according to the Department's estimate of their

ability, an attempt is made to apportion the funds available to support Drama students

according to need. Only rarely is the decision influenced 1-sy the Department's belief

that particular students have higher potential than other students.

The faculty in the Music Department decide on the basis of talent exhibited whether

or not an applicant should be offered aid. Thus the Department may decide to admit

an applicant with no offer of financial aid even if the applicant qualified for aid. The

Director of Financial Aid then determines, for those applicants the Department
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authorizes for aid and who also qualify for aid on the basis of need, what the scholarship/

loan/wor7z-study ratio will be.

The Painting and Sculpture Department ranks the relative potential of the students

based on faculty evaluations of portfolios. The Director of Financial Aid then deter-

mines the scholarhip/loan/work-study ratio based on departmental ranking.

Data for Table 15 were gathered to identify what components of the financial

aid package caused the lesser amount of award to women in Fine Arts and to identify

which Departments provided support to a lower percentage of women than men in this

College. Thesedata are limited in that only the scholarship portion awarded by CAR' is

identified; the information on the total average financial aid for men and women by

department was not made available to the Commission. Nor was information provided

for more than one year. Recognizing these limitations, the Commission can only

identify possible problem areas and suggest questions which need to be answered over

the next few years.

One disturbing item is the percent of women receiving aid; both compared to total

number of women enrolled and compared to number of women applying for aid the

number of women receiving aid is eight to nineteen percent lower than the comparable

percentages for men in three Fine Arts Departments--Architecture, Design and Painting

and Sculpture. The percentage of women applying for aid is lower in two of these same

Departments--Design and Paiating and Sculpture--and also in Drama. Is the female

population of these departments more affluent than the male? Are women discouraged

from applying for aid? Is a lower proportion of women applicants offered aid only be-

cause a lower proportion qualify for aid on the basis of financial need? Such questions

cannot be answered until the University adopts the practice of keeping better records for

analysis.
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Table 15. Applicants for Financial Aid in
College of Fine Arts Departments 1970-1971

Architecture
W M

Number Enrolled 18 155

Percent Applying for Aid 61 57

Percent of Total Enrolled
Receiving Scholarshio 33 39

Percent of Applicants
Receiving Scholarship 55 69

Average Dollar Needs
of Applicants 2091 1854

Average Scholarship
Offered 1033 1066

Percent of Need Met
by Scholarship 49 54

Design Drama Music
Painting &
Sculpture

W M W M W M W M

57 89 79 144 91 90 118 92

33 51 33 42 58 51 33 38

23 43 24 31 37 32 25 33

68 87 73 72 64 65 76 86

1669 1132 2634 2036 2121 1779 2133 2053

911 1024 1611 1171 1179 1026 1228 1146

55 59 61 58 55 58 58 56

Data provided by Director of Financial Aid.

Financial Aid for Graduate Students

Information on graduate studynumber of applicants, financial aid, and enrollment--

was obtained from each department. The percentages of women receiving financial aid

are consistent with the percentage enrolled and, with very few exceptions, with the

percentage applying for admission (see Table 13), The problems at the graduate level

appear to be in the admissions area and hence are not discussed here.

Housing

Information on the cost of housing was obtained from the Director of Housing.

Information on parietal hours, curfews and staff responsibilities in the dormitories was

obtained from the Dean of Men, the Dean of Women and the Dean of Student Affairs. Pre-



liminary findings were d:scussed in Public Hearing 113, held April S, 1971. Problems

in the housing area involve differences for men and women in costs, parietal rules,

physical.facilities, counseling and communication links.

Resident, Security and Counseling Staff

Beginning in 1968, women dorm counselors in Morewood were not paid and served

on a voluntai y basis, while men dorm counselors were paid. When questioned on this,

the Dean of Women explained:

The Commission needs to know that women counselors were paid;
in 1968, AWS learned it cost $17,00l) to maintain a counselor on each
floor and decided against it. It was decided to do without counselors
but later AWS felt they needed the communication counselors ofiered.
AWS felt it essential for its purposes of communication th have one
on every floor. At one time there were none on the sorority floors
but this too was changed to permit the free flow of information.
This was explained and volunteers were reouesteth Ninety-seven
responded for 26 spaces. Evaluation concluded that volunteers did
just as E.Tood a job as the paid ones. When applications went out
again this year, again many more applied than could he appointed.

Beginning in Fall 1971, counselors for women residents will be paid the same rate

as counselors for men residents. The Commission is encouraged by the recent

administrative decision to pay women counslors--this apparentiv was not under con-

sideration in the Spring of 1971. There will be 26 counselors for about 600 women and

25 counselors for about 1000 men residents. In addition, the women residents of More-

wood have four full-time staff resident assistants (including one head resident assistant)

and five part-time assistants (women during the day and men at night) compared to only

one resident assistant for men residents. These additional nine staff people and 11

extra counselors are a large portion of higher costs for women residents.

There are no curfews for either men or women residents. Morewood is locked at

12:00 midnight Sunday through Thursday and 1:00 a.m. Friday and Saturday to prevent

non-residents from entering.

If women residents need additional security measures, a more appropriate and

economical arrangement might be possible. For example, one security guard could be
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on duty fifter the building is loci:eci until it is r:_iopened--..-)r a telepilone for commun H;1-

Con between i\lorewood entrance and the security office cot:l be installed so that during

the least busy hours a guard could go to the buiTdin?- and unlociz the door for a resident.

to enter. It is clear that less expensive alterm-Jtives have not been fully explor2d.

The policy on parietals is the same for men an(1 women residents, i.e., visittion

of the opposite sex in a resident's room is permitted from 10 a.m. to 12 midnight

Sunday throt01 Thursday and from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m. Friday and Saturday.

Women residents in 1970-1971 elected to decrease the hours for Friday and Sat-urday

onc half hour, i.e., from 10:00 a. in. to 1:00 a.m.

In the Public Hearing some residents of Morewood Gardens expressed the feeling

that parietal ruleT arc not enforced equally for men and women students and that there

is a double standard operating in the practice of dorm policies. Students are responsible

for enforcing the rules, thus only students can bring complain,`: of violations to the

Men's Dormitory Council or Women's Dormitory Council: members on b?th Councils are

elected students. During 197G-1971, nine violations were heard by Men's Dormitory

Council and 15 by Women's Dormitory Council.

Physical Facilities

Most dormitory areas fcr women and men house two students in a room, unlike a

suite arrangement which woind permit greater privacy for individual residents. The

Deans suggested that women's greater interest in privacy might account for more women

than men registering complaints.

If the necessity for five maintenance engineers is unusual for a building the size of

Morewood, then the residents should not have to bear the cost. Normal. costs for heat-

ing Morewood should be estimated and excessive. costs should be recovered in some way

other than charging women more than men.

In an ideal setting, both men and women students should have the option of the kind and

quality of housing they are willing and able to pay for. Recognizing that such flexibility
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is not po,-.-ble v.iihoot unlimited cal)ital, the Commission still cannot acceri.t

for women residents I or physical arrangements Levonci their control and without a com-

mensurate difference in quality.

Costs

Table 16 indicates that female students are payinc; substantially more for University-

owned housiii g. than male students. In Morewood Gardens, where most female students

live, expenses are higher than those in the undergraduate Hill dorms where most

residents are men: the cost per student in Morewood Gardens averages $120 more per

Year than in the Hill area. Higher costs are attributed to the resident staff, night

security guard and a heating system which necessitates salaries for five additional

maintenance engineers. It appears that the women students are not fully apprised of

these costs, and it is not known if the seyvices 17rovided bv resident staff and security

personnel aro services .which the ,.,..onen would choose to pay for.

Table 16_ Dormitory Expenditures and lneome,1970-1971

Expenditure/
Income Items

Mcrewood.
Wood lawn(1) Mudge(2)

Under-
Gradotr-

Hill Dorrr..?..:31

Expenditures

Salaries and Benefits 969 207 139
Repair and Maintenance 113 57 91
Utilities and Fuel 60 53 35
Amortization and Replacement 251 202 192
Other 80 100 59

Total 766 619 516

Income

Semester IncomeM 629 578 475
Other 54 66 8

Total 683 644 483

(1) Undergraduate residents only (includes 4 5 women and 217 men).
(2) Includes SO women and no men.
(3) Includes 21 women and 725 men.
(4) Average fee per student.
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Communicati ens

Prior to the writing 01 the preliminary report the suhcommittee investi;,ating the

housing area heard from students and felt from their own experience that many ques-

tions (or complaints) were referred from administrative office to administrative office

without satisfactory definitive response. However, the leU.er from the Deans to the

Commission states that the "Dean of Student Affairs has ultimate responsibility'? for

"parietal hours and curfews, the student counselor program, staff responsibilities in

the dormitories, housin7 assignment;, security and the woments assembly." It states

further that "the doors are open for all studenls to present any problems or recommenda-

tions through the men's and women's dormitory councils to the Dean of Student Affairs."

A lthourh the administration may believe that the students -ta.ve adequate avenues of

communication, if the students find existing channels inadequate, new channels will need

to be developed.

Counseling and Study Skills

At the beginning of 1970-1971, the Counseling Center (CC) and the Study Skills Center

(SSC) functioned as separate administrative units, the former reportinz- to the Dean of

Student Affairs and the latter to a committee composed of the Dean of Student Affairs,

the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Administration and

Planning. At the end of 1970-1971, the two Centers were combined under the Counseling

Center Director, and the position of Director of Study Skills Center was eliminated. The

Dean of Student Affairs defended this decision during public discussion in Faculty Senate

councils and in Student Senate as due to budget considerations and not to negative evalua-

tion of the SSC or its Director. However, since the SSC Director was a woman and the

Counseling Center Director is a man, the decision resulted in the elimination of one of

the few directorships held by a woman at CMU.- Since the Study Skills Center Director

ultimately left Cl\IT.J after her administrative position was eliminated, the Counseling

C...,,trer lost her services as a counselor. In its Preliminary Report, the Commission
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recommended t]lat the position vacated by a woman in the CoonselinT Center be refilled

be a woman. As a result of this recommendation contract negotiations with a male

candidate were terminated and two part time women counselors (approximately one full

time equivalent) have been appointed instead. Thus the number of ffl thrie equivalent

male and female counselors in the SSC and CC will be the same in 1971 as it was in 1970.

i.e. , a total of 1.5 women and 2.0 men. The Commission believes it important that this

ratio continue because of tile number of women students 1.1:ho use the services.

As Table 17 shows, in 1970-1971 women used the Counseling Center in far greater

proportion than their numbers in the student body. Thirty-nine percent used the CC

compared with 25 percent of women at CM15. Overall, 35 percent of the users of both

Centers were women.

Table 17: Students Seen at Counseling and
Study Skills Centers in 1970-1971

Women Men Total
Percenc
Women

Counseling 167 263 430 39

Study Skills 21 92 113 19

Total 188 355 543 35

In the Commission's second Public Hearing, the Counseling Center Director was

asked to comment on recent research (summarized in -me Proceedings of the Hearing)

in wlneh counselors were found to have negative stereotypes of women. The counseling

Center Director said that, to the best of his knowledge, his staff harbored no bias

against women. He also said that he had:personally made every effort to retain his



his rno:-;t t,xporienced woman cuu:elor in the face of b1.1::,;2;et cutiraei;s.

The CC does not have any special programs for women students. The SSC did offer

group counseling to first year women in CIT-l\IIS during 1970-1971, prepared a bri ef

report comparing male and female clients and began a study of the academic maturation

of women students.

In discussions with the Bureau of Placements staff and with the Alumnae Task Force

of WCM, both groups expressed their desire to work more closely with the Counseling

Center and the Study Skills Center to develop career seminars for women students and

alumnae. The Director of CMAP also said that his staff hopes to work with a member

of the CC staff as CMAP increases its counseling resources to include women.

Sex Counseling

Although the CMU Health Center does net keep records of persons referred to a

gynecologrist, some evidence of need comes from the records . t by Planned Parent-

hood. From September to December 1970, 23 female CM-15 students used these services.

These represent the highest percentages of female students using Planned Parenthood

services for any university in the Pittsburgh area.

During these same months the Pittsburgrh Free Clinic found that 70-S0 percent of its

caseload was for gynecological services. Although there are no data as to how many of

these were CMU students, it may be safely assumed that because of its proximity to

CMU the Free Clinic was utilized by some CMU students.

At a meeting of Planned Parenthood on January 12, 1971, Dr. Hinchliffe, Director

of University of Pittsburgh Health Services, reported that Pitt had recently established

a gynecological service for students. The service has a two to three week waiting list.

About 55 percent of the students using the gynecological service do so for birth control.

The American College Health Association has recently suggested that unwanted

pregnancies represent a significant health problem on many campuses and that many



college health services have heen negligent in meeting the need for contraceptive

services. (1) Referral to other agencies evades the question and leads to a duplication

of work, and possibly inadequate records of the students health background.

Penn State has recently instituted a gynecological service for students through the

University Health Service. Of the females who use the health service 50 percent use the

gynecological service. About 25 percent do so for birth control information. At Penn

State there is no fee charged for the services. Three of the thirteen M.D. 's on the

health service staff work with birth control services.

From these data it seems evident that C11115 is behind the times in failing to serve

its students by providing a gynecological and birth control service.

In addition to its concern that CMU provides no gynecological services or birth con-

trol information to women students, the Commission also noted that no programs exist

that are designed to provide opportunities to both women and men students to discuss

their Questions and concerns about sexual behavior with individuals who are both pro-

fessionally Qualified and attitudinally non- judgmental. For example, the Health Center

might work with the Counseling Center to develop joint counseling programs for student

groups using as co-counselors a gynecologist and a psychologist.

Student Activities

In view of the importance of leadership qualities in attaining career goals, the

Commission was interested in gathering information on the number of women students

in such positions. For 1970-1973_ the Commission found that of 41 active co-educational

student organizations in addition to Student Government, only four were headed by women;

within Student Government, four of six Committees had women as heads.

MApril 1970 resolution read by Mrs. Stoner to the Planned Parenthood Meeting of
College Representatives, Mrs. Stoner was quoting a report adopted by the ACHA
at meeting April 17, 1970 in Boston, Massachusetts.
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These results show that while womcn apparently do assume leadership roles in

Student Government, they rarely do so in other co-educational groups. It is unclear

from Commission data whether women avoid competing for leadership positions, or

whether they do compete, but are unsuccessful. In either case, the data are consistent

with the general social patterns in which women assume subordinate positions and men

occupy positions of leadership.

In one of the Commission's Public IIearings, the concept of role models was presented

to the Dean of Student Affairs. He indicated that his Division employs many professional

women who can serve as role models for women students. However, since the majority

of these women are in traditionally female fields (e.g. , food services, residence care,

women's physical education, health services, etc.), they do not provide models that will

widen the horizons of our underz:raduate women.

Placement

In March of 1971, Commission members interviewed the Director of Placement on

the subject of placement policies and procedures. Placement functions include the

offering of counsel and advice to students and alumni about their career goals and about

the characteristics of various career fields; identification and selection of prospective

employers; job hunting strategy and techniques; the coordination of on-campus recruiting

by employers; the collection, preparation and issuance of credential files to potential

employers; and the direct referral of candidates to specific positions available.

The Bureau of Placements provided the Commission with a summary of placements

for the class of 1969-1970, an analysis of Bureau usage by men and women students in

the current senior class and a comparison of salary offers made to CMU women and men.

This information was presented in Public Hearing #2, April 1, 1971. Placement provided

information for 1969 and 1970 on the number of graduates, the number who reported that

they were employed (by business and industry, government or academic organizations)
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the number continuing their education, ihe nurn;::cr who c.,'ntered military

service and the number who had not filed a record :ith the Bureau. This information was

presented in tables with breakdowns bv college and degree; the detailed tables arc available

in Commission files. The Bureau of Pl-ementq massive task is evident in the number of

graduates it con potentially service--CMI3 had a total of 1093 graduates at all degree levels

and from all colleges in 1:270.

Table 18: Placement Summary for Iomen Bachelor Degree Graduates
In 1970 for Three Colleges

Total Number
of Graduates

Percent Women
Graduates

Total Number
of Placements

Percent ',7omen
Placements

(1)
CIT

CFA

He.:SS

340

177

129

11

46

69

125

63

43

8

41

70

(1)
Includes Indusrial .c.,:iministration majors

During 1970, the Bureau of Placements succeeded in placing women from the co-educational

colleges almost in proportion to their numbers amomz the graduates. Table 18 shows that

70 percent of the 1-I&SS placements were women while women were 69 percent of the graduates.

But for CIT and CFA, slightly lower percentages of the job placements are for women com-

pared with the proportion of women among graduates. CIT had 11 percent women in its

graduating class, but women received only eight percent of all job placements. CFA had

46 percent women graduates with women receiving 41 percent of the job placements.

In its efforts to attract and inform employers about available job candidates, the Bureau

is sometimes asked for specific attributes in prospective employees. The Bureau of Place-

ments has made a practice of refusing requests for applicants if the employer implies restric-

tion by race, sex or ancestral backg-found. The Bureau will continue this practice.
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The Bureau of Placements tried a »ow pro;J:ram this past year to inform employers

of the talent available in the current graduating class. Information on participating seniors--

job objectives, da:e of availability, field of interest, etc. --was cmilpiled and printed in a

booklet entitled "Profiles of Candidates for Employment from CMTJ". The book was

organized by department and pertinent sections were sent to 500-600 employers some of

whom had not been on this campus before. The Bureau's staff is hopeful that this "Profiles

of Candidates for Employment from CMIJ" will be particularly helpful to women by informing

employers about CMT5's women graduates.

Table 19. Senior I:Vomen's U.e of 7,urcart of Placement for Vour Colleges

Total aN
Seniors

Percent
Women
Seniors

Total
Placement
Users(A

Percent
Women
Users

CIT 247 2 196 2

MIS 112 29 59 36

CFA 129 35 31 52

Fl&SS 96 66 41 -43

(1)
Represents total male and female students reported as seniors in each college.

(2)
Represents number of male and female students using the Placements services/through
the establishment of credential files and interview with employers on ::a.mpus.

Statistical information from the Bureau shows that women use the services

in somewhat greater proportions than men, yet are less successful in being placed in jobs

through the service. Table 19 shows that in MIS, CFA and 1-I&SS senior women users com-

prise higher percentag-es than their actual representation in the senior class. In CIT,

however, the percentage of women users equals their proportion of the class. It is possible

that women's greater use of the placement service results from poor career counseling prior

to thcir senior year. Perhaps they lack knowledge of requirements to take advantage of some
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career opportunities. In adWtir.,n, ihe Di rector oi 11:0 ; :ACC, that won.en

arc intereted in carccr arcas for whieh employers do little, if any, on-campus recruiting.

It is clear that special prog-rams need to be developed to aid women students seeking em-

ployment opportunities.

At the request of alumnae, questions on services to women graduates were also raised.

Althouzh the Job Advisory Service located at Chatham College (sponsored 7-)y the Women's

Alumnae Club Council) is able to counsel women wishir< to reenter the work force after

self-chosen "retirement" for child-rearing responsibilities or other reasons, they are

not able to adequately place women in career positions. There is a small publication on

alumnae similar to the new "Profiles on Candidates for Employment" which is sent o-,:t to

about 200 employers. Alumnae have testified, however, that the Bureau of Placements has

not provided assistance to them in their efforts to obtain jobs. The Bureau has in the past

"low-keyed" their alumnae placement efforts. Although the Cop-:nission recognizes the

need for currently graduating students to receive first priority in the services of Placement,

the request for services to past graduates seems a Icginaate one. Increasing numbers of

women are seeking employment in their middle years and it is suggested that the Bureau

re-evaluate its current practice of "low-key" effort to meet increased alumnae demand.
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FINDINGS REGARDING 'WOMEN EMPLOYEES

This section presents the work situations of the two g-eneral categories of employees:

the faculty, who form about one quarter of the University's labor force, and the staff,

including administrative levels as well as all other vhitc collar and blue collar workers.

A rather detailed study of work-related matters for the faculty was made possible by

Dr. Edward R. Schatz, Vice President for Academic Affairs, who provided a sizeable

part of the data to be reported. We appreciate his willing and speedy response to the

Commission's requests for these data. In addition, we acknowledze the assistance provided

by Ms. Frances Gibson and Mr. :Alfred Gibbens. The section on faculty begins with the

distribution of women in the various ranks, departments and colleges, and then reports on

their representation in University committees. We go on to detail their contract status

for the next two years, the percentages of women in tenured positions and the extent to

which women receive supported leaves-of-absence. Next we indicate salary differentials

between women and men within ranks and colleges, as well as fringe benefits. We review

issues raised by faculty women in closed hearings. Finally we compare women and men

in terms of marital status and number of children in order to reveal the familial aspects

which can influence worn n's work patterns.

Data on staff and administrative employees were provided through the efforts of many:

Mr. Richard D. Strathmeyer, Vice President for Business Affairs; Mr. William E. Nelson,

Director of the Department of Personnel Services and Mr. Raymond Colgan of Personnel;

Mr. Bruce Byers and Mr. Dennis Hill of MIC; Dr. Raymond Pars1-.all and Ms. Edythe

Havekotte of the President's office; Mr. George Luster, Treasurer, Mr. Harold Larsen,

Controller, and Mr. Robert Boldin, Assistant to the Treasurer. In addition, other persons

expedited the data collection process: Ms. Marion Harper and Ms. Becky Dye. We appre-

ciate the willing work and assistance contributed by all those mentioned here as well as the

work of other University employees who may have participated indirectly in the collection

process.
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In the section on staff and administrative employees, we show their location in various

job categories ranging from executives to unskilled workers. Following this, we report

on the pattern of lob terminations for women and men. Then salaries are compared for

women and men within detailed job categories, and the grade structure pertaining to salaries

of non-exempt employees is presented. Average total fringe benefits within each job

category are contrasted for women and men, but specific dollar values of six different

fringe benefits for all University employees are also indicated to clarify the differentials.

Finally we describe the Commission's public hearings on employees.

In addition to the public hearings, the Commission received private testimony expressing

grievances of individual women employees. Since the Commission was an investigatory

body, it could not adjudicate such cases. Whenever possible, complainants were referred

to University officials and committees for assistance. These individual grievances reflect-

ing sex-related discrimination, strengthened the Commission's concern that CIVIU establish

an Office of Equal Opportunity to which complainants may bring cases of sex discrimination

for objective 0% aluation.

This section describes in detail the various ways in which inequities based on gender

operate. It highlights the fact that the slogansequal opportunity, and equal pay for equal

workare myths. Poth in the material and honorific reward structure, men are

consistently favored over women.

A few explanatory words must be added here before the reader proceeds. For both

faculty and staff, the average salaries are based on varying numbers of individuals. In

some cases, the number of persons is small--perhaps three or four make up a categorv.

Statistically sophisticated readers might argue that an average based on so few cases is

invalid. Indeed we heartily concur with the statistical limitations of such data. For this

reason, the number of cases is given in salary and fringe benefit tables. The small num-

bers in some categories dramatize the scant presence of women. Readers are reminded

that despite the small numbers, the patterns are consistent and clear--the salary differen-

tials almost always favor men. The average salary differences both for faculty and staff
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reveal not only that the discrepancies are real but they are often vc ge

Faculty Employees

Distribution of Women in the Faculty

The best estimate available for 1970-1971 is that there are 569 faculty members in

all ranks (See Table 20). Of these 468 work fall-time and 101 part-time. While women

comprise 12 percent of the faculty, they are heavily represented among the part time

faculty--women are close to one quarter of this category. Only 10 percent of full time

faculty are women. The minute representation of women in the top three ranks may be

seen in Table 21. Women make up 11 percent of assistant and associate professors, but

they are less than three percent of full professors. At the top, there are a scant four

female full professors. The lowest rank has the highest representation of women--26

percent of instructors. Thus a clearcut finding emerges: the higher the rank, the fewer

the women.

Table 20, Number and Percent of Full time and Part time Faculty Women and Men(1)

Women Lien
Number Percent Number Percent

Full time 46 10 422 90 468

Part time 24 24 77 76 101

Total 70 12 499 88 569

(1)
Based on 1970-1971.
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Table 21. Number and Percent of Full time Faculty Women and Men
Within Ranks for the Entire University

Rank
Women Men

Number Percent Number Percent Total

Professor 4 3 140 97 144

Associate 15 11 119 89 134

Assistant 17 11 135 89 152

Instructor 10 26 28 74 38

Total 46 10 422 90 468

Ai.,art from the all female MMCC faculty, the Humanities and Social Sciences College

has the highest proportion of women faculty on the campus: 18 percent. The worhen are

concentrated largely in Modern Languages (38 percent) and English (20 percent), while

History has only 11 percent. The College of Fine Arts ranks second with 13 percent. In

Drama and Music, slightly over one quarter of their faculties are female, but Painting

and Sculpture has only nine percent. The School of Urban and Public Affairs and the Grad-

uate School of Industrial Administration (including the Psychology and Statistics Depart-

ments)each have seven percent, while Mellon Institute of Science has two percent (totally

accounted for by Biological Sciences) and Carnegie Institute of Technology has none.

Fourteen academic departments in the University employ no women faculty members at

allthese are listed in Table 22.
This situation is appalling when one considers that, nationally, many of the disciplines

involved have produced women doctorates from which faculty could be recruited. To

illustrate this point, the Commission presents statistics on degrees conferred to women

both by CMU and nationally for 1967-1968. Table 23 shows, for example, that six percent

of 1968 doctorates in mathematics were awarded to women. Even more striking is the fact

that in 1968, CMU awarded 11 percent of its mathematics doctorates to women. Yet, the



Table 22. Number and Percent of Women Faculty Within
Departments and Ranks for All Colleges (1)

Rank Total Faculty
in Department

Percent
FemaleDepartment Professor Associate Assistant Instructor

CFA: Architecture 0 0 0 0 21 0
Design 0 0 0 0 10 0
Drama 1 0 3 1 24 26
Music 1 4 0 1 23 27
Painting & Sculpture 0 1 1 0 21 9

CIT: Biotechnology 0 0 0 0 2 0
Chemical Eng. 0 0 0 0 10 0
Civil Eng. 0 0 0 0 11 0
Electrical Eng. 0 0 0 0 26 0
Mechanical Eng. 0 0 0 0 28 0
Metallurgy 0 0 0 0 17 0

GSIA: AMS 0 0 0 0 20 0
Economics 0 0 1 0 13 8
Psychology 0 0 4 c 29 14
Statistics 0 0 0 0 8 0

H&SS: English 1 3 1 1 30 20
History 0 1 2 0 27 11
Modern Languages 0 1 1 1 8 38

MIS: Biological Sciences 0 1 0 1 6 33
Chemistry 0 0 0 0 30 0
Computer Science 0 0 0 0 10 0
Mathematics 0 0 0 0 30 0
Physics 0 0 0 0 36 0

MMCC: Business & Resource
Management 1 4 3 5 13 100

SUPA: 0 0 1 0 15 7

(1) Based on 1970-1971 figures for fulltime faculty.
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Table 23. Percent of Earned Degrees Conferred to Women
Nationally and at CML7 in 1967-1968 (1)

Bachelor
National CMU

Master's
National C-MU

Doctorate
National CMIJ

CFA
Architecture 4.3 6.1 5.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0

Music 56.4 52.9 43.7 22.2 14.6

Speech and Dramatic Arts 56.4 52.9 50.2 10.0 18.6 0.0

Fine and Applied A rts , 52.0 45.3 37.0 40.0 34.0
Other

CIT-MIS
Biology 31.8 40.0 28.8 22.9

Computer Science 12.7 5. LI- 0.0 0.0

Chemistry 18.1 32.0 20.5 25.0 8.1 33.0

Chemical Engineering 0.9 4.9 1.2 0.0 0.8 0.0

Civil Engineering 0.5 7.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

Electrical Engineering 0.4 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mathematics 37.5 28.6 24.8 14.3 6.1 11.1

Mechanical Engineering 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0

Metallurgy and Material 1.6 6.3 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.0
Science

Physics 5.9 8.0 4.6 0.0 2.1 5.6

Statistics 17.6 13.9 0.0 1.6

Engineering, all other
fields

3.2 0.0 0.7 0.0

1-I& SS
English and Literature 67.3 100.0 56.6 76.9 26.6

History 35.3 92.3 28.0 20.0 13.1

Psychology 42.2 61.9 29.9 0.0 22.0 0.0

Modern Languages 55.5 31.0

GSIA
Business and Commerce 5.6 4.8 2.2 4.5 3.0 0.0

Economics 10.7 66.7 10.3 0.0 5.8 0.0

(1) From: EARNED DEGREES CONFERRED: Part B-June 1969, Institutional Data, U. S.
Cffice of Education.
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CAIU Department of Mathematics has no woman on its faculty. CMIT's Chemistry faculty

contains no women, yet that Department gave one third of its doctorates in 1967-19G8 to

women and nationally, eight percent of chemistry doctorates went to women. Since CMU

seems to educate more women in the sciences and engineering than the national average,

it is astounding that so few A-ornen people the .MIS faculty and in the C1T there are none at

all. In the same year, 22 percent of psychology Ph.D's went to women, but CMU's

Psychology Department gave no doctorates to women; only 14 percent of its present

faculty is female.

Representation of Women on University Committees

At Carnegie-Mellon University, as at many other universities, important decisions

affecting the professional and personal lives of faculty and non-faculty employees are made

through committees which function as working bodies for the Fa,culty Senate, the Colleges

and Departments. At the request of the Commission chairperson, a survey of the represen-

tation of women on various CMU committees was prepared by Ms. Carol Kaufman. The

full Kaufman report is available from Commission files; a summary of major findings is

presented below, organized into the following five sections: (1) Faculty Senate committees;

(2) tenure and promotions committees; (3) college Councils; (4) college and University

committees, academic and administrative; (5) Board of Trustees.

Faculty Senate Committees

All full-time fa:ant; members above the rank of first year instructor are members of

the Faculty organization and as such are eligible to be appointed or elected to the Faculty senate

committees as well as the Senate's standing and ad hoc councils. The actual representation

of women is given in Table 24. The percentage of women senators is slightly higher than

the percentage of full time women faculty, a finding -which indicates that women have and

take advantage of opportunities to participate in the Faculty Senate.



Table 24. Faculty Committees

Faculty Senate (Elected, Appointed, Ex Officio)

Elected by department
Appointed by the President
Ex Officio

Total number of members--1970-1971 45
Number of women 1970-1971
Percentage women of total--1970-1971 11%

Total number of members--1971-1972 62
Number of women . 1971-1972 9
Percentage women of total-1971-1972 - 14%

1970-1971
3 women
1 woman
2 women
5 women total

Fa.culty Senate Councils (Elected, Appointed, Ex Officio)

Educational Policy
Faculty Affairs Council
Research Policy Council
Planning Council
Executive Committee
Percent. Women in Councils

1970-1971
3 women (14 total)
1 woman (10)
0 women (13)
1 woman (13)
1 woman (9)
10 percent

1971-1972
6 women
1 woman
2 women
9 women total

1971-1972
3 women (14 total)
2 women (12)
2 women (14)
2 women (12)
1 woman (9)
16 percent

In addition to the Senate Councils itemized in Table 24, there are another eight com-

mittees of the Senate.(1) Women have served on six of the eight; the two exceptions are

the Budget Committee and the Committee to develop procedures for faculty review. The lat-

ter committee was ad hoc and activity ended May 1971. Since these two committees were

(and in the case of the Budget Committee will continue to be) involved in matters of impor-

tance to all faculty, the lack of women on them is of prime importance to all faculty.

Tenure and Promotion Committees

Very few women faculty sit on University or College tenure and promotion committees,

partly because many of the colleges and departments require that only tenured professors

sit on these committees.

(1) Election Committee, Nominating Committee, Social and Welfare Committee,
Committee on C-MAP, Budget Committee, Committee for Faculty Review.
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In CFA, during 1970-1971, there were no female faculty members on the Nomination

Committee for the Department of Design (since there are no female faculty in the Depart-

ment) or the Department of Architecture (one tenured woman was eligible to sit); the Corn-

mission was unable to obtain information about women on the Tenure and Promotion Com-

mittees for the other CFA Departments, or the College Committee of CFA.

For CIT-MIS, there are no women faculty eligible to sit on committees since there are

no women faculty.

For II&SS, of the three departments which have departmental committees (English,

History and Psychology) women participate only in the Department of English. The

exclusion of women from the promotion committee for Psychology is particularly interest-

ing, sine that Department, which does not require all of its committee members to be

tenured faculty, had four eligible woman faculty in 1970-1971.

In GSIA and SUPA , there were no women on the Tenure Committees for 1970-1971

since none of the women met requirements of rank.

In the academic year 1970-1971 two of 17 members of the University Committee on

Tenure and Promotion f:: Non-tenured Appointments were women; one of 17 members on

the University Committee for Tenure and Promotion or Tenured Appointments was a woman.

(One position on each of these committees is mandated for a member of the MMCC faculty.)

College Councils

Membership on the various college Councils is largely ex officio. Thus, most college

councils include the deans, department heads, assistant or associate deans, -and Univer-

sity officers. In CIT-MIS, there were two women on the College Council in 1970-1971,

reflecting the existence of one female department head in Biology and the inclusion of a

female representative from the Hunt Library. For 1971-1972, the possibility of female

representation will be solely from the Hunt Library.

Members of the College Council in CFA include the officers of the faculty of the College,

department heads._ the Director of Admissions, the President, the Vice President for
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Academic Affairs and elecled student representatives. Since the Chairman-Elect of the

CFA faculty for 1971-1972 is a woman, there will be a woman on the Council for the

following year. During 1970-1971, the only woman on the Council was one of the five

elected student representatives.

The College Council of II&SS is also primarily constituted by administrative persons;

members include the Dean, the Assistant Dean, the department heads, officers of the

College faculty, the Director of C-MAP, students and the University officers included

on other councils. Two women faculty serve on this Council in their capacity as Secretary

of the II&SS faculty and Assistant Dean of the College; in addition, six of the ten student

members are women.

The College Council for MMCC is largely composed of women, reflecting the fact

that most of the administrative heads are women. Membership on the Council includes

the Dean of the College, the Assistant Dean, officers of the College, one student repre-

sentative, and the University officers who are also members of the other councils. The

women members of the Council are the Assistant Dean, all officers of the INIMCC faculty,

and the one student representative.

College and University Committees

There are six committees which are concerned with graduate degrees in the various

Colleges of the University. Membership on each of these committees is primarily ex

officio, as on the college councils, and because of the limited number of women in posi-

tions of academic administration there are few of them on the graduate committees.

Thus, no women are eligible to serve on the Committee on Graduate Degrees for CIT-MIS,

for CFA, or for the Graduate Degrees Coordinating Committee. Women do serve on the

Committee on Graduate Degrees for Fl&SS and MMCC (two women through MMCC), and

for 1970-1971 there was one woman on the Committee on Graduate Degrees in SUP.A.

In addition to the graduate degree committees, there were at least eight other Univer-

sity committees operating in 1970-1971 which were concerned with the various aspects of



University administration. These committees include the Hunt Library Faculty Commit-

tee; the Management Committee; Security Policy Advisory Board; the Policy Advisory

Committee; the University Committee on Goals, Rights and Responsibilities; the Steering

Committee for Administrative Systems; the Computation Council; and the Executive Board

for Computation Services. Women serve on three of these eight committees: there was

one female student on the University Committee on Goals, Rights and Responsibilities;

there are two women out of 29 members on the Policy Advisory Committee (these two

women include a student representive from the Association of Women Students and the

Chairperson of the MMCC Faculty); and 11 out of 30 members of the Security Policy

Advisory Board are women, and a woman student is its vice chairperson. No women

are eligible to serve on the Management Committee or the Steering Committee for Admin-

istrative Systems, both of which are composed of high-level University officials. Women

would be eligible for the Hunt Library Faculty Committee, the Computation Council and

possibly the Executive Board for Computation Services, although the authorizing state-

meat for not board refers to male membershiz%

Board of Trustees: As of 1970-1971, there were no women Life Trustees, two women

Special Term Trustees and no women as Alumni Trustees. Openings did occur for three

Special Term Trustees and three Alumni Trustees in 1971. None were filled by women.

The Contract Status of Women Faculty

The contract status for the 46 women in fulltime positions from instructor to full

professor in 1970-1971 reveals the continuing depletion of women from the faculty ranks.

About 20 percent of these women will leave the University by June 1972 including three

of the four full professors. At present MMCC includes 28 percent of faculty women. By

1973, when all contracts terminate for the present Margaret Morrison Carnegie College

faculty, women in the total full time faculty will drop from 10 percent to seven percent.

Contract terminations for 1971 and 1972 in all faculty ranks disproportionately select

women. Of the 43 terminations, 23 percent are women, even though women are only 10
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percent of the full time faculty. When terminations, retirements and resi:Tnations arc

considered together, the same picture holds: women comprise 24 percent of those C;(i

faculty members leaving the University although a7ain they make up only 10 percent of

the full time faculty.

Further indication of practices which discriminate against women comes from the

types of contracts awarded women assistant professors. A study of the number of

women and men in that rani( during 1970-1971 with one, two or three year contracts is

striking. It shows that while 95 percent of the 135 men have three year contracts, only

71 percent of the 17 women have them. By contrast, 2S percent of the women hold one

or two year contracts as against five percent of the men assistant professors. The

tendency to give women short-term contracts occurs in k_:1SIA, CFA and II&SS.

This clear pattern of inequity emerges from these several elements of women's con-

tract status: the proportion of women in the faculty will be greatly depleted over the

next two years; women leave the University both involuntarily and voluntarily in far

greater proportions than their representation on the faculty; as assistant professors,

they more often have short-term contracts than men.

Tenure

A study of tenured faculty reveals that a notably high proportion of faculty in the

associate and full professor ranks is tenured: 75 percent, This percentage includes

deans, all of whom are tenured, several Mellon Institute of Science researchers and a

few administrators. Women comprise only seven percent of the 227 tenured faculty mem-

bers, although 11 percent of associate professors are women and ten percent of the total

fulltime faculty are V\ omen. Clearly women do not become tenured in proportion to their

representation on the faculty and in the eligible associate professor rank. Among those

who are tenured, the women are about equally drawn from CPA, I-18zSS and i\IMCC, and

they are predominantly in the associate professor rank. Thus of the 16 tenured women,

three quarters of them are associate professors.
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The question must be raised: Why are the tenured women predominantly associate

professors? There was until very recently, a greater tendency in CFA to give tenure

with promotion to associate professor. Our data for 1970-1971 suggest a greater likeli-

hood for women CFA faculty to receive tenure at this stage: four out of five of the women

associate professors are tenured while two-thirds of the 36 men associate professors

have tenure. Despite this, 56 percent of CFA's 86 male faculty have tenure but only 46

percent (six out of 13) cf the female faculty have tenure. A very slight but similar ten-

dency appears for H&SS: 36 percent of the 53 male faculty and 33 percent (four out of 12)

of the female faculty have tenure. Snce the total number of women in each college

faculty is so small, these percentages should be viewed as tentative.

Nevertheless, these data evoke further questions: Do women remain in the associate

professor rank longer than men or do they stay associates indefinitely? Or are the few

women who do attain the associate level more readily granted tenure? These questions

can be asked here, but unfortunately they cannot be answered easily. We attempted to

cari--s., out a comparative study of time in rank for women and menbut the needed data

were not available.

Faculty Leaves Awarded by CMU

During the six-year period between 1966-1967 and 1971-1972, the University received

78 applications for CMU supported leave and granted 56 of these. Among those granted,

women constituted only five percent or a total of three women. This compares unfavorably

with the fact that women comprise ten percent of the total full time faculty. Three of the

five women who applied received grants; 53 of 73 men who applied received grants. Among

those 82 faculty who took leave with other sources of support, 12 percent were women.

This suggests that a woman faculty member can more easily obtain leave support from

outside agencies than from the University itself. More importantly, ways need to be found

to encourage women to apply for faculty leave, since fiuch a leave can facilitate scholarly

work and promotion.
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Faculty Salaries

The salary differentials between women and men arc glaring. If average salaries of

women and men are coinpared within ranks for the whole University, the differences are

obvious. From Table 25, it can be seen that women full professors earn about $5,000

less per year on the average, women associate professors earn about $3,300 less, women

assistant professors earn $1,200 less and women instructors average $190 less than men

in the same ranks. Further. as Table 25 shows, every possible comparison save two

between the sexes at every rank and within every college yields salary discrepancies which

always favor men. The two exceptions are for full professors in CFA and FI&SS where the

dollar differences are -$5 and +$144, respectively. In all other cases, women are consist-

ently disadvantaged in salary; the differences range from $160 to $5,750. Even in colleges

with reasonable numbers of women faculty, that is CFA and I-18:SS, the total average difference

in salary across all ranks is large and favors men.

Because of the generally sparse representation of faculty woen within most schools

and departments, a special study was made of the three mixed sex departments with the

largest numbers of women--English, Drama and Music. A closer look at these depart-

ments reveals a general pattern of salary differentials unfavorable to women (see Table 26).

In five of the eight possible comparisons, salary differences which favor men are substan-

tially greater than those few which favor women. The three exceptions in which women

receive slightly higher average salaries are assistant professors in Drama, instructors

and full professors in English.

It is tempting to explain away the campus-wide tendency for women to be paid less than

men by reference to the fact that the women cluster in the low paying fields--the humanities

and fine arts. Still it is essential to stress that even within these fields, women's salaries

are generally lower than men's in the same rank.

Fringe Benefits for Faculty

As with salary, fringe benefits are differentially distributed in favor c. i. The

situation holds clearly whether one considers the University wide picture situation
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Table 25. Avera,,e Salary Differences Between Is.ien and Women (1)

for Full time Faculty Within Colleges (in Dollars)

College Professor
Rank

Associate Assistant Instructor

Total
Average
Difference

CFA -5 -2666 -160 -313 -1716

I-I&SS +144 -1592 -588 -379 -822

GSIA -1535

SU PA -1700

MIS -5750

W
Total N=140 N=A- N=119 N=15 N=135 N=17 N=28 N=10

Average
Salary
by Rank 20741 15025 14200 10890 12100 10865 8493 8300

(1)
Based on ten-month salary without fringe .benefits for 197 0-1971. A - value indicates
lower salary for women. a 4- value indicates higher salary for women. For the
numbers of faculty within each college and department see Table 22.

(1)Table 26. Average Salary Differences for Full time Faculty Men and Women
Within Ranks for Selected Departments (in Dollars)

Department
Rank

Professor Associate Assistant Ins tructor

English +240

Drama -2333

Music -225

-2020

-2558

-729 +400

+458

(1)Based on ten month salary without fringe benefits for 1970-1971. A value indicates lower
salary for women, a + value indicates higher salary for women. For the numbers of
faculty within each college and department see Table 22.

within colleges. As shown in Table 27, at every rank within every college (with one ex-

ceDtion) which permits comparing women and men, the average dollar value of fringe



Table 27. Average Dollar Value of Fringe Benefits for2Full time Faculty Men
and Women by Itank and College )

Rank
Professor Associate Assistant Instructor

College Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

CFA 2575 1593 1775 969 960 823 711 774

118:SS 2274 1914 1885 1484 940 674 705 554

GSLA. 2818 1428 968 925 559

SUPA 1785 1678 764 517

MIS 3134 1479 1313 854 673 246

CIT 2846 1243 792 527

1496 1377 1078 809

Total N=140 N=4 N=119 N=15 N=135 N=17 N=28 N=10

Average
Fringe Benefits
by Rank 2803 1649 1564 1273 885 835 682 695

(1)Based on 1970-1971. For the numbers of women and men in rank within colleges and
departments see Table 22.

benefits is higher for men. The exception holds for CFA women instructors whose average

benefits are higher. The University--wide situation is consistent with the pattern for men

to receive higher benefits except for instructors. The dollar value of the difference in-

creases consistently as one moves from assistant to associate to full professor.

The above situation is exceedingly difficult to explain since fringe benefit policies are

supposed to apply equally to both sexes'. In order to study the situation more precisely,

the total fringe benefits for each rank were calculated as a percent of the total compensa-

tion. This permits answering the question: are women and men receiving similar pro-

portions of their total compensation as fringe benefits? If one considers the average

total proportion of fringe benefits for the University as a whole, women receive the



same percentage of fringe benefits in the two ranks of associate and assistant professors,

and a slightly higher percentage among instructors. But if the proportions are inspected

in all 12 possible comparisons between women and men, nine of the 12 favor men. Thus

the sex inequities found on the basis of salary have been repeated to the same degree in

fringe benefits.

From the fringe benefit and salary data presented here we can only conclude that

faculty women are disadvantaged in total compensation. Further more refined evidence

to bolster this point about all women employees will be presented in the section on staff

fringe benefits.

Closed Hearing of Faculty Women

In a closed hearing held April 9, 1971 with a group of faculty women, many concerns

and complaints came to light. The group indicated that inequities operate to penalize

women in several ways:

(I) Women have no maternity leave arrangements which set the conditions in salary,
rank, promotion and tenure for such leave. Since married women assistant and
associate professors are in their childbearing years, they need time out for these
responsibilities with formal recognition of such matters. Such time out may re-
quire periodic leaves of absence, part-time career lines and extension of the time
before a tenure decision is made.

(2) The imminent closing of Margaret Morrison Carnegie College will lead to a
substantial reduction in the number of women faculty on the campus. So far there
are no official plans to counteract that loss by vigorous recruiting of women in
other departments and schools. Needed now is vigorous recruitment of women
into CMU's existing departments. Equally important is the development of new
programs and curricula which will attract both women faculty and women students.
The group urged serious consideration of programs such as the one recently pro-
posed for a Center for the Study of Human Potential.

(3) Women faculty are often in fields which the University appears to consider peripheral
rather than in the central ones, such as engineering, sciences, administration and
management sciences. The women faculty may then carry heavy teaching loads,
teach freshmen courses mainly, or teach courses which students and departments
want taught, but for which academic recognition is low.

(4) The many faculty women who work part-time are penalized through lack of fringe
benefits and ineligibility to be considered for promotion and tenure. Furthermore,
part-time faculty cannot belong to the Faculty Senate.
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(5) Librarians, who are mainly women, have faculty
rank. While they arc represented in the Faculty
of librarians' status puts them in a separate and

(6) There are no mechanisms now operating to move
posts, such as department headships, deanships,
tion.

equivalent status but no faculty
Sonate, this confused definition
problematic category.

women into academic ftdministrative
and general University administra-

Staff and Administrative Employees

The Commission learned from a variety of sources that staff women perceive a great

vacuum in work-related information on the campus. Questions about salary ranges, pro-

motion possibilities and job descriptions were brought to the Commission through many and

varied sources: individual staff women wrote letters, many women attended the Commis-

sion's public hearing on employees and some gave private testimony, many women re-

sponded to the Commissions's questionnaire on employee problems, women from APOWE

formed study committees to address particular concerns of staff women, Women of

Carnegie-Mellon organized three public meetings to question University administrators

on employee matters. The Commission files contain the documents which bear witness

to the queries raised from all these sources. Suffice it to say that the Commission con-

siders CMU women staff employees as the single most aggrieved category on the campus.

Many perceive themselves as mistreated, underpaid and poorly informed by the admin-

istration. The sections that follow will point up possible reasons for such dissatisfaction.

Problems in Obtaining Employee Data

Several critical difficulties confronted the Commission in its search for information

about employees. (1) The decentralized organizational structure makes it easy for

officials at all levels to "pass the buck" and plead lack of information about employees

or in fact to lack important information which they should 'nave. (2) A second problem

for the Commission and for the University is the proliferation of job classifications.

There are close to one thousand separate job titles--nearly one title for every two employ-

ees This makes meaningful groupings of jobs difficult. The development of the detailed
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EEO job categories is a first step in ordering jobs by type and level. If these cate!!-ories

or others like them are used consistently and accurately, realistic monitoring of inequities

can begin. If officials continue to invent a new title for every new job, the present chaotic

records will render equal opportunity monitoring impossible. (3) A third major problem

confronting the Commission is the lack of complete and updated job evaluations for exempt

employees. _Many professional, nonfaculty women are in this exempt category but one

cannot evaluate the absence or presence of discrimination in salaries, titles or fringe

benefits between men and women holding comparable positions when the positions cannot

be described. It is clear that the administration cannot insure against discriminatory

practices until job evaluations for all nonfacuhy positions are completed and regularly

updated.

Survey of Women Workers

In March 1971, all women employees were sent a brief questionnaire regarding their

employment situation. (1) Responses from both staff and faculty employees of all levels

indicate strong concern with sex di.scrimination. Over one-third of the 150 respondents

reported that they felt sex has been a factor in decisions made at CM1.1 about either their

hiring, firing, promotion or salary. This report came from women who have been at CI\IIJ

as long as 16 years or as short a period as one year. The major area of such perceived

discrimination is salary. Nearly all the complainants about salary argue that as women

they are generally underpaid. Those who now fill the same jobs as men, or who were

preceded or replaced by men, say they know the men are paid far better than the women.

Those in secretarial jobs report that they feel discriminated against as members of an all

female occupation, that no man would receive such low pay for that category of work.

In addition to salary discrimination, the respondents frequently mention several other

problems reflecting inequities: inability to get promoted to higher levels when they have

suitable qualifications, lack of pension plans for some predominantly female employee

(1)The questionnaire with detailed results is available to interested readers from
Commission files.



categories, failure to obtain information on one's own job description after repeated re-

quests and anti-female attitudes of co-workers and supervisors.

Probl:2ms Raised in Public Hearings

A public hearing for employees was held by the Commission on March 25, 1971.

Among the many issues and questions raised the following stand out:

(1) Some women do not lmow to whom to take grievances or questions concerning
their status as employees, their relationships with their supervisor, other
employees or with the Personnel Services Department.

(2) They do not understand why the employment situation, in terms of titles, hou s and
salaries, in one employing unit can differ so markedly from that in another
and do not consider such differences fair.

(3) They do not know what their job descriptions are or the salary ranges for those
positions and cannot get such information either from unit supervisors or from
the Personnel Services Department.

One problem which may be confronting women applicants is that they are not considered

for positions for which they are qualified and may be hired at a lesser position and be re-

quired to prove their ability.

Interviews with administrative personnel concerning the actual practices in the employ-

ment area which might explain the reasons for these problems lead us to the following

general causal factors:

There is a lack of accurate and readily accessible information on
the whole range of non-academic employees and positions.

There is a lack of clarity on where responsibilities lie with respect
to various elements of the employment situation, such as salary,
promotion, transfer, leave and hours of work.

There is a lack of knowledge on the part of employees about their
position in relation to other employees and about their rights as
employees .

Each employing unit exercises primary control over the defining of
positions within the unit, the salaries of employees in the unit and
the working conditions of those employees. This results both in con-
flicting policies among employing units and in conflicts with the Personnel
Department.



Distribution of Employees: The BiL-1- Picture

The distributions of women and men in broad job categories for the whole University,

based on March 1970 data, show that women employees form about one-third of the

University's work force. As shown in Table 28, women fill only 16 percent of managerial

jobs, only 13 percent of professional jobs (including faculty), 21 percent of technicians

and about four percent of skilled and semi-skilled jobs. By contrast, women are 91

percent of office and clerical workers and 39 percent of the unskilled category of service

workers. It is noteworthy that women office workers comprise more than half of the

University's female labor force.

Table 28. iNumber and Percent of Women alid Men in -Job Categories For all
Fulltime and Part-time University Employees (including faculty)

Job Catepory
Women Men

Number Percent Number Percent Total

Officials and Managers 34 16 177 84 211

Professionals 95 13 624 87 719

Technicians 53 21 196 79 249

Office and clerical 410 91 43 10 453

Skilled, semi-skilled,
unskilled

6 4 157 96 163

Service workers 122 39 192 61 314

Totals 720 34 1389 66 2109

As of April, 1971, the'University had 1235 staff employees. Of this number, 236 work part

time (see Table 29). While women are half of full time workers, they make up 62 percent

of part time e'mployees. Th-e Commission requested average salary data for part time

workers with salaries prorated on a standardized basis. Such data was not available,



although the Management Information Center staff attempted to provide it. Salary informa-

tion is stored in several different ways in the MIC computer. At this juncture no system

of standardized wages exists. Ideally such a system would yield an ho rly earned wage

regardless of the number of hours worked or the specific work schedule. In addition, no

systematic information is available on the types of jobs filled by part time workers. Hence

study of possible inequities for part-time women workers remains impossible at this time.

Table 29. Number and Percent of Full time and Part time Staff Employees

Women Men
TotalNumber Percent. Number Percent

Full time 496 50 503 50 999

Part time 147 62 89 38 236

Total 643 59 592 48 1235

Distribution of Staff Women and Men in Detailed Job Cate,crories

Great effort was expended by the Commission to obtain detailed information on specific

job categories. In conjunction with the Commission, members of the Personnel Services

Department and the Management Information Center developed 25 categories to encompass

all occupations within the University. The skeletal structure of these categories is the

set of eight broad job categories defined by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance. Since this office requires from CMU an

annual report (the EEO-1 report) on the numbers and distribution of employees according

to minority status and sex, it was agreed that developing a detailed code of the jobs in

that report would serve a useful function to the University. The code includes 25 job

categories covering l-oth academic t ad non-academic titles and.is presented fully in

Table 36.



Table 39. Number and Percent of SLaff Women and Men in 17 Job Categories

Women Men
Job Cate<mrv Number Percent Number Percent 'rota]

OFFIOT ALS AND :%IANAGERS
Executives and Officials 0 0 8 100 8
Staff Department Heads 4 11 32 89 36
Academic Department Heads 3 7 40 93 43
Manac,ement, General Positions 29 20 117 80 146

PROFESSIONALS
Nonacademic Professionals 40 46 46 54 86
Senior Fellows, Principal 0 0 27 100 27

Research Scientists
Fellows, Senior Research 9 10 84 90 93

Scientists and Research
Scientists

Junior Fellows and Assistant 7 37 12 63 19
Research Scientists

Junior Research Scientists, 8 12 59 88 67
Research Associates and
Assistants

Athletic Staff and Coaches 3 43 4 57 7

TECHNICIANS 25 22 89 78 114

OFFICE AND CLERICAL WORKERS.
Secretaries and Administrative 195 99 1 1 196

Assistants
Clerical Workers 161 88 93 12 184

CRAFTSMENS.KILLED 0 0 62 100 62

OPERATIVESSEHESKILLED 1 4 26 96 27

LABORERS 0 0 21 100 21

SERVICE EMPLOYEES 103 40 158 60 261

Based on 1390 employees listed on the
except academic department heads.

ll May 27, 1971 and excluding all faculty

As Table 30 shows, women are concentrated in a few job categories and virtually

absent from others. The secretaries and administrative assistants are virtually all

women (99 percent); and clerical workers are predominantly women (88 percent). In

every other category, males predominate. In the whole range of Professional job cate,,ories



women arc well repreented in only onethey arc 46 percent of nonacademic professionals

(e.g. publi-: relations, accounting, nurses, personnel workers).

Among the categories within a grouping, it is apparent that, in general, the higher

the prestige level, the smaller the proportion of women in the category. Thus, among

officials, women are totally absent in the top category of executives. Those women who

are represented among officials cluster largely in the lowest category of general manage-

ment positions. The same pattern holds for the fellows and research scientists--no

women are in the top levels of senior fellows or senior research scientists, rather they

are concentrated as junior fellows and assistant research scientists.

Terminations of Staff Employees

Terminations and resignations of employees on the main campus during the three

months from January through March 1971 indicate that staff women are not being singled

out by the reduction in the work force. A total of 32 or about five percent of women staff

employees left the University compared with 32 men who comprise about five percent of

the male staff. There is no proportionately higher loss rate of women during these three

months. The Commission cannot judge whether this pattern is unique or typical of

terminations--at this time, no further data were available.

Staff Salaries

Among the staff, women are paid less than men in the same job category. Average

salaries within those detailed job categories which permit comparison are consistently

higher for men than for women. This holds true regardless of occupational type and level:

women department heads earn about half of men in that category, women in general manage-

ment positions earn about S5,000 less than men, women nonacademic professionals earn

about $3,000 less than men. In every category presented in Table 31, men's salaries

exceed women's. The fact that highly specialized jobs are involved appears not to alter

the discrepancies--research scientists, athletic staff, operatives, technicians all

represent such specialized work. Clearly, gender is a factor operating across the board.
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'rabic 31. Average Salaries of Staff Women and Men in 17 JU.) Categories (in dollars .:_nnuallv)

Job Catr,;,-ory Women men

OFFICIALS AND MANAGERS
Executives and Officials 35687
Staff Department Heads 9467 16279
Academic Department Heads 10925 22121
Management, General Positions 8037 13213

PROFESSIONALS
Nonacademic Professionals 8459 11455
Senior Fellows, Principal 22936

Research Scientists
Fellows, Senior ilesea.rch 10685 12804

Scientists and Research
Scientists

Junior Fellows and Assistant 9460 10300
Research Scientists

Junior Research Scientists, 7313 9274
Research Associates and
Assistants

Athletic Staff and Coaches 8450 9364

TECHNICIANS 5460 6669

OFFICE AND CLERICAL WORKERS
Secretaries and Administrative 5372

Assistants
Clerical Workers 4851 5916

CRAFTSMENSKILLED 9362

OPERATIVESSEMISKILLED 7097

LABORERS 6507

SERVICE EMPLOYEES 4856 5764

Based on 1390 employees listed on the payroll May 27, 1971 and excluding all faculty
except academic department heads. For numbers of women and men see Table 30_ In the
two cases where only one person's salary is involved, the average is omitted.

A more detailed study of salaries reinforces the larger picture within the University.

From payroll lists prepared in May 1971, the Commission, working with the Personnel

Services Department, selected employees in three categories: middle management,

technicians and service workers. Men and women in each category were selected accord-

ing to specific job title and were only included in a job cateEKory if they held identical or
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closely cq.nvalent titl:,s and 'fen into the same Equal Employment Opportunity category.

The results of this study are shown in Table 32. Dramatic differences emerge in

each of the three job categories. In every case, men's average monthly salaries are

noticeably higher than their female counterparts. In the management category, women

earn about $200 less each month than men.

The service workers present an especially interesting discrepancy. In this category

the job title "maid" is given only to women and "custodian" only to men. Yet inspection

of these job descriptions indicates that while some maids and custodians indeed do

different work, the work of others is identical.

Table 32. Comparison of Salaries for Men and Women With Comparable
Job Titles in Selected Job Categories

Job Cateiforv

Averaz,e Monthly Salary

Women Alen

Management (fourth leyel-nonacadcmic(1)) $ 806 $1059
N=-5 N=26

Technicians(2) $ 452 $ 554
N=12 N=17

Service Workers(3) $ 388 $ 461
N=22 N=29

(1) Fourth level nonacademic management includes all men and women on the May 1971
payroll occupying administrative positions such as Director of Purchases, Manager
of Compensation, Head of Photographic Se7--,ices, Manager of Office Services, Division
Accountant. They report to an administrative officer who in turn reports to a vice
president.

(2) Technicians includes all females carrying that job title or the title "lab technician" and
a 50 percent random sample of all males with either title based on the May 1971 pay-
roll.

(3)Service workers is limited to maids and custodians. A 50 percent random sample of
those holding the title "maid" and a 25 percent random sample of those titled "custodian"
were selected from the May 1971 payroll list.



Thus worl: seems to be defined and assigned according to scx rather than to job

description. The salary average favors men (e.g. , "custodians") over women (e.g.,

"maids"). Clear ly this is as much a problem of union-defincd inequities as it is a

problem of the Universitv.

Finally, the situation for technicians emphatically underscores the evidence that

women get unequal and low pay for equal work. In this case, the men and women com-

pared carry identical job titles: technicians and lab technicians. Both in titles and

according to job descriptions we could find no differences between the sexes. Yet the

men's monthly salary exceeds the women's by $100.

Salary Structure for Non-Exempt Employees

Because of the particular information gap on salary structure indicated to the Commis-

sion by staff women, this section describes the procedures followed in arriving at pay

grades, job descriptions and their respective salaries. Detailed examples of some job

descriptions are available from Commission files.

The employees of the University are divided into two groups, exempt employees and

non-exempt employees. The non-exempt employees are specifically covered by the

Federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1968 and include such positions as technician, key

punch operator, secretary and maintenance worker. The exempt employees are not

covered by the FLSA and include such 2;roups as higher administration and faculty.

The salary structure for non-exempt, non-bargaining employees defined for 1970-

1971, as shown in Table 33, is still applicable in 1971-1972. When the salary structure

was being developed a few years ago, job descriptions were written for most non-exempt

jobs. From these descriptions, a job was rated according to eleven evaluative factors:

education, experience, complexity of duties, supervision received, error detection or cor-

rection difficulty and effects, contact with others, confidential data, mental or visual demands,

working conditions, character of supervision given and scope of supervision given. Each
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(1)
Table 33. Non-Exempt Salary Structure

Pay Range First Range Third Range
Grade Minimum Quartile Mid Point Quartile ax.i mu m

Annual Salary 3535.00 3740.00 3945.00 4150.00 4355.00
2

Approx. Mo. (294) (311) (328) (345) (362)

Annual Salary 3924.00 4151.50 4379.00 4606.50 4834.00

Approx. Mo. (327) (345) (364) (383) (402)

4
AiTinual Salary 4356.00 4608.50 4861.00 5113.50 5366.00

Approx. Mo. (363) (384) (405) (426) (447)

5
Annual Salary 4835.00 5115.25 5395.50 5675.75 5956.00

Approx. Mo. (402) (426) (449) (472) (496)

6
Annual Salary 5367.00 5678.00 5989.00 6300.00 6611.00

Approx. Mo. (447) (473) (499) (525) (550)

7
Annual Salary 5957.00 6302.25 6647.50 6992.75 7338.00

Approx. Mo. (496) (525) (553) (582) (611)

8
Annual Salary 6613.00 6996.25 7379.50 7762.75 8146.00

Approx. Mo. (551) (583) (614) (646) (678)

9
Annual Salary 7340.00 7765.50 8191.00 8616.50 9042.00

Approx. Mo. (611) (641) (682) (718) (753)

(1)Effective July 1, 1970
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factor has an assigned numerical weight. The degree to which each of thuse factors is

contained in, or necessary for each job is evaluated according to a job descrip-

tion. Thus, each different job receives a -numerical score for each of the eleven factors.

This scoring has been done for every non-exempt job at CM-U.

The next step was to group jobs with approximately the same numerical rating into

one grade. There are eight grades; each grade contains the jobs within the University

which require approximately the same total point value based on the eleven factors

evaluated. The divisions between grades are made according to the American Association of

Industrial-Management, Job Rating Manual, a nationally-used reference on which CMU's

system is based.

Finally, a pay range is determined for each grade, with both minimum and maximum

monthly salaries for jobs within that grade. Ranges in salary are influenced both by

internal and external economic considerations. Though exceptions do exist, this is the

system upon which all CMU non-exempt non-bargaining employee salaries are based.

Presentation of this information represents progress in the responsiveness of the

administration, especially the Personnel Services Department, to employee demands for

pertinent job information. Much, however, remains unclear. The existing job descriptions

cover roughly 80 percent but not 100 percent of jobs. Whether these job descriptions

will be completed and updated both remain problematic issues. So far the University has

not committed the funds necessary to do either task.

Staff Fringe Benefits

As with salary, so with fringe benefits; women consistently receive less. Table 34

presents the average dollar value of fringe benefits for staff. Again as one looks at each

possible comparison between women and men within a job category, the men receive higher

average amounts of fringe benefits. The size of the difference varies, with the largest

discrepancies between women and men who are department heads and in other management
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Table 34. Average Dollar Value of Fringe Benefits for Women and Men
Staff Employees in 17 Job Categories (1)

Job Con: v? T) Women Men

OFFICIALS AND MANAGERS
Executives and Officials 3938
Staff Department Heads 1221 1852
Academic Department Fleads 1297 2206
Management, General Positions 759 1207

PROFESSIONALS
Nonacademic Professionals .852 904
Senior Fellows, Principal 2729

Research Scientists
Fellows, Senior Research 830 898

Scientists and Research
Scientists

Junior Fellows and Assistant 943 1112
Research Scientists

Junior Research Scientists, 489 729
Research Associates and
Assistants

Athletic Staff and Coaches 734 892

TECHNICIANS 486 578

OFFICE AND CLERICAL WORKERS
Secretaries and Administrative 457

Assistants
Clerical Woric.ers 422 754

CRAFTSMENSI=LED 1044

OPERATIVESSEMISKILLED 818

LABORERS 783

SERVICE EMPLOYEES 591 723

(1)Based on 1390 employees listed on the payroll May 27, 1971 and excluding all faculty
except academic department heads. For numbers of women and men see Table 30. In the
two cases where only one person's fringe benefits are involved, the average is omitted.



positions. And as with faculty fringe benefits, there arc no obvious explanations for

these differences.

This conclusion is strongly reinforced by the more refined data presented in Table 35.

Six types of fringe benefits were compared for women and men: FICA (social security),

retirement, group life insurance, hospitalization (including Blue Cross, Blue Shield and

Major Medical), guaranteed disability and workman's compensation.

In the six fringe benefits areas, for all EEO job categories in the University, the

average dollar value paid by CM-U is generally greater for men than for women. More

specifically, for social security (FICA), in ten possible comparisons, men average more

in seven job categories; for retirement, men average more benefits in eight out of nine

categories; for group life, men average more benefits in 11 out of 15 categories; for

hospitalization, men receive more benefits in all 15 job categories; for workman's com-

pensation, men average more benefits in 15 out of 16 categories. The one fringe benefit

area which favors women is guaranteed disabilitywomen average more than men in 13

out of 15 categories.

The strong pattern of higher average benefits for men is explainable largely by the

fact that most fringe benefits are computed as a percent of salary. Thus, despite intricate

variations among them for arriving at the exact percentages of salary for each benefit,

the following types clearly involve salary as their basis: social security, retirement and

workmen's compensation; group life insurance is a function both of salary and age. Blue

Cross and Blue Shield are optional and it is likely that some women choose not to take

these because their spouses' insurance covers them--hence the University pays out less

for women's hospitalization benefits. In guaranteed disability, the higher average benefits

for women may be explainable as follows: The University pays a flat $2.14 per month for

each employee but only $1.59 per month for employees who have TIAA coverage; since

few women benefit from TIAA, CMTJ has to pay the full $2.14 for most women's guaran-

teed disability.



Table 35. Average Dollar Differences Between Women and "Men in 25 Job
Categories for Six Types of Frinze Benefits (1)

ELO
Job
Codes Fic

Guaranteed Workman's
Retirement Grou 3 Life Hospitalization DisabiIity Compensation

N N ., N S N N S N Z,

1/02 W 3 3 3 3 3
0 -3 -88 -3 -18

M 29 29 29 29 99

1/03 W 4 4 4 3 4 4
0 -990 -1 -90 ±3 -23

M 46 40 46 46 46 46

1/04 W 33 13 30 30 33 33
-22 -664 -7 -96 0 -11

M 128 55 126 126 127 128

2/01 W 39 17 35 34 36 39
-14 -163 -10 -73 +1 -6

M 47 15 38 41 41 47

2/02 W 4 zi- 4 4 4 4
0 -358 0 -133 +9 -10

M 96 85 92 93 96 96

2/03 W 9 8 9 8 9 9
0 -182 -95 +6

M 85 50 84 84 84 85

2/04 W 15 4 15 14 15 15
-10 -10 - -132 +1 -

M 124 24 118 118 122 124

2/05 W 11 9 8 11 11
+48 +4 -61 +5

M 34 34 34 34 34

2/07 W 3 3 3
0 -6

M

2/09 \V 8 5 5 8 8
0 -6 -113 0 -4

M 86 77 83 82 86

2/10 W 8 3 78 7 8 8
+5 -393 +4 -89 ±2 -2

M 12 4 12 11 12 12

Table 35. Conttd.



Table 35. Average Dollar Differences Betwcen Women and Yien in 25 Job
Categories for Six Types of Fringe Benefits (1)

EEO
Job
Codes

Guaranteed Workman's
Retirement Grou ) Life Ifos Jitalization Disability Com )ensation

N ::... N ,4 7 , N S N S N ._.

1 /02 W 3 3 3 3 3
0 -3 -88 -18

M 29 29 29 29 29

1/03 W 4 4 4 3 4 4
0 -990 -1 0 ±3 -23

M 46 40 46 46 46 46

1/04 W 33 13 30 30 33 33
-22 -664 -7 -96 0 -11

M 128 55 196 126 127 128

2/01 W 39 17 ,_,0 o - 34 36 39
-14 -163 -10 -73 + -6

M 47 15 38 41 41 47

2/02 W 4 4 4 4 4 4
0 -2 r)5 0 -133 ._ -10

Al 90 85 92 93 96 96

2/03 W 9 8 9 8 9 9
0 -182 .-,-,., -95 ±6 -6

M 85 50 84 84 84 85

2/04 W 15 4 15 14 25 15
-10 -10 -3 -132 ±1 -3

_ 1 124 94 118 118 122 124

2/05 W 11 9 8 11 11
+48 ±4 -61 +5 +3

M 34 34 34 34 34

2/07 W 3 3 3
0 -6 -6

M 3 3 3

2/09 W 8 5 5 8 8
0 -6 -113 0 -Z_

M 86 77 83 82 80

2 /10 W 8 3 78 7 8 8
+5 -393 -i-4 -89 +2 -2

M 12 4 12 11 12 12

Table 35. Cont'd.
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Table a5. Average Dollar Differences Between Women and -Alen in 25 Job
Categories for Six Types of Fringe Benefits (1) (Continued)

Fica Retirement
Guaranteed orkrnants

Group Life flospitalizadon Disability Compensation

N , N S N S N $ N S N $

2/11 W 9 5 6 8 9
-21 - -54 +1 -4

M 67 47 60 66 67

2/13 W 3 3 3 3 3
-149 -2

M 4 4 4 4 4

3/01 W 24 21 24 24 24
-55 -68 0 -3

M 88 67 84 85 88

4/02 W 161 11 120 147 156 161
-50 +36 -3 -85 -2

1\1 9S 10 94 96 28 28

8/01 W 110 105 104 96 110 110
-47 -14 +5 -99 ±2 -2

M 17 1:7:0 154 161 171 172
.

(1) Based on l\Iay 27, 1971 payroll. A value indicates lower fringe benefits for women,
a + indicates higher value for women. Definitions of the EEO job categories are in
Table 36. The number of women (\V) and men (M) in each comparison is shown at the
left under "N".

On the whole, both faculty and staff women benefit substantially less than men from

the fringe benefits now available and which involve large cash expenditures by CMU per

individual employee. Other indirect benefits include reduced fees for employee children

in the CM-U Children's School. The newly established CMU Child Care Center charges

fees on a sliding scale and serves student, staff and faculty families. In addition, there

are vacation and sick leave benefits, whose cost to CMTJ we could not determine.

The tuition remission program served 283 employees during 1970-1971. The program

covers all employees and their children and the spouses of faculty. The University con-

tributes toward dependents' college tuition (a maximum of $2,200 per eligible dependent),

toward tuition for faculty and staff for courses at CMU and toward tuition for faculty for

courses at the University of Pittsburgh.
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Table SG. EEO Job Categories and Codes -Used in Commission's Final Report

Codes JOT, Caten'Ory

OFFICIALS AND MANAGERS:
1/01 Executives and Officials
1/02 Staff Department Heads
1/03 Academic Department Heads
1/04 Management, General Psitions

PROFESSIONA
2/01 Nonacademic Professionals
2/02 Professors
2/03 Associate Professors
2/04 Assistant Professors
2/05 Instructors
2/06 Senior Lecturers
2/07 Lecturers
2/0S Senior Fellows. Principal

Research Scientists
2/09 Fellows, Senior Research

Scientists and Research
Scientists

2/10 Junior Fellows and Assistant
Research Scientists

2/11 Junior Research Scientists,
Research Associates and
Assistants

2/12 Teaching Counselors and
Teaching Assistants

2/13 Athletic Staff and Coaches

3/01 TECHNICIANS

OFFICE AND CLERICAL WORKERS
4/01 Secretaries and Administrative

Assistants
4/02 Clerical Workers

5/01 CRAFTSMENSKILLED

6/01 OPERATIVESSEMISKILLED

7/01 LABORERS

, 8/01 SERVICE EMPLOYEES

9/01 APPRENTICES AND TRAINEES

97
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Table 37. Tuition Remission Rencfits, 1970-1071
(1)

Women Benoficiaries Men Penoficiaries
A vc rage Benefit

$936

$888

Category Numl)er Avera:c PeneNt Nu m be r

Faculty

Staff and Administration

5

93

$629

$1021

73

112

Total 98 $1001 185 $907

Computed from data provided by President's Office.

The average support per beneficiary for the total University is $939. Among those

receiving benefits, 31 percent are womenin line with the 34 percent that women com-

prise of CM1.7's employees.

Since the number of faculty women receiving tuition remL ;iori benefits in 1970-1971 is

so small, comparison of avera;-es for men and women faculty would not be meaningful.

In the staff and administrative category, the average benefit for women is 13 percent

higher than for men. Thus women appear to benefit 3 -)re than men from the tuition re-

mission program. And among women, it is largely staff employees who benefit.

Questions were raised during public and private hearings concerning remission of

tuition for courses at CMU. Staff women asked why staff in some departments were denied

remission of tuition for CMU day courses which their department had approved. The Com-

mission could noL obtain information on requests for tuition remission which had been

denied; this question should be reopened for study bv the 0E0.

A general problem pervades any analysis of CMU fringe benefits. Many kinds are

offered, but only some employees benefit from each of them. And in the retirement and

life insurance areas, there are several different plans operative with great variation in

benefits to employees. Some employees end up with no retirement benefits because,

although all CM1.7 employees are covered by one of the general retirement plans, no cash
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oullay to the employee at retirement is assured. Apparently this developed through con-

tinuation of Icier non-funded plans which are closely constrained by social security benefits.

The Co,nmission did not ascertain how many employees fall into this unfortunate

category. But women \yorkers' complaints to the Commission suggest that women may

suffer disproportionately from lack of retirement benefits.

In adciition to the cenfusing array of plans, the Commission finds that ClUU has no

maternity leave policy. We pressed [or information on the marital status, numbers and

ages of children in order to determine how many women might benefit from both the Child

Care Center and maternity leave. Such information on staff employees was not available,

but we were able to oi:tain estimates for 19TO-1971 on faculty. Since data on familial

status arc not regularly updated, we stress that these are morel,- estimates which probably

understate the actual situation of most faculty.

About 61 percent ef faculty women arc married compared with S9 percent of faculty

men. Similarly, a smaller propotion of faculty women have children bout one quarter

of the women compared with about ono half of the men. However, among faculty members

with children both sexes have an average of about two children and the average age of these

children is nine years. Among the men, full professors have the highest number of

children compared with the other ranks; among women, it is the assistant professors.

Perhaps this reflects the national trend for increasing labor force participation by women

with young children. Whether this is a trend at CAIT: and one that will continue remains

unanswerable at present. In any case, it is clear that the University has an opportunity

to faciNtate married women's entrance into both the faculty and staff by providing child

care services and maternity leave.

Since women employees are now disadvantaged relative to men in fringe benefits both

in dollar terms and in the lack of a maternity leave policy, the Commission urges that:

first, women's salaries be raised to eliminate inequities, since such an increase

will also reduce the fringe benefits differentials between women and men: second, that a

variety of fi-inge benefts (some existing ones and some new ones such as maternity leave
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leave and child care services) be oiThred to all emoloyees but up to a limited dollar amount

or to a fixed percentage of salary (perhaps ten percent). In this way, both women and men

can utilize those benefits they prefer. Once women's salaries are equalized, such a policy

would eliminate benefit inequities due to sex, marital status, number and ages of children

or the employee's age.

Recent Chaiyres AfIcLing Women Workers

Since the Commission's Preliminary Report in April 1971, there are some pcsitiye

signs in recent practices affecting female employees. But there are also negative signs

indicating-lack of progress in some areas.

The Commission is encouraged by the new job posting procedure for non-exempt non-

bargaining vacancies. Announcements with brief job descriptions are posted for three

work days on bulletin boards acrosS the campus. This procedure was described in the

Personnel Services Communicates dated July 19, 1971. There appears to be a weak but

perhaps crucial sign that salaries paid to women employees in newly created positions

for 1970-1971 were equivalent to men's in roughly the same categoriesfaculty, clerical

and administrative. This did not hold for new positions created in 1969-1970. If there is

a trend emerging, the Commission hopes for its bold continuation.

On the negative side, the Commission observes the continuing tendency for the number

of women who are new faculty and administrative appointees to remain minuscule. There

are only four women among the 33 new faculty members and three of these women are

instructors. In the research appointments, there are no women at all. Finally, there are

no women taking leaves of absence in this academic year either with CMU support or out-

side support.

Without vigorous efforts to counteract these patterns, the inertial effect is to foster

the inequities described in this chapter. The effort to stimulate improvements for women

at CMLT must come from decision makers at all levels as well as from women themselves.
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REPORTS FROM WC:..IEN'S GROLTPS

Women of Cariegic-Mcilcm

In the fall of 1970 a group of academic women called Dr. Stever's attention to dis-

crimination against women at CMU. Dr. Stever responded by establishing the Commission

on the Status and Needs of Women to investigate the credence of these charges.

The academic won-len then met with other women who were concerned about discrim-

ination and formed the Women of Carnegie-Mellon which represented women staff, faculty,

alumni and stueem:s. WCM was structured into task forces based on the several in-

terests of_its members. These task forces supplemented the work of the Commission

by providing the Commission with information about discrimination on campus and by

acting on information made available by the Commission on discriminatory practices.

The main focus has been and will continue to be to define and to promote positive directions

CM-U. could take to reduce or eliminate discrimination against women.

Early in the summer of 1971 the Commission on the Status and Needs of Women

brought to the attention of WCM the lack of cooperation it was receiving in obtaining the

information necessary to complete the Commission's final report, The main offender in

holding up information appeared to be the Persoimcl Services Department. WCM therefore

requested that the Director of Persoimel meet with them to discuss the problems involved

in making information available to the Commission. Because the Director of Personnel was

not able to answer many of the questions of WCM, two more meetings were held with other

administrators at each meeting. In keeping with the main purpose of WCM, the adnnnistra-

tion was presented with a set of expectations and suggested dates for action or programs

which would begin to end discrimination at C:VITJ. In the report of these meetings which

follows, an attempt has been. made to select questions which would be of particular interest

to a large number of women on campus. Answers from Mr. Nelson, Dr. Schatz and

Mr. Luster are quoted in full. Complete transcriptions of the three meetings are available

in the Hunt Library (Reference) and Mellon Institute Library.
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Selected Qu stions. T\Tr. Nelson. July 20. 1971

Question: How can an employee find out what her job grade and salary range
are?

Answer: The first thin7 we'd have to suggest is to go to your immediate super-
visor. If your immediate supervisor does nut know:and unfortunately there are many who
do not know; t:en Personnel would tell the supervisor and expect the supervisor
the cinpi ov c. We have had our share of problems in having that type of information prop-
erly relayed to the employees. Personnel should not do the supervisor's jobs for them.
The supervisors shoulri know what the rate rangc:s are for the jobs under them so as to
know how th:, emp2,-;yee fits in. if the supervisor refuses to give the information thL.n the
employee back to Personnel. I think the time has come when this information
should be rrl.de known to the employees.

Question: What plans do vou have to improve and make more complete
the records of employees?

Answer: Most departments have better records on individual employees than we
have. This is an outgrowth of a decentralized organization and a non-centralized person-
nel policy. Departments took care of their own people and their people's records. Now
we have since 19r3S' begun to build salary records. We need, however, such things as
dependents (chilciren), and their ages. The plans were to send out a personnel data form
which would give us this information. Our first attempt was to have been "quick and
dirty", to get the information fast. I feel that after further t7-_ortglit, however, we need a
complete, thorour,h informational sheet that tells us everything we need to know and have
that in our files and in the computer so that we can extract that information for the various
types of things the Commission is asking for ri;,'ht now. It should be put into the computer
in a form that is easily retrievablewhatever your status may bepersonal, job-wise,
salary-wise. education-wise. We don't have this kind of information in our records. It
will take a great deal to get it and maintain it. We're taking steps in the right direction.
We're finclin?: out by the way. We haven'L been static either in our department or MIC.
We're building files.

Expectations Addressed to Mr. Nelson

The Women of Carnegie-Mellon ask that you, as Director of the Department most con-
cerned with the employment situation of staff women, take all steps necessary to effect
the following:

Beginning immediately

Refuse to process any appointment form for a new employee in an evaluated job for
less than the minimum salary suggested by the salary scale.

During the Month of August, 1971

In accord with President Stevey's memorandum of 24 February 1971, provide what-
ever data and information is requested to the Commission on the Status and Needs of
Women.

Assist the APOWE committees to develop a grievance procedure for staff employees
and to develop alternative pension plan proposals for staff employees.

1 02
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Determine what inf(p-mal,ion is needed in order to eva!unte all non-faculty 301)s not
now evaluated. Inform supervisors of the cmplovec-s whose jol:s have to be evaluated
of thc metho:l that will be used in gatl-wring this information and evaluating the jobs.
Begin gathering the information and evaluating the jobs.

Ey September 1st, 1971

Provide every staff whose job has been evaluated with a copy of her job
description, information on her own job grade and the ,salary range for that job grade.

Begin to circulate to ail staff personnel a weekly listing of open positions at 0:115.

By September 15th, 1971

Design an application for employment form which contains no items which micght be
used to diseriminate against women in initial employment at C:IdLT (such as marital status,
number of children, etc.)

Design a personnel profile form which will contain questions on whatever additional
items are needed for monitoring of eoual opportunity or a base for identifying the
fringe benefit needs of women employees (such as marital status, numbers and ages of
children). Establish a :IcehanisM for keeping this information up to date and readily
retrievable. Submit both forms to WCI\I for review before duplicating them for use.

Selected Questions, Dr. Schatz, August, 1971

In 1969. th,a University o-'ministration hired a consultino- team to
evaluate non-exempt, non-union jobs for approximately 500 em-
ployees at a cost of over S50, 000. Salary scales were established
at the conclusion of this evaluation, which were as low as any in
Pittsburffh. When the administration was faced with the need to
provide S100,000 to bring salaries for ail evaluated jobs to the
minimum of their range, only S25, 000 was provided, Now a fun
year has elapsed durino- which a new budget has been determined.
We would like to know, was an effort made during the 1971-1972
budgetinc, time to insure that all persons filling evaluated jobs
would receive the minimum salary for their job range? Are all
such positions now receiving minimum salary and if not, why not?

Answer: I may not be able to answer all of your Questions, including the last one,
but I did, because of your notice, check with Mr. Nelson this morning as to the answers
to most of your queries.

During the last budget year, there was to my knowledge, no specific discussion about
providing funds to make sure that all people came up to the minimum. There was a gen-
eral feeling that increases in salaries had to be made and rather than general directives,
salary increases were allowed for in the budget which as most of you know by now aver-
aged around live percent. The reason I say averaged around five percent is that we have
not been in the habit, in so far as I know, at least in the faculty area, of making across-
the-board increases of salaries. These actual salary increases are left to the judgment
of department: heads and other supervisors. The budget did, however, provide for salary
increases. Ny recollection is that we have not directly faced the issue of thc number
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of people who were 1.,elow the minimum. Now, s.vith the increases which have been pro-
vided, I -believe that s,onle pron.ress has been inade in raising people to the minimum,
but in answer to your last questionArc we paying everyone, on the campus minimuth
salaries .!cordin-, to the scale?"--the information Nelson ,2..\-c me this mornin?- is
we are noi.. I do not have information as to how :-nany people are not being paid the mini-
mum salary because I don't think he has it at the moment: but he knows we are not paving
everyone the minimum amount. Now, the question--"why not?"--is difficult to answer.
I don't think it comes hack to so much a question of discrimination because the question
you're asking actually aPplies I think to men on the campus as well as some women who
are not getting the minimum salary. I suppose a simple answer is that the money hasn't
seemed to stretch far enough and I don't think that's a good enough answer for you but
it's the only one :f have.

Now with respect to the future, going 1_). .k to your regist to Mr. Nelson of July 20,
regarding the Oavment of minimum salaries. It seems to me that it woulci be unfair.
improper,_to aecced Your request that all new appointment forms be sent back if th
are not at _least at the standard minimum without at the same time raising or makin-
every attempt t.o raisc all People to the minimuill level. And that matter is being loo.:,.7(.71
into right ai. this fnoment. I do not have precise figures as to v.-hat the cost would be to
make sure that everyone gets the ininimum salary. But it's my personal opinion, and I
guess Pm not speakin?- now directly for the administration or the President, certainly by
September 1st and retaetive to July 1st we should be paving ail 13eo1D1e on campus the
minimum standard salaries in their ranges. And this is a recommendation which I have
made and I believe we will probably do it.

Question: This is a question which grows from data that the Commission
obtained from your office on the salai-ies and friire benefits
for men and women faculty. Data is provided for each colle:e
and each rank. There are some colleges and some ranks within
colleges where there are no women (or no men) so that we have
12 possible comparisons.

Comparing the same rank and in the same college: (a) the
total average salaries for men is higher than for women in
11 out of 12 coinparisons; (b) the dollar value of fringe benefits
is higher for men than for wome:n in 12 out of 12, and (c) the
total compensation is higher for men than for women in 12
out of 12 comparisons. There are two questions arising
from this: (1) whether the administration at Carnegie-Mellon
is committed to equal pay for equal work: and (2) if so, what
plans does the administration have to increase the salary and
fringe benefits to women faculty. (I)

Answer: To answer the second part of that question what plans does the University
have to increase the salaries and frinEYe benefits for faculty women (or decrease the one
salary which is higher), the deans have been asked to take a look at all the people in their
colleges, to rate them along the dimensions which I haye mentioned in addition to those
regarding sex and race and then when we see what that looks like, we will simply have to
propose a plan which equalizes the situation. I don't think there's anv other answer to
that question. The rate at which it's done will depend a little on the financial situation at
this University. I can't think of anything else which can control the rate. There's really
no question about the rightness of the matter. To say just a word about the financial

(1)First part of answer omitted due to length.



situation at thc University. The University cannot create fonds. So it will have to do
soine of its eqlaiizati cJn and its salary increases in general by much closer control of the
total number of people who wark for the University. Dy and large. the largest expendi-
ture for this University is far personnelsomethin?- like 70-73 percent of our total
annual erpcnditures aro personnel expenditures. In many ways it probably does not spend
enough money on its facilities and personnel matters. Since 1115 not }Possible to crete
money we all have to conserve money so that people who do work at the University are
properly paid with respect to the concerns you have and with respect to the amounts of
money they need to live. I think it's along term propositionsomotliing less than ten
years, but more than six months. And I don't mean that the administration is going to
look for either faculty or staff positions to eliminate so that it can coualize the situation.
In both areas there is sufficient turnover so that equalization can tal:e place without
particular harm to any individual.

Expectations Addressed to Dr. Schatz

The Women of Carnegic-Mellon ask that you, as Vice President for Academic Affairs
and a menil er-of the Management Committee, take ail steps necessary to effect the
following:

(1) Vote funds immediately for: (a) evaluation of all jobs that have not yet
been evaluated: (b) raisin?- salaries for faculty, administrative and staff
women so that by the Fall of 1972 systematic inequities will no longer
exist. (This includes raising salary ranges for staff women five
percent as recommended by Personnel and equalizin, salaries for
staff across departments. For administrative and faculty women,
this means brin2-in2- the salaries in line with men in comparable
positions): (e) bu,:'.get for expenses of WC-M-Secretarial Assistance,
duplicating costs and mailings to start September 1, 1971.

(2) Vote funds for the FY 1971-1972 to implement a pension program and
other fringe benefits acceptable to staff, administrative and faculty
women.

(3) Urge all executives. deans and department he . 3 to aggressively
recruit women for faculty and administrative posit-ons and to
promote qualified women to higher level positions immediately.

(4) Reopen the cases of all faculty women terminated during 1970-1971
for any reason other than retirement, and refer the bases for inves-
tigation to the Office of Equal Opportunity.

(5) Recommend that the Board of Trustees elect a larger proportion of
women to its membership at its next meeting.

The Women of Carneo-ie-Mellon would like to take this opportunity to restate the posi-
tion of the women on the campus reardin-,- the Office of Equal Opportunity which was
recommended by President Stever's Commission on the Status and Needs of Women,
July 9, 1971. We expect that a woman will be appointed either as Director of the Office
of Equal Opportunity or as Co-Director for Women's Affairs. The woman selected for
this position should be someone mutually acceptable to both the administration and the
Women of Carnegie-Mellon. We also expect that there will be a monitoring vehicle as
recommended by the President's Commission. We feel it is only fair to communicate to
the administration that any alternative other than having a woman either as Director or



Co-Director of thc Office of Equal Opportunity would be totally unacceptable to the
women ef Carnegie-Me.ilon University.

'he Women of Carncie-Mellon would like to have a written report on the actions
taken by you before Septemher 7, 1971.

Selected Questio:es. Mr. Luster_ August 13, 1971

Question: I understand that the University has engaged a consulting
firm to study possihle pension programs. What is the name
of the firm? What is the snecific task they have been assigned?
And what will be the cost to the University for the study?

Answer: We are starting some initial investigations to determine how many
employees are not covered by the TIAA or Mellon Institute Retirement plans to get a total
profile on all those people, annual salary, years of service, birthdates, sex. etc. --all of
which get into actuarial statistics, to determine what potential costs cemld be. We are
working with George V. Buck, consulting actuaries pension policy developers who have
been in the business for approximately 60 years working with many organizations in
developing. improving, revising and amending retirement programs in particular, and
many other benefit pro7rams.

At the moment they ate just collecting information. From there we'll have to sit down
with them and say, what do we think our needs are, and as they look at what we think our
needs are, we will get their opinion of our needs put into the context of other organizations.
We anticipate the consultant costs to be around $5000.but this isn't definite.

(-"uestion: TTniversitv employer,s have not in the past been entitled t, un-
employment conipensation. What are the general implications
to CM-U employees of the recent change to include universities
under federal unemployment compensation legislation? Which
employees will be covered and what will the effective date be?

Answer: _Federal legislation was passed which brought many non-profit organiza-
tions under unemployment compensation reouirements. Each individual state in the union
must on its own pass additional enabling lec,islation to have a state program. Pennsylvania
has not as yet done this. Now Pennsylvania almost has to do this some way between now
and January of 1972. If not, Federal cognizance takes effect until the State would come in
with a program to take its place.

Question: What thought has been given to possible benefits for part time
employees whose service continues over a period of time? For
example, thc accumulation of days worked to allow a propor-
tionate number of days of paid vacation?

Answer: My personal feeling is this. If a person has been at the University for
some long period of time, this is a different circumstance and there should be considera-
tion given to benefits.

Question: Well, how do you feel about a practice where fringe benefits
are rescinded unilaterally? To my knowledge, this is the
only organization where this has happened.

Answer: I think what you are doing at the moment is taking something out of con-
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text, however, and tall;in:2; about a specific item in a modification of various benefits at a
time when two oranizations were trvin!,- to mer:2;c and we were trvin2,- to equate some
benefits across tie cairlpus so as to iniorove some other benefits. At the same time there
was a chare in paid holdavs. there was a substantial increase in thc dollars of benefit
which had been given to people in Blue Cross, Blue Shield and long term disability
insurance. In some of the things that were decided at the time the overall effect was
not negative.

Question: Could you tell us how many people employed at that time chose
not to participate? Most married women are covered by their
husbands' policies. In my department only four out of eight
women chose to participate. The other four are required to
take the major medical, which they do not want.

Answer: There were 1800 employees at the time and I think about 1600
participated_

Question: What difference does it make that new fringe benefits are pro-
vided if they can be unilaterally revoked? The salaries are
low so the fringe benefits are what attracted many women em-
ployees. Now the tuition remission policy also has been
revised affecting both faculty and staff. Some women who were
hired ten years ago were c_ounting on being able to seAd their
children here tuition-free if they were admitted. If two fringe
benefits have been change-6 without discussi a what ,uarantee
have we that other fringe benefits will not be Liso? We are not
informed until the final decision is made.

Answer: Nothing as ever guaranteed anywhere but death. I am not re to be baited
but to give you informatiom..

Question: What would be the increase in cost to, the University and partici-
pants if the I\Ia;or -Medical and life insurance programs were
made optional instead of compulsory?

Answer: I don't believe it should be mandatory. I am willing to recommend that
it should be optional.

Current frinp'e benefits have evolved out of consideration ior the needs of the male head
of a family. Some of these benefits do not apply equitably to the cingle or married women
employees.

Expectations Addressed to Mr. Luster

The Women of Carnegie-Mellon ask that you, as the officer responsible for developing
fringe benefit proposals for consideration by the Management Committee, and as a member
of that Committee, suggest and promote the following:

B'y September 1971

(1) Reestablish all fringe benefits that Were part of the verbal hiring
contract of staff employees, namely: (a) six holidays during the
Christmas season (b) full remission of tuition.

Revise the tuition remission policy to allow employees to take classes
during the day and make up the time in a manner suitable to their
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department,

(3) Provide for part-time employees to receive paid vacation days in
proportion to the number of days worked in a twelvc-month period--
at 1.eat 2.5 days for every 125 days worked.

(4) Provide for maternity leaveone-month leave with pay plus the
option of an additional month leave without pay.

By January 1, 1979

(1) The current major medical and life insurance progr an-is and any
o_ther fringe benefit programs developed should be made optional.
_

(2) Inform Women of Carnegie-Mellon in writing of the proposed pension
plans developed for staff employees and provide an item by item com-
parison of benefits and costs of the proposed plan with the University's
TIAA plan. This should be done as soon as possible but no later than
January 1, 1972.

(3) The life insurance policy is not favorable to older employees and the
long '-rm disability insurance benefits are least favorable to the lower
paid employees. Alternate plans for both programs should be investi-
gated to improve the protection of e.chnloyees who need protectionmost.
Such alternate plans should be presented to the WCM for review and
comment as soon as possible and no later than January 1, 1972.

By July 1, 1972

(1) Compute senior ity for fringe benefits for full time employees on the
basis of total time employed by CMTJ. Total time would include time
accumulated prior to an earlier termination in employment as well as
prior part-time employment.

(2) Provide every woman employee with a description of her particular
fringe benefits.

The Women of Carnegie-Mellon would like to take this opportunity to state their strong
feelings with respect to unilateral decisions on fringe benefits. No fringe benefit pro-
grams should be instituted or revised at this University without the prior knowledge of
all affected empic.-..-ees and acceptance by a majority of affected employees.

The Women -itrnegie-Mellon would like to have from you by September 1, 1971 a
clear and conci: immary of what life insurance and long term disability insurfknce pay-
ments to benefici:::cies would be relative to age, salary and, if applicable, position of em-
ployee. We would also like a written report before September 7, 1971, on actions taken by
you relative to the requests stated above.
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APOWF Snccal Committee

The following is the report of the APOWE Special Committee to study the salaries

and fringe benefits, grievance procedures and personnel policies relating to staff

women. It was submitted to the Cominision on the Status and Needs of Women with a

request that it be included in the final report.

The Committee is convinced that in general and on all levels, people want to do a

good job. MoUvatien to that end is certainly generated in part by stated policies that

reflect the University's conc-,rn for full communication, fair treatment, remedial re-

course and-the personal advancement of all its employees. The University especially

needs to formuhite statements of policy in areas af1ectinc4 its staff employees, 69 per-

cent of whom are non-union female. Such employees need a forum and a mechanism

wherein grievances arising out of the absence or malfunctioning of policy can be exam-

ined, explained and relieved. Knowing policy and knowing procedure would prevent

minor problems from 12ecoming grievances. More importantly, the sense of security

thus generated would lead to higher productivity to the mutual advantage of University

and staff.

The Committee stronfdy urges the early publication of a personnel handbook to be

distributed to all staff employees. The Handbook must contain the statements of policy

hereafter spelled out; conditions of employment, benefits and promotion; and a de-

scription of the grievance procedure which the University endorses (items for Handbook

outlined in Appendix of this Committee report)

It is Personnel Service's responsibility to make sure that new personnel understand the

general terms of employment and policy stated in the Handbook. Particular office

practices and their exposition, within 11,9, limits of general University policy are the

responsibility of the immediate supervisor.

The Committee requests that the University adopt t following statements of policy,

modifiable in language but not in intent:
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Communic:-:tion

It is the intent of the University administration that all matters affecting employee

relations be fully explained, and that employees shollld feel free to seek information or

advice from perso::s immedaately charged with their supervision on any employment

matter which is tro.c.bling them, and to call attention to any condition which may appear

to be operating to their disadvantage. Time consumed in the presentation and discus-

sion of job related problems will not be deducted from hours worked.

Fair Treatment and_Personal Advancement
_

Employees are encouraged to express their views on matters affecting their jobs and

interests. Consideration is to be given their views before reaching decisions materially

affecting them. Those who direct the work of others should see to it that in the daily

operation of their office no one is ignored on those things about which a person has a

right to be consulted.

The University administration, through the proper departme- (Personnel) will

provide channels of promotion to advance employees to more responsibility, both in

recognition of the employee's past performance and to utilize the employee's abilities

more fully in the greater demands of an advanced position. The sex of the applicants

being considered is irrelevant, but seniority is a factor to be taken into account. In

so far as possible, promotions will be made within the University. Further, any em-

ployee making an effort to advance need not fear prejudicial treatment from the depart-

ment the employee is leaving, and is assured confidentiality on the part nf the department

advising and assisting.

Remedial Recourse

It is the policy of the University administration to provide relief against any possible

arbitrariness, procrastination or oppression at any level of authority through the pro-

cedure agreed upon, without fear of retribution or prejudice. To that end a Grievance
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Comm itce is established to represent the staff cmp. ees. (The make-up, function and

procedure of the Grievance Committee is a special section of the Handbook.)

The Grievance Committee

Membership

:Members shall consist of staff employees, one elected from each of the followilv-

units: College of Fine Arts, Carnegie institute of Technolo;,y, Graduate School of Indus-

trial Administration, Humanities and Social Sciences, 'Hunt Library, Margaret Morrison

Carnegie College, Mellon institute, Mellon Institute of Science, School of rban and Public

Affairs and one representative collectively for all offices not included in the fore;.,oing.

Election will be conducted by the Office of Equal Opportunity in September of each year.

Candidates will be nominated by staff employee_-. All staff employees are entitled to

vote. The term is for on,:t year and no member may serve consecutive terms.

The Director or Co-Director of 0E0 (whichever is a woman) will serve as a consul-

tam. to the Committee and as its representative with the Chairperson of the Committee in

matters to be Laken up with the University administration.

Members must make themselves conversant with the purpose and procedure of the

Committee. The elected members shall select a Chairperson for the year and such other

officers as they deem necessary (record clerk, etc.). In recognition of the need and

usefulness of this Committee, space and the materials necessary to its functioning will be

provided by the University at a site agreeable to the Committee.

Function

The function of the Committee is to determine if there is a leg-itimate grievance, to

bring it to the attention of the person haying the authority and responsibility to give relief,

and to pursue the matter to a decision within three days unless need of a time extension

is recognized by the Grievance Committee.
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Grievance

A grievance is any condition of employment adversely affecting an employee. This

includes questions of job environment, contract of employment and administration

policies or their absence.

Most on-the-job problems can be settled by a employee and her supervisor dis-

cussing them and understanding the common s-oals and policies of their department.

Procedure

A grievance should first be discussed with the supervisor, whose responsibility

it is to consider and settle problems as quickly as possible.

If an employee has experienced an attitude of non-involvement on the part of her

supervisor, however, recourse may be had in the first instance to the Grievance Com-

mittee representative of her unit or any other, whose first duty it is to advise the

employee wl]othcr there is a legitimate grievance, and then to suggest a further step.

If the supervisor has first been approached by the employee and fails to act promptly.

or without satisfactory relief, the employee may apply to the representative of her unit

or any other, who will advise her and help her to put h.er grievance in a written state-

ment. The representative then reqtrists a hearing, and for this purpose a three-member

panel will be appointed including the employee's chosen representative. The Committee

should have all hearings taped so that no misunderstanding of the oral presentation of

any party to the procedure can arise in the course of examining, explaining or relieving

the situation.

Options

If the Committee feels there is a legitimate grievance, certain options are available

to the employee:

(1) The Committee could represent the employee or appear with her in
another discussion with the supervisor (su.;;2;ested where the e;riev-
ance arises out of job environment and the solution lies wholly within
the supervisor's authority).



(2)

(3)

(4-)

The Committee may refer the employee to Personnel Services
or represent the employee's grievance to that Department on her be-
half (suggested where the contract of employment, job advancement
by transfer or promotion arc involveL.).

The Committee may refer or represent the employee to the Office
of Equal OpPortunity (suggested where stated administraten policy
is not functioning or clearly functioning to the disadvantage of this
employee, and power to give relief is beyond the supervisor or
Personnel Services).

If the employee is dissatisfied at any of these levels, she may
appeal to the next authority.

In any option, some disposition must be made by the person
responsible within tiree days, unless the need for additional
time is recognized by the Grievance Committee.

If the employee reciuests representation by the Committee and feels that representa-

tion was inadequate at onv level, the employee may pursue the matter on her own.

In representing the employee the Committee expects to work co-operatively with

Personnel Services, in getting the facts straight which that Department can pro-

vide; and .xith the affice of Equal Opportunity for interpretation of policy and law_

Where there is any delay in the application of the power to give relief on whatever

level, the Committee, with the employee's consent, will pursue the matter until a firm

commitment to this employee's need is admitted and a decision made.

All grievances presented at all levels must be in writing and their receipt immed-

iately aciowledged in writing. Disposition of the matter must also be in writing,

signed by the person having the authority to do so. An acimowledgement of satisfaction

must be secureu from the employee. These become part of the record of the Committee

on Grievances which assures confidentiality.

The matter of confidenti_Jity is

will remain alert to the Possibili

standing of both the supervisor's

The Committee feels most proble:

relationship results from its initial

of the greatest concern to the Committee, which

-It so-called grievances may arise from misunder-

and the employee's reaction to its application.

need not escalate into grievances, and if a better

services, the facts are useful as a learning



experience ony to those in the particular cenh-ontation. However, an experience bank

increases the usefulness of the Committee. Therefore it will keep records.

Any employee submitting a candidate for election to the Grievance Committee must

be satisfied that the candidate can keep a confidence; and none so nominated should

accept a candidacy who honestly feels in the event of election that reticence would be

a burden to her nature.

Pledge of Grievance Committee Members

The Committee pledges that it will carefully check the facts; that it will exercise the

courage to say no and explain why there is no legitimate grievance to the ent:Dloyee; that

it will not use the grievance procedure as a tool of harassment against the Uni-versity.

The Committee has adopted a set of nationally accepted guidelines for its internal

action which will be a part of the orientation of its members

If the University delays pub:ication of the very necessary Handbook, the Committee

requests that the Statements of Policy and Grievance Procedure be circulated separately.

And, as soon as possible, office space should be made available to the Committee.
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APOWE Appendix A. Ilandi;ook thfrn-mation l',ecluirennts

What the University expects from the employee

Statements of University policy: communication, fair treatment
personal advancement, remedial recourse

Basic work-week hours and overtime pay

Job classifications: should include job title and grade number

Wage Seale: should include grade number and salal-v

Retirement and pension plans (The statement on pensions may be a
special section of the Handbook. The Report of the sub-committee on
pensions is attached to the full Committee reliort, and is made a part
of the recommendations.)

Seniority

Recruitment of employees from within the University

Paid holidays

Vacations

Benefits to liart-time employees

Voluntary, not compulsory, group insurance (life, major medical)

Leave of absence

Paid maternity leave

Health and Security Committees: described as they are and how they function

Bereavement: definite time-off for immediate family not subtracted
from sick leave

Grievance relief: through Gzieyance Committee renresentation at any
level upon written statement of grievance: without fear of reprisal or
prejudice; ordinarily within three days. (Complete statement of Grievance
Procedure)

Transfer of 3obsrearnointments

Discharge cases (statement from administration on policy for termination
of employee)

Tuition remission

Statement of reference to Fair Labor Standards Act, Public Law S9-GOl
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Statement on discrimination (must have definite statement)

Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Short and long term disability

Workmen's compensation (on-the-joU accidents)

Death benefits

Travel insura: -e (out-of-city travel on University business)

Blood bank and blood donations (time, orf without loss of pay granted for
emergency 1,lood donation)

-,Tur37 duty
-

Cafeteria facilities

Use of University facilities (library.

Parking

tennis courts, etc.)

Salary reviews (states that all salaries are reviewed annually at which
time increases may be granted on a merit basis)

Service recognition

Check deposit service and check cashing privileges

Credit Union

Savings bands

Safety glasses

Work uniforms

Sports admissions

Pay advances

Health -ervice and flu shots

Pension Sub-Committee or the APOWE Special Committee

We find that some employees with 15 or more years of service at retirement age are

receiving no pension payments from Carnegie-Mellon University because of the tic-in to

social security. \-Ve therefore recommend the following:

(1) The choice of participation in either a contributory pension program
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at least as :oocl as T1_-',A-C-1-EF or a non-c )utory program with
no tie-in to social security.

(a) Under a contributory insurance plan: the contribu-
tions or L-taff should be on a lower scale than those
of professionals in co:-.sideration of lower salary
ranges and 12 month pay period

(b) Under a non-contributory: the pension benefit would
be an acceptable percentage of final month's salary
with no tie-in to social socurity. Staff would be
eligible after 10 years service. Calculation of such
to include all periods of full-time employment. An
acceptable minimum would be established regardless
of percentage.

(2) Any policies adopted regarding pension programs would contain a
grandfather's clause to protect personnel with service who will not
benefit under a new program.

(3) Any now or revisions of the present program should be
submitted ler approval to the emplyces affected. Approval of a
majority of employees waAld be required to institute a new program
or revse 11z, pension program.

Consideration should be given to eiriployees views before _iching decisions materi-

ally affeetinf, them. The empl;.,yees who served on the Pension Committee therefore

volunteer their services to the administration to expedite an:v revisions or provisions

necessary to reach a mutual agreement.

Alumnae Task Force of \VCM

The Commission was not specifically charged to address itself to the opportunities

or assistance offered women alumnae. However, at the request of Evelyn Murrin, the

Director of the Commission obtained permission from the Vice President for Academic

Affairs to include a summary of alumnae concerns in the Commission's final report.

Input for this section of the report cmle from private interviews with several alumnae

and from the report and letters from the Alumnae Task Force of WC.M. Concerned

alumnae appear to be particularly interested in the following:

Continui:r- Placement

The Placement Office should expand its activities to systematically deter-
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mine the carcer reactivation or development needs of alumnae and to use
the perie.Th when :,reduatino. siudents require their servir:es less to actively
inform prcspective employers of the talent pool in the alumnae population.

Then' is a need for more counselin, (concerning career opportunities or
retraining needs) of alumnae, especially women who want to return to the
work force after a temporary absence.

Continuing Educal ion

Sa-rah Law-ence College, Umversitv of Michigan, Claremont and other colleges and
Universities have continuing educa:.ion pro:):rams that are notionally reco?--
nized. Two recent proposalsthe Steinherg-Lloyd proposal for M:\ICC
and the An,-rist Proposal for a Collee for the Development of Human
Potentialincluded consideration of educational opportunities for women
through educational research, career guidance , provision of role models,
continuing education_ lectures, conferences and provision of scholarships
for \vornen. The alunnae would like the University to develop a proposal
for a program or college along these lines and activery seek financial
support to implement the proposal.

The University should seek ways \\-ithin existing proi---ams and structures
to make it easier for mature women to update their sialis

Involvement in Universii:v A.ctivitics

The Alumni Office should encourage regional clans to consider women in
administrative positions. _:\Iore active involvement of alumnae in
ongoing concerns of the University might be possble if they could be in-
volved in recruiting efforts. 1\lore women should be elector: to member-
ship on the CIVIU Board of Trustees. As an adjunct to encouragino- women
to join or stay a part of the work force, the University should encourage
the development of a child care center on campus and educational and
research programs to increase knowledge about child care and programs
for child care.

In addition, the alumnae would like a more direct means of communicating their

ideas to the University administra'ion and have suggested that whatever office is estab-

lished for insuring equal opportunity should maintain contact with the Alumni Office to

develop progra of interest to alumnae.

The alur nac also ,--ould like for the Development Office to assign to a member of their

staff responsibility for soliciting support from alumni for programs for women on campus.



CHAPTER IV. RECOMMENDATION FOR MONITORI2:G VEHICLE

Part four of the President's charge asked that the Commission

recommend a continuing vehicle for monitcring the implementation of an
affirmative action program and suggest which ofrices within the University
should be responsible for various aspects of implementation.

In its Preliminary Report, the Commission reviewed the ways in which several other

universities have chosen to administer their affirmative action plans, and concluded that

it was both common and desirable that a special office be created, charged with over-

seeing the implementation of affirmative aotion prorams, placed administratively

at a level high enotah to cxercise the aitthority necessary to fulfill its charge. In the

course of discussions with representatives of the administration, the Commission

modified these ori'.4inal su,-rgestions, to the extent of agreeing that any such office should

have responsibility for minorities as well as women. On July 10, 1i71, the Commission

sent a formal recommendation to President Stever suggesting the creation, by September

1, 1971, of an "Office of Eoual Opportunity-(0E0), to be charged with monitoring CMUTs

developing affirmative action programs for women and minorities. With some modifica-

tions, the Commission continues to endorse that July proposal, excerpts and summaries

of which are presented below.

CO-DIRECTORS

The Commissioners are concerned that the CEO should not appear to favor either

minorities or women, but that both groups should have energetic, responsible
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representation. To mneet these concerns, the Conunission recommends that the CEO 1D.L-

directed by two half time Co-Directors, one a woman and the other a minority person,

charged with responsibilities for affirmative action plans for women and minorities,

respectively. The half time status of Cc-Directors is recommended primarily in an

effort to ivoid isolating the Co-Directors from the rest of C:MU operations; thus, the

Commission expects -nat the Co-Direetors woukl devote the remainder of their time to

some:division of the University other thz-ui the OEO. This "joint appointment" arra .gc-

ment would also facilitate the phasing out of the 070 in two or three years, when its

rnission is accomplished aid existine; divisions of the Uinversity can assume its

special functions.

REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS

The reporting structure orie:inallv recommended by the Commission on July 10 is

now out of date, due to the departure of Vice President Kibbee. Oric;inally, the

Commission recommended that the OEO report to three Vice Presidents, a complexity

which s-?emed necessary in view of the broad mandate of such an office. A modifica-

tion of that recommendation suggesteu now is that the 0E0 Co-Directors should be

responsible to the Management Committee or to whatever executive committee replaces

it should there he a reorganization in the CMU administrative structure. Alternatively,

the Co-Directors might report directly to the President as Special Assistants.

0E0 COUNCIL

The Commission recommends that an 0E0 Council be established both to assist the

0E0 Staff in their monitoring efforts, and to help create an awaroness among and to

elicit support from the operating units of the University from which Counsel members
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arc dra\%n. Such a council .:-.1buld probably iC imited to 10 Or 12 individuals, repi.esent-

ing various occupation:il units an levels at CIVIU; the Commission recommends that they

be appointed by the Co-Directors in consultation v, liii the Management Committee and

with affected groups on comptu5.

CO=ISSION ON STATUS AND NEEDS OF WOMEN AlC-D MINORITIES

To further insure that the University makes satisfactory progress toward effecting

equal opportunities for women and n-inorities, a Commission on the Status a Needs of
_

Women and Minorities at CML1 should meet at six month intervals to evalu.:,te progress

made tov-zrds this go;:l, and report its findings directly to the President. Memberts,hip

on the Commission is suggested as follows: elected representatives of each campus

group concerned with opportunities for women and minorities; appointees of the President

representing each college and major employn-,ent category; representatives from the

Faculty Senate, Student Senate, Staff Council and Student Government selected by their

respective organizations. It is farther suggested that the Commission issue periodic

public reports of its findings to all members of the campus community.

PROPOSED FUNCTIONS FOR TilE OEO

At. the most general level, the functions of the 0E0 are first to develop and then to

monitor the implemeatation of affirmative actic programs for minorities and women

at Carnegie-Mellon University. Practically, it seems likely that the direction of major

effort within the 0E0 will change somewhat over time, beginning with early efforts to

develop affirmative action programs, through a period of active discussion and planning

with various implementing division-, to a late- stage of monitoring the results of

implementation efibrts.
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Although it is not i)ossible to specify all of tile precise functions of the 0E0 at this

point, it is clear to us that such an office should include at least the following activities:

Recruitment efforts--The CEO should provide assistan::e to
operational units in their efforts to find qualified or qualifiable
women and minorities for einploymcnt. Specifically the Co-
Directors should maintain contact wiln professional and lahor
groups which have access to potential job candidates and where-
ever possible should provide resumes to deans, department
heads and directors for their consideration. Procedures should
be established to instire that the CEO is iniormed about vacan-
cies for staff and faculty positions, and is given the opportunity
to review appointments for compliance with the affirmative
-action plan.

(2) Data collectionAs an essential part of its monitoring function,
the 0E0 must collect pertinent data on employees; in addition,
thc Office should recommend whatever changes in existing
practices it considers necessary to insure smooth operation
of monitoring efforts in the future.

(3) Campus education--The GEO should mahe sure that the campus
as a whole is aware of its activities and understands the need
for them. TraininL; sessions for supervisory personnel should
be deveThped, as well as specific grievance procedures and a
program for education with respect to sex ::_nd race discrimina-
tion. The Co-Directors and Council should promulgate policies
established to equalize opportunities for women and minorities
and communicate to all concerned the implications of those
policies and the actions needed to impiement them.

(4) Assistance in implementation efforts other than recruitment--
The 0E0 should provide assistance to campus groups and
divisions which require help in developing and operating pro-
grams designed to enhance the opportunities for women and
minorites. For example secretarial and research assistance
might be provided to women's groups interested in developing
pilot courses in the area of women's studies or in bringing
speakers to campus. In some cases, the 0E0 might also
assume the role of advocate for an individual who alleges tat
he or she has been discriminated against because of sex, race
or other minority status.

TIME SCHEDULE

The 0E0 should probably expect to complete its mission within two or three years.
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The propoed time soh:'Culo 1._:elow s inastratc::: of the sort of phainp,. lat scorns

reasonable lo the Commis ,ion.

Phase 1: September T7,,eember 1ft7I

The Co-Directors should familiarize the Council rnembers with the work of the

Commission on the Status and Needs of Women and with relevant litcratuin from off-

campus sourceS, The Co-Directors and the Council should confer with opei ional

unitS wit}, respect to implementation of measures to enhance the opportunities for

women and minorities and they should develop procedures for educating the campus com-

munity about the ineasules needed for such. During this period, the Co-Directors and

the Council will follow the affirmative action and other plans devised previously, and

continue to develop addilional plans as needed.

Phase 2: January 2.,lareh 1972

The Co-Directors and the Council should focus on establishing procedures for

r lonitoring the implementation of measures to enhance the opportunities for women

and minorities. Initial testing of these procedures through early monitoring efforts

should be well under way by the end of this phase.

Phase 3: April 1972 September 1973

During the second year of its operation, the 0120 and the Council should function

primarily to audit the monitoring procedures developed during the preceding year.

It should also condut the necessary studies to evaluate the pl ans developed, the

implementing procedures and the monitoring devices. Leadership for these evaluation
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studic:-; b: provided by the Co-Director:F.. A report of these evaluative studies

should be EubmitteJ by September 197:3.

1).tril,;.; the final months of this phase, the 0E0 should identify and transfer responsi-

bilities to the operational units that will continue the monitorinff; function as part. of their

regular pctivities.
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CHAPTER V: RECOMMENDATIONS AND BROAD OUTLINES
FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

In its preliminary report the Commission made. some 39 recommendations. Approxi-

mately half of these were labeled as immediately acceptable by the administration, and

further work-was requested on the remainder. (A copy of the original 39 ,secommendations,

with administration reaction to each one, is available from Commi7.sion files.)

in preparing this final report the Commission carefully reviewed its original recommen-

dations, el iminated some, modified others, added many and in general tried to be more

specific and operational in languafze. Tle result was an increase from 39 to 55 recommen-

dations in five problem areas which represent the major kinds of difficulties encountered

by women at CMU. These are:

A. Incomplete and inconsistent records, and poor communication
of information.

B. Underrepresentation of women in faculty and administrative positions.

C. inadequate representation of women on decision-making bodies.

D. Lower pay for women than men for the same work.

E. Decline of educational opportunities for women at CM.U.

A. THE PROBLEM: INCOMPLETE AND INCONSISTENT RECORDS, AND POOR
COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION

A persistent problem for the Commission was the difficulty of obtaining clear accurate

data about the status and needs of women staff, faculty and students. Such data, obviously

necessary for program planning as well as for determining whether or not sex bias exists,

often had to be generated especially for the Commission because they are not routinely

obtained or stored.



A 3-elated difficulty was that many women do not knov. what =S's persc,nnol policies

arc, even those which directly affect them. In part, both problems probably reflect a

general hist(,i-y of decentrahzed personnel procedures et C1\11.5. However, the problem

of PlissiM-2; or poorly communicated job information seems most acute in iob categories

which are, pL-irhaps coincidentally, predominantly filled by women employees, namely,

part time workers and secretarial staff. The recommendations which follow are designed

to establish record keeping that will facilitate the monitoring- efforts of the Office of Equal

Opportunity, and insure that all employees at C1\11J have full information regardin?' their

occupational status. Although deficiencies in employee data were outstanding-, the

Commission also found insufficient data on the status and needs of women students.

Recommendations on Personnel Records

1. All personnel records, whether in Mes or on the computer, should indicate the

sex of the person.

2. Each employee's file, both faculty and staff, should contain updated information

on marital status and number and ages of children and other dependents in order to pro-

vide information needed for planning fringe bene-":its such as maternity leave.

3. The Personnel Services Department should develop job descriptions for all exempt

non-faculty not presently described at CAM. When completed, these descriptions should

serve as the basis for a comparison of salaries for men and women within specific job

categories. The 0E0 should recommend corrective action as necessary.

4. The Personnel Services Department should work with the staff of the 0E0 to

obtain and analyze data on salaries of part time employees, using a standardized pro-

rated hourly wage which permits comparing the average earnings of women and men.

Recommendations on Information for Employees

Many women expressed dissatisfaction at their lack of information about their own

jobs. To correct this situation, the Commission recommends that:
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5. The Personnel Services 'Department should v,.c)rl.: with Topresen: ntives from

APOV.lE and \VC7i1 to draw up an employee IT:Indbook which would Lc distributed to all new

Cl\IU employees at the time of hiring, and to all employees at the start of each academic

year. The Handl)ooi-: should include a description of the procedures used to classify jobs

into pay grades and should present the pay ranges within ca(.h grade. The Fan.:lbo.:

should be updated annually. Other detailed suggestions for the Handbook have been

prepared by the APOWIT. Special Committee and are included in this report.

6. The Personnel Services Department should develop a form which contains each

individual ernplovee's current job description, full time or part time status, fringe bene-

fits, classification, pay grade and salary range for grade and individual salary (prorated

for part time employees). These forms should be updated at least once a year and filed

in each employee's personnel folder. In addition, a copy of the annually updated form

should be sent to the emploec. The form should clearly indicate what avenues of re-

dress are available to any employee with questions or complaints about his or her job

status.

Recommendations on Information alout Women Student-;

The Commission lacks much data on women students, partly because students were

not available during the summer when the hulk of its research had to be done. But the

Commission found that much of the required data on students is not collected, stored

or analyzed by sex. To obtain the needed data, the Commission recommends that:

7. The Office of Institutional Research should prepare academic prediction equations

separately for men and women, startine: with 1V1IS and CIT, to determine whether

correlations between grades and predictor variables differ by sex. The results of these

studies should be available to the Admissions Office.

S. The 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs should work with the Office of Institu-

tional Research to generate more information about:
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(10

o!-Jtion i n h(:_v--;in;:i: acconniod;-:iions are of inIcret-:t
to simNHIts? StlePI:--; Wish LO hivc :z:ecurity penzomlol
availaije in their residence -,.reas, and if so. w.hat :,;hc-,nid the
duties ,;: such pc-,-sonncl incjade? Do women to have a res-
idence staff? What type of residence counsfling services do
women v.-ant? Do women know how much te services add to
their housing crsts? How much are women to pay for
these :-;erviees?

Classroom :DiasWhat attitudes do men and women students hold
rcgardint the academic ability of women stUCiu ;Its and i'acultv?
What attitudes do they r)(21.-c.eive their teachers to have re:rarding
women? Are there specific instances of elcailv bigoted slate-
ments aL-ainst -womcm in the classroom?

9. Student adn-lissions data should be expanded to permit easy retrieval of the follow-

ing informati-en for individuals and c',"01.1ps:

Name of app]icant: sex: SAT and other test scores: audition or portfolio
follow-thro.)gh; departmental evaluation usin<i; some quantifiable proce-
dure acceptac belh. to acin:issions and to the CFA departments: whetber
or not the arplicant was offered admission and_ if so, w-hc-dlcr or not
applicant w:Is offered aid; classification of applicant by rear
in school; del;:artrnent applied for: whether or not mc applicant accepted
admission; and whetber or not. the applicant actuav enrolled.

10. Records on financial aid decisions should be retained for f ive years, or until

the student graduates in order to permit casydetermination of possible sex bias in

awarcis. The information which should be recorded includes:

Name of applicant: sex; classification by academic year; department
option (v.-here applicable); financial need as csta)lished by the Collec:e
Scholarship Service (CSS); amount of financial aced recognized by
C.IVI-U; total value of award packa---e offered; poition offered in scholar-
ship, loan and work study; acceptance or non acceptance by applicant.

11. Some special changes in record keeping apparently need to be made with respect

to st-udent receipt of financial aid in programs where these decisions are not entirely

centralized in the Financial Aid Office, as in CMAP and CFA. Since there appears to

be some disparity between men and women students in some departments in the amount

and kind of aid they receive, the Commission recommends that:

(a) CFA departments should prepare a ranking of applicants by
assessed talent.

(b) The Financial Aid Office should prepare a ranking of applicant
by financial need.
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(c The_ inane:al a1d aw;ircis ;-ho;;Id rborn:-,arcd to eac-h of those
sct i renzings I 0 (lc( cther applieallts receive

less aid 1:ec-ause they (()P.Ie I rom v.ealthier Or becauso they
are. rated as less Ialented (in (epLtrtinents in which aid is partly de-
pendent on estimates of ability).

If the lat;er proves to be the case, further quesLions need to be con-
sidered al:out the extent to whieh bias against women could unwittingly
lower the estimates of Lalent of women am)licants. The OLO Co-
Director for Women's Affnirs shculd meet with representatives from
CFA departments to e:\plore the feasthility of procedures for estimat-
ing talent which conceal tile sex oi the applicant.

12. Thc Student Senate should appoint a special committee to monitor participation

by women in -coed organizations on campus. The committee should study the pattern of

women's participation on campus and note both what proportions of members and of

leaders arc women. The committee should report its findings to the Student Senate and

to the general campus community.

B. THE PROBLEM: UNDERREPTZESENTATION OF WOMEN IN FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS

Althou;h women make up ap7:;roximatcly ono-third of CMU's work force, they arc only

12 percent of the faculty and 1(3 percent of officials and managers. It is clear to the

Commission that efforts must be made both to facilitate promotion of women at CM-U and

to recruit qualified women from off campus. The recommendations below are directed

to these objectives.

Recommendations on Career Development for Women

Because of the present financial constraints at CMIT, it may prove easier to promote

ctsdsting employees rather than to hire new people at top levels. For this reason, and

because the Commission believes that little effort has been expended until now to promote

women from within, the Commission recommends that:

13. The President should ask each Dean, Department Head, Director and University

Officer to prepare a written promotability review for each of his women employees.

This a eview should state clearly the qualifications necessary for the women to bc promoted

1_34
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with in that delr-tr-un:mt, h:yt opportulitics exist for her to acquire

and develop thec ouLL:ificaiions. These reviews should Le discussed with the women in-

vol-ed, and with the CEO Co-Director for Women's Affairs, who should act as a resource

persoe both to the departniert::: dud to the women employee.

14. CIN.TU shota: build on its viresent educational strennt;ths in developing ncw programs

to qualify women for po.sitions in University admiMstratiens. Specifically, the Commis-

sion recommends that the Dean of GSIA, worling with his h.culty and the CEO Co-

Director for Women's Affairs, develop z.pecial career programs for women administra-

tcrs

Recommendations on New -ErIlo-ees

If the representation of women on CI\TU's faculty and administrative staff is to increase

substantially, new women employees must obviously be z,dcleC,. The Commission recom-

mends that:

15. Target levels for percenta-2;e of women faculty should be developed by each aca-

demic department throun-h discussions held between the department chairmen, OEO Co-

Director for Women's Affairs, Vice President for Academie Affairs and the clean of the

college involved. The levels should reflect the percentage of qualified women in a field

nationally as well as the percentage of women graduating in that field from CA11.3. For

social sciences and humanities fields, but most particularly for the physical sciences,

the targets should reflect the percentage of women doctorates nationally in a hield and

the percentage of women receiving doctorates from CMU in those fields. These two

levels define the potential pool from which faculty members can be drawn. Time sched-

ules to meet these target levels should be decided and specified in writing.

16. Similar target levels should be established for women administrators, through

discussions held between the head of the administrative unit, the 0E0 Co-Director for

Women's Affairs, the Director of Personnel Services and the Vice President for Business
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Affairs. The levels reached shouLl reflect the percentage or women in the natioral labor

force (approNimatcly 10 percent) which is the potential pool of available women who ean

be t-lualified for administratirn po:_tit_ions. Time schedules for reaching these target levels

should be decided and specified in writing.

17. As positions become available the departmental chairman or adminis,rator should

prepare written job desctiptibns and statements of candidate requirements for faculty and

administrative position.3. Copies of these documents should be sent to the OEO Co-

Director for Women's Affairs who should use her o'ood offices and her contacts with and

knowledge of professional women's organizations to assist in locating qualified women

candidates.

18. As one check on the implementation of these recommendations, the Payroll Depart-

ment should be asked to forward to the 0E0 staff a notice of every addition to the payroll;

when these additions are for men employees, the 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs

may ask the employing unit to demonstrate what efforts were made to locate a qualified

woman hefore the position was offered to a man. Where the 0E0 Co-Director has reason

to believe that the employing unit is bypassing the letter or the infent of C..?-113's affirma-

tive action program, she may recommend to the President that subsequent personnel

decisions in that unit must be approved by the 0E0.

C. THE PROBLEM: INADEQUATE REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN ON
DECISION-lVTAKING BODIES

One clear consequence of the general finding that women are underrepresented at the

upper levels of educational and administrative career lines is that they have very limited

opportunity to participate in the development of policy which affects them. For example,

the Commission noted with concern that there are no women on the University Management

Committee, that part time faculty (25 percent of whom are women) have no representa-

tion in the faculty senate; that staff women have no official voice and that there are few

women on tenure and promotions committees. The following recommendations are
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gc" n101.e cornmittec.: v.h;ch Inako sinific.ont policy C.oeisions at

ilocoinmanclations on Faculty Committees

The Commission considers the Faculty Senate to have a good record of representa-

tion of wonJen in the Senate itself, with a somewhat less out:itanciing record for women

on Senate committees. Accordingly, the Commission recommends:

19. The Chairnmn of the Faculty Senate should immediately appoint at least one

woman te the Senate. committee which does not now have wcnnen members, that is, the

Budget Committee.

20. Both in the nominations for elected members of the Faculty Senate Executive

Committee, and in decisions concerning appointed memLers, care should be exercised

to insure that women candidates are considered and that they are not limited to stereo-

typed roles, such as secretary.

21. ,The Chairman of the Faculty Senate should initiate discussion between his Office

and the Se-r.ate representatives of the librarians, most of whom are women, with the objec-

tive of finding new way; to improve their status in the University faculty. As a first

step, the Commission suggests that the Senator from the library staff be appointed to the

Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate,

22. The Chairman of the Faculty Senate and the Vice President for Academic Affairs

should ask that the Educational Policy Council (EPC) study the status of part time faculty

members, many of whom are women. Representatives from the part time faculty should

be invited to appear before EPC, and the OEO Co-Director for Women's Affairs should be

invited to present a working paper on recommended changes. Although eventual policy

should be decided through these deliberations, the Commission recommends to EPC that

part time faculty should receive proportional fringe benefits, they should be permitted to

count their service towards promotion and tenure and they should be represented in the

Faculty Senate.
1=37
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Recom mcni thns on 0:1er

In addition to Senate committees, there. are a number of important University councils

and committees on which women are underrepresented. The Commission recommends

that:

23. The number of women on the Board of Trustees should be increased. The Commis-

sion understands that three alumni trustee positions will be open in 1971: if this informa-

tion is correct, the Commission recommends that at least two of these positioris be given

to women. The Commission suggests that the Alumnae Task Force of WCM be consulted

in the search for women trustees.

24. Women should be appointed at once to those college councils in which women arc

underrepresented, to University tenure and promotions committees and to University

and college committees which currently have no women members. The number of women

appointed should lie between a minimum set by their proportio:-. -1mong faculty in the appro-

priate college to a maximum set by the proportion of women in the total undergraduate stu-

dent body, but should in no case be less than one woman.

25. The OF0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs should he a member of the President's

staff, that is, a member of the CM-15 Management Committee.

Recommendations on Staff and Administrati\e Women

The recommendations above do not cover staff women, for whom there is no present

structure, group or committee through which they can participate in the decisions which

affect their conditions of employment. To correct this stuation, the Commission recom-
mends that:

26. Staff employees at CMU should develop a council whose responsibilities will in-

elude the study of employment conditions affecting staff at CIVIU, communicating staff

attitudes to the administratio and promoting changes desired by staff employees. The

OEO Co-Director for Women's Affairs should coordinate efforts to identify what the
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staff 1.)refer:---; a5; a sele:.'Lion prr)ce:-Is for representatives to the Staff (ounctl. The GEO

should alf,o conduct any elections requested by the staff. The 0E0 Co-Director for

Women's Affairs sheuk: 1_;o an ex-officio memher of the Council.

27. The University administration. especially the Vice Presidents for Business and

Academic Affairs, worlina with the Director of Per:::onnel Services, should adopt and

implement the staff grievance proce,.lurc proposed by the APOr'= subcommitt,,e and in-

cluded elsewhere in this report.

Recommendations on Studc2nts

Since the Commission did not have sufficient data to develop recommendations regard-

ing the improvement of women students' status, we have made several recommendations

designed to g ther more data, and we assume that the CEO Co-Director for Women's

Affairs will makc furLh= recommendations as needed. Recommendations below stem from

the Commission's belief that 1) women students should not have to pay for special services

they do not themselves elect to receive, 2) that ecival pav for coual work should apply to

students as well as other employees, :3) the University should allow women students the

same freedom as men students in selecting their life styles and living accommodations,

and 4) women residents have the right to know which office or individual is responsible

for any que-stion or problem which might arise regarding their housing arrangements.

These concepts are but specific aspects of the larger concept of equality through self

determination for women as well as men. At this point, the Commission recommends

that:

28. Students should have a procedure for appealino: financial aid decisions, especially

if sex discrimination is allec_2:ed. The Student Senate or other body designated by the stu-

dents in conjunction with the Director of Financial Aid should develop appeal procedures

and guidelines as to the kinds of cases which are legitimate for appeal. The 0E0 Co-

Director for Women's Affairs could serve as a non-voting member of this committee, if

students so request.

1 :3 9
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29. Students, especially '.'..-omen, should be informed critics u: any policies which

tend to perpetuate double stondards for mcn and women. If ier ai 1cp;a1 limits to stu-

dent autonomy with respect to housing regulations, curfews, parietal rules and the like,

the head of the Division of Student Affairs should make those explicit to the students. In

areas where no off-campus legal constraints operate to .set University policy, students

should set their own standards through cnmpus-wide referenda.

30. Whatever housin- accommodations are provided for women, they should pay for

only those items of expense which are exclusively for their benefit and a prorated amount

for items which_are partially for their benefit. Further, both men and women should

share equally in housing overhead costs which are due to excessive maintenance require-

ments or outmoded facilities, as, for example, the heating system in IVIorewood Gardens.

D. THE PROP:LEM: LOWER PAY FOR W02\-TEN THAY MEN FOrt THE S.A:\IE WORK

Probably the most consistent Commission finding is that me:. I-cceive higher average

salaries and frinse benefits than women at all iob levels at CI\IU. This salary inequity

holds up through numerous data refinements. For example, men and women faculty with

the same rank and in the same department do not receive the same salaries, on the aver-

age; men usually earn more. Similar findings appear for non-facultv employees and for

job rewards other than salary. Men enjoy more favorable, conditions than women in fringe

benefits, contract status and termination rates. The recommendations which follow are

designed to eliminate these inequities.

Th-commendations on Faculty Job Status

31. The Vice President for Academic Affairs should ask the chairman of each depart-

ment in which there are women faculty members to prepare a brief report of the status

of each woman, to be sent to the 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs and to the Vice

President for Academic Affairs. These statements should include information on her

salary, contract status and promotability.
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32. In any case he re a woman has been given a contract of less than the normal

duration (three years for nssistant professor or five years for a ssociatc professor)

the department h cad or dean should provide a written expination to the Vice President

for Academic Affairs, with the understanding that. unless some persuasive eounterincnca-

tion exist, the contract will l-Ls rewritten on the normal basis.

33. The ar)propriate department head and dean should review the salary of each

woman faculty member with the aim of raising the average salary of all women in the

department or college to the average for men in the same rank by fiscal year 1974. The

Commission recommends that each clean allocate for wornenls salaries a total dollar

amount which equals the total number of women faculty in his college at each rank niniti-
plied by the male ayerage salary in each rank. The dean, in collaboration with departrnent

heads, can then determine the specific amount to apportion each faculty woman. In this

te averae salary for women will be made eonal to the average for men while still leaving

flexible the amount ap;Dortiencd to each woman based on cfnalificati_ons or.merit. The Commis-

sion estimates that the tc,tal cost to bring faculty women's salaries up to men's is $40, 801.

34. The department head or dean should indicate in writing to the Vice President for

Academic Affairs any impending termination date of a woman's present contract, and his

estimate regarding the probability that she will be offered a new contract. If a new con-

tract seems unlikely, thc department head should clearly indicate the woman's areas of

cl-ficiencv. Acting on this information, the 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs should

schedule an interview with the woman involved and discuss possible ways to correct the

deficiency. Possibilities might range from improving her teaching skills through special

coaching, request for a delayed tenure decision or applying for a semester leave of

absence in order to do research. The 0E0 Co-Director should make sure that the woman

faculty member is aware of existing procedures which may prove useful, such as the

procedures for applying for University supported leaves and the Faculty Senate grievance

procedure. Following this planning session, the OEO Co-Director should intercede, if
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necessary, with the department head, dean, or Vice President for Academic Affairs,

to obtain their support in helping the woman faculty member implement her plans to

correct whatever deficiencies have threatened hcr w,th termination.

35. The Commission feels that the matter of promotion and tenure for women

facuity needs more study and recommends that the Vice President for Academic Affairs

or the President should appoint a special University Tenure and Promotions Committee

to prepare a report with recommendations regarding special policies for women. The

objective of any policy modifications for women should be to insure that their opportunity

to compete for favorable promotion and tenure decisions is not hindered by their sex or

its biological, psychological or sociological concomitants such as childbearing and ch.ld-

rearing. The OEO Co-Director for Women's Affairs should serve as a consultant to the

Tenure and Promotions Committee in this matter.

Recommendations on Frine Denefits

The Comm.7ssion findings show how closely fringe benefits arc tied to total compensa-

tion. Since women receive lower salaries than men in all job categories and ranks, their

fringe bencfits (especially retirement, group life insurance and f,ocial security) are lower

in dollar value. This means that equalizing women's salaries with men's is the top prior-

ity business of the University. This is the one crucial way to effect equitable fringe

benefits for women. The Commission recommends that:

36. The Faculty Affairs Council of the Faculty Senate and the Staff Council should

make a detailed study of fringe benefits, with data grouped by age, sex, marital status,

number and ages of children and other dependents. Analysis should take into account

that among existing fringe benefits, some are proportional to salary (e.g., TIAA-CREF),

while others are not (e. g. , tuition remission). As part of these investigations, all

employees should be asked to specify which benefits they prefer to use. Child care and

maternity leave should be among the benefits offered. The APOWE Subcommittee's
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reconuclen.Hatins on (elsewhere in this report) :-;11,-)n1(1 receive special

attention. The Commis..;ion recommends tiiat, once wornen's salaries are equalized, an

equitable fringe Lone fits paeknge for all "University employees may he one which aliows

each employee, either :Jill time or part time, to choose those benefits lic or she prefers

from the whole spectrum of available benefits, but only up to a dollar amount equal to

about ten percent of salary.

37. Although the complete fringe benefit "packag " for men and v.-omen requires more

study and discussion, a maternity leave benefit has been repeatedly mentioned to the Coin-

mission by women faculty, staff, and administrators and should be implemented at once.

Specifically, the Commission recommends that the Director of Personnel Services draw

up a written maternity leave policy for all women employees to become effective January

1, 1972. The policy should be reviewed by the women representatives on the Faculty

Affairs Council and the Staff Cotmcil.

33. The University should make an immediate public commitment to the concept of

part time fringe benefits for regular part time wor1 . for both faculty and staff women. The

President should send a written statement to advise each department head, director, dean

and supervisor of this commitment and to indicate how this commitment will be implemen-

ted in practice.

Recommendations on Staff Employees

39. Using the data on average salaries for men and women in each of 17 job categories,

the Director of Personnel Services should prepare a time schedule for bringing the aver-

age of staff women employees up to at least the male average for their job category.

Within each detailed job categoty filled by both women and men, a dollar amount should

be allocated by the University which would bring up the women's average salary to the

ments average for that category. The Commission estimates that $634,797 will be required
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to l)ring staff women's salaries up to men's in all job cate;:;ories co:ltaining both women
(r)and men. lhen the appropriate department head or supeivisor would draw from that

amount the specific :alary raises suitaLle to each woman em,)loyec according to her

experience and performance. These schedules should be discussed with the women in-

volved, thc employing department, the Vice Pr:2sident for Business Affairs and the OE0

Co-Dii-ceter for Wornen's Affairs.

For those job categories where the 1)roportion of women is 60 percent or greater,

salary ranf,es and averages should be broufJht up to an amount equal to the amo,Jnt in

omparablc -job categories for othe,r educational institutions in the City of Pittsburgh.

These rates (with projected increases to cover cost of living and raise increases) should

be determiner:I by December 1, 1071.

Salary increases to reach equality should begin no later than January 1, 1972 and

should reach the target level by January 1, 1974. Increases should be given to the lowest

paid employees first, graduating to the highest paid employees, with salary revisions for

some. employees effected each month commencing January 1, 1972.

E. THE PROBLEM: DECLINE IN EDUCATIONAL OPP3RTLINITIES FOR WO=N AT CIVIU

Certainly one of the most disturbing Commission findings is that the educational

opportunities for women at CMU have been declining for some time, As indicated in

Chapter II, the percentage of deTvees awarded. to women has declined since 1940; aca-

demic programs of special interest to women have been abandoned over the years, includ-

ing the library school, the social work school and Margaret Morrison Carnegie College

(to be phased out by 1973). These trends have not been offset by the creation of new pro-

grams attractive to women.

In a related vein, the Commission did not find any systematic effort to develop pro-

grams of educational, personal or career counselinp.; desig-ned specifically to aid women

students and alumnae. The recommendations that follow are intended to help recruit more

MBased on data provided by Personnel Services on 1970-1971 salaries and numbers of
employees in given job categories.
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women students to CT\ITJ, develop strong acedemie proo-ranls of into re::--1 to ).vornen on cam-

and provido counseling services to W0111(21-1 stlIC(2nts and alumnae.

Recommendations on Admissions

40. For all CI:\.ILT undergraduate colleges, the percentage of women admitted should

not be less than the percentage that apply, unless men applicants have demonstrably

superior credentials. For each college, the Admissions Office should provide the 0E0 staff

with data on the number of men and women who apply, are admitted and actually enroll.

When the percentage of women admitted thffers from the percentage who apply, the 0E0

Co-Director for Women's: Affairs should request that:

(a) In all. colleges except CFA, the SAT score averages should be
computed separately for men and women students who are ad-
mitted. If the women have hi2-her SAT's than the men, this is
indicative of seleetion procedures which favor men. The 0E0
Co-Director should determine at what level the discriminatory
practice orie;inates (the department, colleo'e or Ai. :-issions
Office), and should try to persuade the unit to che its prac-
tices. Where persuasion foils, the 0E0 Co-Director for
Women's Affairs should recommend to the President that he
explicitly request a change in the discriminatory practice.

(b) In CFA, where students are admitted on the basis of portfolio
review and auditions rather than on SAT scores, if the percent-
age of .vomen admitted is lower than the Percentage who apply,
the 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Aaairs should request
written evaluations of all admitted students from the CFA depart-
ment(s) involved. These evaluations should be quantified so that
they can be grouped to provide average scores for men and
women applicants. If thc scores for women students exceed .

the scoras for men, the 0E0 Co-Director should interpret this
as indicative of hioher admissions standards for women than
for men. As in the other colleges, the 0E0 Co-Director should
first try to persuade the CFA department to equalize its admis-
sions criteria; if this effort is unsuccessful, she should
recommend to the President that he insist that a change be made.

41. Publications directed towards the college applicant population (graduate and

undergraduate) should avoid the male image created by repetitious use of the masculine

gender, references to "wife" instead of to "spouse" or photographs almost exclusively

of men. All such publications should be reviewed by the 0E0 Co-Director for Women's
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Affairs in consultation with the Public I lations Dep:Ivinent before

42. For prop:ran:s which now attract few women applicants, those in CIT. D.TIS and

GSIA, special efforts to recruit and counsel women students are recommended. CIT

and "JMIS should hire special recruiters (perhaps recent women graduates) to recruit

high school women to enter engineering, sciences ao,d management sciences. CIT

and MIS should jointly hire a woman associate or assistant dean whose aim should be

to help able women to complete college, encourage them to enter and complete graduate

study and to pursue active careers in their chosen fields. Aside from counseling stu-

dents, this strategy can also eventually increase the pool of available women Ph.D.

engineers and scientists for University faculties. Guidance in these efforts is avail-

able from Commission files in a report on "Women in Engineering" summarizing a

July 1971 conference sponsored by the Eno-ineering Foundation.

Recommendations on New Academic Pro27rams of Interest to Women

Acknowledging that the long range trends at cmu have resulted in a reduction in

educalonal opportunities for women, a decline in the percentage of degrees awarded to

women and a decrease in the number of women faculty, the University should commit

itself to reversing these trends in two ways: (1) the Commission believes that C1113

must seek ways to bring women into its now predominantly male science and en2:ineering

and 13usiness administration programs:. (2) the University should consider establish-

ing new strong programs designed to attract and. educate women. We are, in effect,

arguing for equal educational opportunity for women. To achieve equal opportunity for

women will require deliberate, even compensatory, efforts. As it presently stands,

Cli\IU lacks the attributes for attracting women except in I-I&SS and CFA. The longstand-

ing scientific, technological and research emphasis led to willingness to invest effort

and money in such traditionally "male" fields while the traditionally "female" programs

were slighted. Developing second class programs for women only serves to foster a
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prophecy that pro'grains for \\*Uri len are of low quality. Thus CMU must 1,u

prepared tr) create high quality programs to al traet both v:omen and men. Otherwise,

educational opportunities for wernon will either remain unavailable at this University

or they will be only second class. Either aliernative is inequitable to women. In

order for CAIU to attract r.omen students and help them complete its programs, the

Commission recommends:

43. The existinc4 Faculty Senate Educational Policy Council subcommittee on the

future of 2.\largaret Morrison Carnegie College (the M-MCC Committee) should be

strengthened_through the addition of more Faculty Senate representatives, representa-

tives from \VCM and from women students. This strengthened committee should be

charged to study and report its recommendations on the Lloyd- Seinberg and Angrist

proposals. The Committee report should be made both to EPC and to the President

by April 1, 1979: EPC should act in time for preliminary pilot projects to begin by

September 1972. (The Commission notes that the alumnae report also recommends

the creation of spceial proLu-ams such as one in continuing education and another in the

study of human potential).

44. The 0E0 Co--Director for Women's Affairs should work with the Development

Office and with the Proposal Information Office to locaiB off-campus funding sources for

the new programs recommended by the MMCC Committee and other concerned faculty.

Pilot projects should be started, if necessary, with internal funds, but the ultimate objec-

tive should be to create programs which are largely self supporting through tuition and

research funds.

45. Courses dealing with the role of women in history, literature, the arts, science

and with socialization of women should be developed at CMU. Extensive bibliographies

for such "female studies" courses are now available from other universities which have

pioneered in preparing these materials. The 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs should

make these bibliographies available to faculty members interested in teaching such courses,
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and should in% ite n;!i'ticularly v. nIl (lualified faculty mern'ners to do so.

Recommendations on Connselin- for Women

The Commission is concerned Ci thc lack of special counseling programs designed

to meet the needs of women students. This lack is parallellnd by an absence of recogni-

tion that se: discrimination does exist, can take subtle forms and may do damac'e to the

career aspirations or personal adjustment of undergraduate women. The following

recommendations represent a first step towards providing better counseling and raising

conscious-ness concerning women:

46. The Commission urges the CM-U administration to financially support efforts

to keep women as administrators and counselors in the Counseling and Study Skills Cen-

ters and in CMAP both in order to meet the needs of women students seeking counseling

and in order to provide visible models of professional achievement to women students.

We recommend therefore that the Director of the Counseling Center and the Dean of the

Division of Student Affairs be provided with sufficient funds to attract and keep qualified

women. In light of the Di-overman study, which found that some women counselors shared

the negative cultural stereotypes regarding women, the Commission feels that any woman

counselors hired at CMU should be carefully screened for anti-female bias; we recommend

that the 0E0 Co-Director should be consulted in s11 screening and in final decisions

about particular candidates for counseling positions.

47. Women students in a predominantly male university have special problems which

may not be adequately understood by male counselors; for example, the "fear of success"

syndrome mentioned in the preface to this report. In order to insure that the counseling

offered to women students is responsive to these special needs, the women counselors

should initiate meetings with women students to identify their special counseling needs.

The programs should be reviewed by the 0E0 Co-Director for Women's Affairs.

48. The University should offer gynecological services to women students throucch
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the 7,-;:2 I1 tfl CentL:3-. In addition, broader prognuns in ;;ex ct;uncling and oducation ,-;hould

be developed by joint efforts of Ilcalth Center physieins and Counsclin;; Center psycholo-

gists.

49. Personnel in the Bureau of Placements should be conscious of the attitudes they

have concerning the career possibilities for women. Both job counselors and the support-

ing staff should see't to guide \vomen into the whole ran',,e of available job openings. They

should eschew the practice of advising women applicants to pursue traditional women's

fields, for example to become secretaries as the only practical possibility open to women.

50. The_Bureau of Placements should work closely with the Counseling Center to aid

senior women who are unsure of their career objectives and to develop seminars or other

information mechanisms which would aid students ea:-ly in their college years to start

working toward a career goal.

51. The Director of the Counseling Center should meet 'Ph the Director of the

Bureau of Placements and with representatives of the Alumni Office to plan joint pro-

grams for women students and alumnae. Such programs might include workshops to

which alumnae are invited who have either re-catered the work force or plan to do so;

these women should interact with undergraduate women students in discussions of the

problems they have encountered, the encourag;ement they have received and the skills

they need.

52. The Bureau of Placements publishes a monthly newsletter reminding about 300

employers of alumni and alumnae who have indicated availability for employment. This

newsletter is also 2:iven to employers recruiting undergraduates on campus. It is sug-

gestr'd that the Alumnae Task Force formulate ways to advise alumnae of this service

and work with the Bureau of Placements to explore other ways for promoting alumnae

' placements.

53. The Bureau of Placements should work with the Hunt Library in developing a

library of job counseling and job opportunity publications. Efforts should be exerted to
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seci,; ()Lit those p:.)lications that 5iiht expandin:; career opnortunities for women.

54. Notinf, thc recJuest i-rom the Alumnae Task Force. that alumnae be encouraed

to participate Inore activdy in local clan events and in recruitment of women students,

the Commission recommends that these requests become the topic of planning sessions

by the Alumnae Task Force, the Alumni Office and the Admissions Office. The CEO

Co-Director for 1Vornen's Affairs should use her good offices to initiate these meetings.

55. Much of what students reported to the Commission dealt with subtle classroom

comments which they felt were indicative of prejudiced attitudes towards women. In all

probability, these statements were made by male faculty and students who were unaware

of their imi3lications, and who would inhibit such comments in the future once the prejudi-

cial content was brought to their attention. The Commission has therefore been concerned

with discussion of ways to "raise consciousness" on campus, as a means of sensitizinEF

male and femai,-; members of the C:JU commtmity to the destructive impact of derogation

of women. To this end, the Commission recommends that the OEO Co-Director should

seek advice from the Chairman of the Faculty Senate, from the Student Senate and from

the Dean of the Division of Student Affairs; these individuals should be asked to help in

the development of procedures to "raise consciousness" on campus regarding sex discrimi-

nation.



CHAPTER VI . SUMMARY

The Commission on the Status and Needs of Women at Carnegie-Mellon
University was created by President Stever in :\Jarch 1::)71 as a result of discussions
held between members of the -,:dministretion and representatives of women employees.
The twelve =3-fibers of the Cemmission were chosen to provide representation from the
administration, facull7y, staff, stud=s and alumnae. The President's charge to the
Commission. instructed the Commission to examine University operations that pertain
to women studc'nts and emPloyees, =Le recomniendatiOnS to erihance the opportunities
for women at C:\i-LT, suggest Throaci outlines" of an affirmative action plan to correct
discriminatory practices and malc-c recommendations concerning a continuing vehicle
to monitor implementation of such a plan.

The Corninission has ,.vo-iiked to meet its charge in a variety of ways. It held three
public hearings on the startu; and needs of women ernpk:vees and students, conducied
individual and group int er-c.--iev.-s v.-1.th students, faculty, staff 1 uic, listened to
confidential tes t. morn.- volunteered o cci. eis at ali Universitx CMOrations
and amassed substantial data on the salaries, job classifications, termination rates,
fringe benefits and other wo-fk conditi ons of women emplyed at CMT_Tc

The Commission reported its preliminary findings la April 1971 and requested
reactions from deans, dePartment heads and directors. Their reactions were helpful
in pointing out the need f or illyL:112r data,. The Tinci. incorporaLes =oh of the
April Preliminary Reporc and presents additional data, recommendations and conclu-
sions developed by the Commission on the basis of its earlier investigations.

MAJOR FINDINGS

This section summarizes the major findings of the Commission, Matters of concern
to students are discussed first under general educational opportunities and then with
respect to specific University operations. Summaries of major findings pertaining to
women employees follow the student sections.

Educational Opportunities for Women

Historically, programs of special interest to women have fared rather badly at
C:11-U. Thus the School of Social Work was eliminated i.n 1953, the School of Librai.--3.-

, Science was transferred off campus in 19G2 and MMCC is now scheduled to terminate
in 1973. There have been corresponding decliii-as in the percent of CM-II degrees
awarded to women. In recent years, women received only 25 percent of undergraduate
degrees compared with 40 percent during the 1930's.


